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R. JOHN H. GIBBON was born in Charlotte, North Carolina,
March 16th, 1871. He comes of a distinctly medical family, his
great grandfather, his grandfather, father and only brother being physicians. His great grandfather, Dr. John H. Gibbons,
graduated from the University of Edinburgh in 1786, and on
his return to Philadelphia, for a number of years delivered a
course of lectures on the Theory and Practice of Medicine. He was one of the
Charter Members of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia. He died at the
early age of 36, leaving one son, also John H., who later dropped the "s" from the
name. He graduated in Arts and in Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania.
He never practiced medicine but devoted himself largely to scientific pursuits, especially mineralogy. .He moved his family to Charlotte, North Carolina, in 1838,
where he held the position of Assayer in the United States Mint.
His second son, Robert, the father of the subject of this sketch, was graduated in medicine at Jefferson in 1848 and practiced medicine in Charlotte until
his death in 1898. He devoted himself particularly to surgery and had a large
surgical practice in North Carolina. He was a Brigade-Surgeon in the Confederate service during the Civil War. It will be seen that Dr. Gibbon represents
the fourth generation in medicine in a direct line and that he is the third John
H. His brother, Dr. Robert L. Gibbon, of Charlotte, North Carolina, graduated.
at Jefferson in 1888, and is now Professor of Surgery in the North Carolina
Medical College.
Another medical ancestor of Dr. Gibbon was Dr. John Lardner, of London,
whose son, Lynford Lardner, came to America about 1740 and was soon made one
of the Provincial Counsellors of Pennsylvania, largely through the influence of
his brother-in-law, Richard Penn, the youngest son of William Penn, who had
married his sister, Hannah Lardner.
Dr. Gibbon received his preliminary education at the Macon School in Charlotte, N. c., and was graduated at Jefferson in 1891. Upon his graduation in
medicine he was elected Resident Physician in the Polyclinic Hospital and served
for one year. During the next year a large part of his time was spent substituting as Resident Physician at the Pennsylvania Hospital. He was elected a Resiuent for the regular term at this institution in April, 1893, and completed it in
February, i895, when he began the practice of medicine in Philadelphia. He was
soon made Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy in Jefferson College and later
Demonstrator of Osteology, a position which he held for several years. In December, 18g6, he was elected Surgeon in the Out-Patient Department of the Pennsylvania Hospital. In 1899 he was elected Chief of the Surgical Clinic at Jefferson Hospital, which position he held for three years, resigning when he was elected
Professor of Surgery at the Philadelphia Polyclinic in 19o1. In 1903 he wa"
elected Sllrgeon to the Pennsylvania Hospital to succeed the late Thomas G.
Morton. In 1903 he was also made Associate Professor of Surgery in Jefferson
College, a position which he held until elected to the full professorship of surgery
in 1907. In 1900 he was elected Surgeon to the Bryn Mawr Hospital, and for
~ome years he was on the Surgical Dispensary staff of the Children's Hospital.
During the Spanish-American War he was First Lieutenant and Assistant Surgeon in the Third United States Volunteer Engineers. This position he held for
II

three months , resigni ng to take up his work in Philade lphia. Dr.
Gibbon's present positio ns are Profes sor of Surger y, Jeffers on College, Surgeo
n
to the Pennsylvani a and Bryn Mawr Hospit als, and Consul ting Surgeo n
to the Woma n's
Hospita l. He is also Surgeo n in the Medica l Reserv e Corps of
the United States
Army. Dr. Gibbon is a Fellow of the College of Physic ians of
Philade lphia, the
Philade lphia Academ y of Surger y, and the Americ an Surgic al
Associ ation, and
is a Membe r of the Clinical Society of Surger y, the Philade lphia
Pennsy lvania State Medica l Societies, the Tri-Sta te (Virgin ia, County and the
North Carolin a
and South Carolin a) Medica l Society, and the Americ an Medica
l Association.
On Septem ber 2nd, 1901, Dr. Gibbon was marrie d in San Francis
fornia, to Marjor ie G. Young , the daught er of Lieute nant Genera co, CaliYoung, of the United States Army. Since then there have been l S. B. M.
born to them
four childre n, one girl and three boys.
Since comple ting his hospita l service, Dr. Gibbon has made continu
al contributio ns to surgica l literatu re. For a numbe r of years he edited
with
Dr.
Da
Costa the genera l surgical. portion of Saunde rs' "Year Book of
Surgery." He
wrote the section on "Comp ression of Arterie s" in Buck's "Refer
of the Medica l Sciences", and also the portion on "Opera tive ence Handb ook
Techni que" in
Keen's "Surge ry." At presen t he is engage d in the prepara tion
of
a Textbo ok of
Surger y for Studen ts.
.
The followi ng are some of his contrib utions to surgica l literatu
re:
"Cecal Hernia with a Classification of Sixty-t hree. Cases" , (Journ
al of the
Americ an Medica l Association, June II, 1898).
"Ruptu re of the Plantar is Muscle ", (Philad elphia l\fcdical Journa
"Left Caecal Hernia , with a Report of Two Cases," (Annal s l, 1900).
of Surger y,
July, 1901).
"Gangr enous Cholecystitis, with a Report of a Case in which
a Succes sful
Cholec ystecto my was Done," (Ameri can Journa l of Medica l
Sciences, April,
"(903) .
"Repor t of a Case of Painles s Amput ation of the Leg after the
Intrane ural
Injecti on of Cocain e", (Philad elphia Medica l Journa l. 1903).
"Obstr uction of the Bowels and Periton itis due to a Strang ulated
Meckel
Diverti culum" , (Ameri can Journa l of the Medica l Sciences, Novem
ber, 1903).
"Perfo rated Gastric and Duoden al Ulcers ; with a Report of
Four Cases
Operat ed Upon" , (Ameri can Medicine, Decem ber 19, 1903).
.
"Succe ssful Suture of a Penetr ating Wound of the Heart" , (Jonrn
al of the
Americ an Medica l Association, Februa ry ro, 1906).
"The Operat ive Treatm ent of Fractu res of the Patella ", (New
York Medical Journa l, May 26,190 6).
.
"The Treatm ent of Tuberc ulous Glands of the Neck", (Surge ry,
Gynecology
and Obstetr ics, Novem ber, 1906).
"Post-O perativ e Treatm ent", (Annal s of Surger y, August . 1907).
"Endo- aneury smorrh aphy (Matas )", (Annal s of Surger y, Septem
ber, 1907)·
"Urete ral Calculi, with a Furthe r Report on the Combined Intraand Extra-per itoneal Uretero -lithoto my," (Surge ry, Gynecology and
Obstetr ics, May,
1908 ).
' ! I : :
"Melan otic Neopla sms, with a Report of Cases, includi ng one
of Melano tic
Sarcom a of Rectum ", (Intern ational Clinics, Vol. III, Eighte enth
Series) .
"Some of the Recent Improv ements in Operat ions for Tumor s of
the Breast' ·,
(Penns yl. State Medica l Journa l, 1909).
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(l])rorgr A. Attllrr£iOlt. "Alt1)y."
1J1oltlttnttt airrrtt. lIltu1r
P. and S .. Baltim re.
OIlC of Ille /IIosl elllllltsioslic IIlc/IIbers of Ille
AJarried Mell's Illb. /1 lid;). said he had 10 gel 11101'ried or gi'l!c 'lip medicillc.

OIarroll iRoyrr 1!3ahrr. "1!3altr."
lIilmtttgtott. mrl.
. Ipha Kappa Kappa; ..\Ipha
man Phy iological ociety.

mega Alpha;

hap-

He is a /11011 (1'0111 Drlml'arc.
IVilh bleary eye alld scallly hair,
Tall o( slalllre. j(//lIIly oil'.
Il'ilh a jack-ass brayillg lallgh Ihal call be heard
eighl cily blocks.

:\oTE-We make no ap logy f r the meter.

1J1rnttlt

~mttq

1!lakrwdl. "1!lahr."
1!lrowtt£iuUlr. 'a.

Nu Sigma Nu: Alpha
etas; Secretary of Class,
eurological Society.

mega
Ipha; Kiskiminophomore year; Dercul1l

Vice-president of CIa .
Has a habil of Icat'illg lillIe 1IICIllelllos bellilld
a(ler for/llal calls 011 Ihe ladies -Chit'alroIlS Saki!.
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ill. fSI. 1!larkrr.
niversity of

IDrrnton. N. ill.
lorth Carolin a;

The inseparable side pariller of

oulhern Club.

chocllwald.

11Dtlliam Wauts 1Barry, "iBtll,"
illolrutlb, Ja.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Central Slate Normal.

Preside nt of Ihe NlIrse(r y) Cil/b.

~.

tEo 1Baxtrr. "1!ltlly:'

Omega Epsilon Phi' J. C. Wilson Medical Society; W. W. Keen urgical ociety.

II bl'Ca//lc illperalive Ihat "Billy" givc liP WiIlC,
alld sOllg. 11 e has filially cOllie 10 dispensc
illl sOllg. The only //lOll • ,ho cver bluffed Rasey.
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J.fgnatiu.6 A. iBrllnarkirwirz, "181'11,"
1King.6ton, lila.
Phi Chi; Keen
Society.

urgical Society; Davis Obstetrical

Suffered for four years from a strallge, 1111described ilia lady, characteri::ed by "3,peresthesia of
the hemorrhoidal brallches of the illtemal pudic.

3Jamr.s A. iBrtt.6,
Johns Hopkins
niversity.
Iember Cia
Book
Committee; "l\Iember J. C. Wilson Medical Society.
"Elida," the

Coplin Pathological

ociety.

His sudden outburst of enthusiasm a.t ol/e of Ull'ic/t's qui::::es will ever be relllembered.

33

lpollo from Hopkills.

T.

i8. iSoilrn,

"160,"

Western University of Pennsylvania.
The Relllbrol/dt of Ihe 1rt Cll/b.

i6;rnry tEilwuril iSrioily, "mini,"
Jatrr£lOt1, N. 1J.
Bellvue: i\Jcmbcr
b tel rical S cicl)'.
He's trolll "0'1'('1'
chap for all Ihal.

J.
01/

C. \ ilson

ociety; Davis

Ihe Jersey Side," but a good

marl Q)uillr iSrowt1,
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Alpha Omega Alpha; President of Class, Sophomore Year; Awarded Anatomy
Prize 1907; Member Forbes Anatomy League; Class
Historian.
Traveler, soldier, historial/, sllldenl,

34

flttaurirr 1Brown,
Aesculapius.

"Tlle .\"urse's Pavorile;"
Delusioll.

exalllple of fl.1:/>lIl1sile

1Raymonll ill. 1Bull, "1Jollnt1y,

OJ

illumrron, fltto.
Omega psilon Phi; niversity of Kansa ; Trea urer of Jetter on
cademy; Member Class Book
Committee.

"He '1 'as Ille mildesl mallllered lIIall Illat e1-'er
scutlled sllip or CIII a Illroal."

lIirrll1Rrxforll1Burnliillr, "1Bumir,"
Alrxat111ria, Qll1lio
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Theta Nu Epsilon! Ohio
Medical University; Secretary of Class; J. C. Wilson Medical Society; Horwitz Surgical Society.

A jolly good fello,', whose professioll is poker,
alld whose recrealion is Ihe growillg of remarkable
side-boards alld 1II0llstacllios.

35

<!.l~arlr5

1!3utdlH. "1!3utdl:'
i~rislnuillr.

N. JJ.

Alpha Omega Alpha;
outh Jersey Institute;
Member Hat-e Therapeutic
'iety and Horwitz
urgical ociety.
Has call1ped fOl/r )'ears -."ilh Ihe "Brighl Boy""alld sOllie hllve greallless (!) Ihmsl lipan Ihem."

D. ~. <!.lartrr. uNfdt," ISraurr g{rallolU. 'a.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Executive Committee; Forbes
Anatomical League.
Sltffers -."ilh cardioplosis; e. g., we do 1I0t lIIeall
Ihal his hearl has galle IhrOllgh his diap/lra~lII, bllt
it ceriailll), is 1101 ill his thorax. Possibly;1 could
be foulld in Jersey.

WI10ntuS i!;rrttllOtt <!.lutra. "1li roat."
Chi Zeta Chi.
niversity of Arkansa ; Member outhern Club;
J. C. Wil on Medical S ciety; E. E. Montgomery
Gynecol gical ociety.
Cales sllffers -. ·ilh paroxyslllal al/acks of glossorrhoea at every qui::.

t11larott,

~a.

Phi Rho Sigma; Theta
u Ep ilon; Pi Theta
Sigma; University College, Richmond, Va.; Ph.G.,
Columbia; Pre ident Southern Club; Vice-Pre ident Horwitz Surgical Society; Member Dercum
leurological ociety.

/I'e

N//1

say I/allril/g bl/I good aboul Clreol.

Theta lu Ep ilon;
niv r ity of Oregon;
Wilson Medical Society.

Developed a relllarkable gro7.,'IIr of lal/I/go
chhl his sCllior ).ear. Ea-a-a!

lWHlliattt 11. QI.olrntatt. "11illtl1tir,"
1\brr~rrtt.

t11lhUl.

Phi Kappa Psi and Phi Chi; Vanderbilt University; outhern Club.

Callie 10 ItS this ).car frolll the SO'/llh, and 'Was
quickly established as comcdial/ extraordinary 10
Sectioll F. A II I!lItll1lsiastic adlllirer of Dr. IVill'y.
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J.
011

C.
Iris

illilurlr!i ill. illollratrr. .. illolHr."
~.prurrr.

1101UU

Phi Beta Pi; State University of Iowa; Hare and
Wilson.

Lilu Cassi1ls-lws

iSroutz ilj. illowru. 1ll1fayursburg.
Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Hare Medical Society.

"Is tilis

Univer ity

ua

leall alld iluugry look."

'a.
of

Pittsburg;

oilen or Coze'ell, dortor?"

AUllrrw 1!Haiur maUill!iOU. .. mauy.··
'lrili.pllburg. 'a.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Member Execlltive Committee.

Qlrict, decor01ls, aud al1i'ays />rcsell/.

ID. QLarrnll maUlS.
Omega psi Ion Phi; niversity of Columbia; Ph.
College of Pharmacy; Secretary W. W. Keen Surgical Society.
fie 1/ritller slllo/~('s. rlle~ 'S, drillks, 1/01' s'wears.
trust lie will liv(' to a good arteria-sclerotic old
age.
~Ve

Uiugl, iGrnnx Uinllgr mid" "mid,,"
lII11Hallrlpl,ia, lila.
Sigma Phi Ep ilon; Horwitz
Dallloll,

Sigma Phi Epsilon; Treasurer Coplin Pathological Society; i[ember llorwitz Surgical Society.
Pytllias.

39

urgical Society.

lIlIftlltnm 3Iohn loIl1'rfy.
Atlantir OlUy. N. 31.
Philadelphia
College.

College

of

Pharmacy;

Villanova

"irs 7•• illl Robb\'. Prodr\' IIl1d Trigg for Ille
of Closs Ac/rolldroploslic.

lIlIftlltnm 1£. lougins.

/r'}l/Ol'

mtlton. 11'1.

Sce furilicr lIull'S olld ill/lslroliolls elsc1c'lIcn'.

l£llwarll 31. Iray.

N1'W 1£OttllOtt, Olottn.

W. W. Keen Surgical Society; H. A. I-fare Medical Society.
A COllllccliell1 YOllkee bl'qlll'oilled
Ille Iyplloid bug.

40

liS

frolll '08 by

lfTrattk Qll1altnrr.n muuaU,

g,prrr.n, 'a.

University of Penn ylvania,

Pe1'sollal Molfo-"OIJl1lia vincit labor"-Slick to
ii, old rhap.

14. JIlI(. iEl.nlngrr...iElnr."
Phi Chi; St. Michael's College, Toronto, Canada;
Davis Obstetrical Society; Hare Medical Society;
Class Book Committee; Clas Artist.
H as a sofl spol fo'r N e7CJ York Cit),.

,. iE. lfTagatt...'rtr:'

JIlI(tlnrnu1Ur. 'a.

Alpha Kappa Kappa; Class Treasurer in Sophomore Year; President Horwitz Surgical Society;
Forbes Anatomical League.

Famol/s for breakil/g Ulrich's arm wilh a baseball, Il/falJlous for breal?ing m01lY a porket wilh
fow' aces.

•

~rorgr

w. 1J1nrin, lIr.,

ih;llgr.J:Jltrt, 1lllI. 1Ifa.

Nu Sigma Nu; Alpha Omega Alpha; Vice-Presi.
dent Coplin Pathological Society, '02, '08; Pre ident
Jefferson Research Society; Member Keen Surgical
Society.
Su{fl'rs "ilh se7'ere rec1lrrl'1I1 al/arlts of
larhe. . Ple.1·or sublillli.1 digilalis. "

01. iR. 1J1anttrr, "linch,"

111'1fS-

l£11tt O1Ug, N. 01.

Omega Up ilon Phi; University of North Carolina; W. W. Keen Surgical Society.
Repl'alrd appliralious of Schuyl/(ill ,('aiel' hm'r
sillgularly faill'd 10 relll07'e Ihl' tar froui his heels.

fIlltalllrn, fIlltann.
Nu Sigma Nu; Alpha Omega Alpha; Vice-President Class of 1908 in 1904-'05; President of H. C.
Chapman Physiological Society; Member J. C. Wilson Medical Society; Awarded Phy iology Medal
1906; Personal Editor of Class Book.
NM' if 011:\' man has Ihot whirh hr would say,
lei hilll say il. or forl''Ver. hold his peace.
Address-Soulh Pair.

.fltlr.6 iEurrrtt 3lfO.6trr. "lBt11."
3lfort

~mtt11.

Ad,.

l'\u Sigma
u; Dercum ;\eurological Society;
Member Southern Club; Member Executive Committee.
"What probillg dcep
Has C"I!er sol'ved the II/)'StCI")' o{ sleep."
"IVhell Rose)' exolI/illed Bill's blood, did he find
the tllbercle bacil/lls!" ",\'0. Allgel FoCi', the tr)'paIIOSOll/e. "

maymoull 31. lITrollry.

'ttt.6burg.

Phi Chi; Vice-Pre ident of E. P. Davi
cal Society.

'no

Obstetri-

A collsciclltiolls stlldellt alld a {a it1l{1I I friclld,
,hose stock of gray II/aller is ill il/'l'erse praportioa
to his si:;e.

"I

110.61'p11 <!U1'U1'1anll 3lfu1mrr.
lIDtlltam.6port. 'a.
Phi Ro Sigma; Class Trea mer; Keen; Davis;
Forb s Anatomical League.
His tOllglle is Imllg ill the II/iddle alld "ICIorlu at
both l'lIds.

43

1Robl'rt

~ra"t

1fTurlong,

iltosrol', 'a.

Sigma Phi Epsilon; Mcmber Coplin, Keen, Davis
and Dercum Societie .

Dr. Rose/lberger: ,. A /Id /10"«', Br;ght Eyes, l'O/l tell
11S 0/1 • ,'tat 111' II/;ght gr07 /he bac;fllIs leprae?"
FlIrlo/lg: .. Please, sir, f eeeeslt.'"

tnarsl1all 1Rl'ttfro
University of

~ll'tttt,

18. ~.,
Asql'Uillr, N. Qt.

orth Carolina; Academy Society.

11 'Ira/ does tlte B. S. 1/1eall?

m. 1fT. ~lasgow,

~lasgow,

Alpha Omega Alpha; W. W. Kecn
cicty; Treasurer Alpha Omega AI) ha.

A qu;et
{('flow.
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11/011,

'a.

urgical So-

a cOllsc;ellt;olls studell/, alld a good

~al1tlU'l

18. <&ray.

<&rrrl1sburg. lila.

Ohio
orthern Univer ity;
Committee.

Member Executive

IVllate'i.'er goes for Orr, goes for Gray.

QLqarlrll 1!irnry <&rhltr£l.

iRogrr£lutUr. lila.

Phi Alpha Sigma; Member of Forbe
League and I-J. A. Hare Society.
He cOllies to sec y011 wllell YOII'fe il/,
He gives )'011 pO'i..,der, dose alld pill;
1 0111' tOllgue COIISUItS,
Theil feels your plllse,
Alld he is al'i. -a)'s "dressed to' killJ"

fIlltalrol11l QL. <&row. "fIlltadt."
lII11i1abrlpl1ia. lila.
Phi Chi; Member J. C. Wilson Medical Society;
F. X. Dercum N urological Society.

It takes two to lIIa/~e a lIIarriage, or allY otller
form of disagrce/llellt.
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Anatomical

1GOUt£l (fl.. <!50111Utat1.
Zeta Beta Tau.
l'vfolher drcsses him alld sisler cOlllbs his hair.

1Ir£l!ir

m. <!5orllt1rr.

Phi Chi; P. and S., Baltimore; ]. C. Wilson Medical Society; E. P. Davi Ob tetrical Society.
Perscllal Mollo: "If YOIt cOII'1 be good, bc care-

fill."

1GUt£l 11. <!5utrr,

(fl.artago. (fl.o£lta iRtta

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, P.D., '03.

A 11I0,11 who RIIOWS his "sluff" alld k/loWS it
Como esla usled.
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wrll.

JJforr.st JJfrnnl\ 16;a11, ..tin,"
Brbntrr Q!it!}, 3Jowa
Phi Beta Pi; University of Iowa; Member Hare
Medical Socicty.
/I'as IIC"'l'r kllo,c'lI 10 use lIis 0..,111 lobacco. l1/ould
railler bu;}' it for "llIc oillcr fellows" alld tllell borro..,' it back.
.

(Jrorgr !is?. 16;rn.syl, "3JIU'!J,"

16;01uarll, lila.

Sigma Phi Ep iloll; Forb s, oplin, Horwitz and
Dercllm
ocietie:
ong Lea ler Jeffer on- hi.
Game, '08. Ae clliapills Society (?).
Prcsidelll of Class.

A. 1£. 16;rnllrrlitr,

E1runtntOnll, tlontana

Creighton M.edical C liege, Omaha.
Persollal Motto:
'0 olle

"i.

"TVlly worry?"

ill ever ask you 11Iat queslioll. old clla!,.
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lWltlltam 1D1't! Uil'fbl'ft, "iltll,"
IJ1fl'l'llUlll, N. 31.
Phi Chi; Alpha Omega Alpha; l\Icmber Executive Committee; Vice-President Class, Junior Year;
Member Coplin Pathological Society.

COlllbs his locks every 10-15 11lilllltes whell i/I his
j'OO/II, and has bec01lle so deft that "he call distinguish alld divide a, hair 'twixt sOllth alld southwest
side."

flIIlaX1Ul'll Uil'fmaU,
Aesculapius Society.

A study ill orthopedics.

Uiaffy 31. UiUbl'f,

1!jaurantl'f, lila.

Phi Chi; Member Executive Committee Forbes
Anatomical League; Davi Obstetrical ociety.

His beautiflll fluffy hair is the adllliratiOll, if not
the ClIVY, of every IlIOU ill the class.

ipl1nt.6011.
l\Iember Horwitz

urgical

®~to

ociety.

"II/heres Illy shoes?"

1!;arlltn i. 3J ruan. "3101':'

i.~arlltl1.

il(l'nturlty

Pi Mu; Theta Xu Ep iton, igma Jpha Ep ilon;
niver ity of Loui ville; lember Executive Committee; W. W. Keen Surgical
ociety; Horwitz
urgical Society.
Reforllls

e~'ery

31011n ®. 3Jarlt.6olt... 3J. ®.,'.
Jl1tlUllplpl1ta. Ja.
Persollal Mollo: "Do it 1107.11." Fille-but "J.
0." has (Ollie to believe ill 101ark Twai,l's versioll
of Poor Richard alld "lIever PlltS oft 'til to-lIIorro~ ,"
what he call do day after to-III arrow just as well.
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year after the Christlllas holidays.

iG1'o.polb tI. 11arob£l, "l1ulti1',"
N1'lU i.~UU1'l1, Q!.omt.
z.

B. T.; Ae culapius.

Tool< advalltage of the lifth )'car course.

iijarolll lUtrgil11ol111£1011, "IOllt1' 1011£1011,"
1J10 rt 'IJ or111, IDrxU5
Southern Club.

Replace the L with .Y: you sec,
Alld apropos his 1/OIIIe ,«,ill be.

11. ID. 11011115011, "11. ID.,..
Drake University, Iowa;
Society.

J.

C. 'Nilson Medical

Boasts of always being lucl<:v in his Philadelphia
love affairs.

5°

iliun!! 1J3ruMnrll llnlWfJ, "~ntllrr,"

.§rwirkl£y, 'a.
Sigma Phi Epsilon.
"My SOli Joshua
/Velll 10 Philadelphia,
IVouldll'l do a day's worll if he co/tid.
SlIIokes cigorelles, 100, 'Woy Ihe cily folks do.
IVlwi he's coillin' 10
A il/'I 110 good."
1Vilh apologil's 10 RO.l'IIIoild Hilchcock.

Ql11U5.

]f.

il(1'atil1B, "il(1'ut,"
alattrUluUl1, N.

I.

Phi Beta Phi; Phi igma Kappa; Member Keen
Surgical ociety; Hare Therapeutical ociety.
A fugilive frolll ll1aIlI'0'Wall.
wife 10 MlIrphy ill 1908-'09.

Natl1al1trl

i~.

il(nplil1, "il(ip,"
'11ilUll£lpl1ia, 'a.

Z. B. T.; President Aesculapius Society,
IVishes his '11011I1' begl/II wilh a C.

SI

Was 'ossislalll lIIid-

mattfrrll

i~rtttrtrll

1Kullltrll. "1Kull."
irtftl1tt. 'a.

Phi Beta Pi;
thlctic ommiUee, 3rd and 4th
years; Secretar y Fre hman lass; Member Class
Book Commit tee; Hare 1edical Society; Dercum
Neurolo gical Society; Pre ident Hare Society,
'08-'og.

Kl/d. callie blamed Ileal' bcillg Ihe ha/ldsolllest
of I he class.

mOIl

iRl1brrt l£llnlltttll iGau. "01udy."
l£ant 11trrlttt. 'a.
Phi Chi; B. M.

., Baltimo re.

His fluffy hair alld gal/alii IlWIlllcr have succeeded
placillg him 0/1 lire 1 'ailillg list of Ihe Married
Mel/'s Club.

ill

i§i. 11t. iGantbtrt.

18rtllgr.pl1rt. 0101111.

Alpha Kappa Kappa; Yale 1edical ~chool; Coplin Patholog ical Society; llorwitz urgical Society.

A hard sluden t-of Ihe New York"

IW."

'iBri.atol, &On11.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Alpha
F rbes Anatomical League.

Omega

Alpha;

The olher sial' ill Ihe Barry-Lalldr). collslellalioll.

Ft. Worth University.
Lea surely lias IIad liard lllck. For a 10llg lime
lie dilled from off Ille mall/el-piece bitt as soon as
lie " as able 10 reclille all a clillic bellch or ilh allY
degree of comforl, lie 'lAOS obliged 10 be scrubbed
up for a braill operalioll.

ia11trl D. iGrwt.a.

1farrrttown. 'a.

Ptolemy Society; W. W. Kerr Surgical Society.
/'Vas for fOlll" ).ears "(lalel de chambre in "Rasey's"
I>'! ru).a rd.
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ml'l1Urr. C!lnlnrabn
Omega

pilon Phi; Univer ity of Denver.

rvc arc IIl1mVare of !lis !laldillg gO'l'alllllclIl office;
lIcverl!leless, !lc lIIakes treq/lelll Irips 10 lVas!lillgloll.
A lid I!le plol I!lickells.

]amrs C!lllallthrrs 1£yn115...]illt."
Batrruillr. Nnua

~rntia

Phi Ro Sigma; lpha mega Alpha; Vice-Pre ident of Cia • 1907-'08; Secretary Forbe
natomical
League; Secretary Davis Obstetrical ociety; Member Horwitz Surgical Society.

8" special reqllcsl 'l,'e 'lvill 1101 lIIelllioll ] illl's bald
!lead.

~rnrgr

lIiairl.r55 1£ull.

~rra1ttn1t.

Ja.

Omega
psilon Phi; Alpha Omega Alpha; Dalhou ie niversity; Secretary J. . Wil on Society;
Member Keen and Horwitz
ocieties; Chairman
Class Book Committee.
Tumer alld Fullllcr lalle !lilll 0111
for 1/11 airillg.
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IIOW

alld Ihell

~t.

'aul. .tiliU11.

Jlas a 1,ile Irabil of gellillg a grollch 1CJlre1l ollyolle
bllms (I 1IC'1Pspoper lll/drr Iris 1Iose.

lit. of .§Outll <lIul.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Ptolemy. Coplin, Hare an'\
Keen Societie.
Tlrr 11/011 11'illr lire far-ml'oy voice.

~llU£i.

A. 1Jtltattullutt, 1Jtlt. m.,
Q!l'tttrr 'oittt. 3Jowa

Phi Beta
Society.

Pi; University of Iowa; Hare Medical

Callie 10 ]rffcrsoll 10 brcollle a l'eol doclor.
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~trr1iu!l, 1111.
Phi Beta Pi; Univer ity of Iowa.
A 11I011 111 oJ! grow a yallcr 1/lustache alld a crop of
side-boards, alld thell wt thelll off, but it iSIl't 01'ways easy to (orgh'e hilll.

i'. D. SltrQlaiu, A. 113.,
Omega Up ilon Phi;
niver ity of
orth Carolina; Executive Committee; Academy and Ptolemy
ocieties.
T1l'0 hlllldred alld thirty poullds of good l/Olure.

lIfrault

]I.

Sltrffioultp!J, ..SItar." "IDob,"
Wodt.

In.

Phi Delta Theta; Phi Ipha Sigma; Pennsylvania
State College; Member of Athletic Committee; ssistant Manager Foot-ball Tam, '07-'08; Manager
l~ oot-ball Team. '08-'09;
Manager Track Team,
r90S; Bu iness Manager of CIa s Book; Member
F rbes Anatomical League; Coplin Pathological Society; President Wil on Medical S ciety.
If 1ve should say 'llilat 'lIe thought of Afac, it
'Wollld be the fi!lest thillg he lrod ever heard.
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3Jamr.a Eobrrt .£tlte<!Lorb, ".£tltar," Atlanta, ~a.
Phi Chi; Atlanta College of P. and S.; Horwitz
Surgical Society; Coplin Pathological Society; Dercum
eurological Society; Member Southern Club.
"j am 1I0t 1IIerry; but j do beguile

The thillg / alii by seelllillg otherwise."

<!L11arlr.a f£ogan .£tlte<!Lullougl1, .. tlae,"
QIraftotl, lila.
Phi Beta Pi; A. R Washington and Jeffer on;
''''estern Pennsylvania Medical
ollege; Academy
Society; Vice-Pre ident Wilson Medical
0 iety;
Dercum Teurological ociety.
A seriolls-lIIillded, Iwrd-1,'orkillg chap, who came
to J effersOIl for busilless.

3Jamr.a 1Il. .£tltar~augqry, 3Jr.,
lIalltngforb, <!Lonll.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Yale; Coplin and Horwitz
Societies.
Society is 1I0W olle polished horde,
Formed of two mighty tribes,
The bOl'es alld the bored.
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Phi Chi; P. and

., Baltimore.

em'e AleCaill a close race for iloiloI' of fattest
111011.

I\lilhur 1!;.

~tnforll,

"~innir," ~ort>a,

Ja.

Phi Beta Pi;
niver ity of Pennsylvania; Hare
11 dical Society; Coplin Pathological Society.

COllspic1l0llS abollt lectllre rOOIllS alld dillics alii)'
by IIis absellce. "Tlle~' sa)' lie ,l'ellt to col/ege.··

i.~al

<!lurtta .£tUllrr,

Drst Joint, Q;a.

Phi Chi;
tlanla Sch 01 of Medi ine; ecretary
Academy Society;
Icmbcr Dercum . urol gical
oci ty; Treasurer Southcrn lub.

ParR's slladow.
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]. ill. Llillrr, "]adt,"

~aii!ruillr. 'a.

Phi
Ipha
igma: Wyoming Seminary; Forbes
!\natomical League; Coplin Pathological Society;
Davis Ob tetrical Society; Member Exec,utive Committee; 'Var ity Foot-ball Team, 1905-'06. 1907-'0 ;
Captain of Foot-ball Team, 1908; Member Track
Team, 1906-7-8-9; Captain Track Team, 1907-'0 ;
Pre ident of Clas. Junior Year.
Till' 1II0si popl/lar

IIIl1l1

ill IiiI' elass,

~amurl

LIngg,

"Potilology Sall/," " - - - - - - "<vilere aI/gels
fear to tread,"

Ku
igma
u;
ecretary of Dercum
'fember Wilson 1edical Society,
A grl'aI 1IIl//! sOllie day,
alld ilelll'l lire rOl/rcrued,

ociety;

Creat lion' liS far liS fe~t
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i\llriatt ]I. l!t (@rr,
A rtist-Auto!,sy.
/Vllat goes fO!' em)'. goes fo-r Orr.

(irorgr

1£1'1'

(@rtOtt, "18ill"
1J1atrfa.x, ]lrrmottl

University of Vermont; Keen
Hare 11 edical Society.

urgical

ociety;

"/Vh}', 111011, he doth bestride the lIarrow world
Like (I colossl/s, alld 'We !,elly ,"ell
IVaik ullder his hllge legs alld !,ee!, about
To filld ollrselves dishollornble graves."

iErnory ltobrrt 'ar1t,
Atlanta

chool of Medicine; Southern Club.

If silellcl' is reall~' goldl'lI, Park should have Midas
lookillg lilte 'I bad'" bailerI'd lIi(·~·c1.
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Q)rurg,r 'uwrU 'rnntngtun, "'ru,"
Atlantt! QLtty, N. 1J.
Ku Sigma
u
Fre hman CIa ;
Society: Member
Editor-in-Chief of

and Alpha Phi; Vice-President
Pre ident Dercum
eurological
]. C. Wil on ~Iedical Society;
CIa
Book.

J l/st ellergy plus.

Univ r ity of Loui ville; Keen

urgical

ociely.

All ellthl/siostic Art Cillb member olld a 'l.C'olldcrful borll dOllcer.

16;arurt! "i. 'ulllaslty, "'Ull,"
mtllwaultrr, Bts.
"Vi con in College of P. S.
~V£Jl always be remelllbered because of the chorulillg el/phollY of his cogllollieli.
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-"
-r.
1!r. 'fu.

70

bUlUiOm,

lIlruufiyluuulu

l\Iember Ptolemy Society; l\lembcr Horwitz Surgical Society.

Rallsom has beell searchillg ill the literatllre for
illformatiolt regardillg illfallt mortality ill embryotomy.

Cooper ~redical ollege: Pre ident
Ipha Ome!!a Alpha; ]effer on Research Society; Ptolemy 0ciety.

A figl1l fait alld erst'il'hilc politician.

.§tayrr

i~rfnttU1 iRltt£lFtf~t, "iRhtl'll,"

)l!Iaynrl1hufg, lila.
Phi Alpha
igma; Forbe
nat mical League;
C plin Pathological
ciety; Horwitz urgical Society;
lass Pre enter.

Tlte COltrt Jester.
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lIfoy i!tobrrsotl. "i!tobby."
QJ11uprl1!;ill. ~. QJ.
niver ity of lorth Carolina; Ii.
Kappa Alpha;
. Hare l\Iedical ociety; Foot-ball Team, '07-'0 ;
Vice-President A. \., 07-'08; President A.
'08-'09·

Believes ill a square deal, alld has a friend
ez'cry lIlall III the class.

~rorgr i~.

III

i!tobittSOtl... QJo.xry,"

1!lttinntoWll. It'a.
Chi Pi; Lehigh Ul1iver ity: Trea lIrer of las;
l\lember F rbes.
oplin, and \ il'on
ocieti;
Vice-Pre ident Athletic
ommittee' 11ember ExeClltive Committee.
tlf rCollkey's I.'u/>er.

Willium 3Isaar iRoUlW.

(@gnntz. 'a.

Phi Rho Sigma; Forbes Anatomical League.

A good-llafured, easy-goillg lIIedical clllbr:l'O who
has />lellt~/ of fricnds.

1!3. ]1. 1Royul,
Omega psilon Phi.
University of lorth Carolina; President of
emy; 1eml er of Ptolemy ociety.

cad-

From (requeut obsc/-<Jalion aud cOl/slant practice
has become very proficient 01 porlrayil/g a IYI/ching.
See 01/)' o( his I/ole-books.

Brown Prep.
A checker shark.
uch R'asled la/el/I.
ow if
he 'would ol//Y de'vole some lime to Ihat little fivecard game.

l\ll'l1l1!lyluUl1tu
Phi Chi; Pre ident Forbes Anatomical League;
Pre ident I een urgical Society.
Coooose Bcdl/arkiewic::!"

1J1ruttci!i 11.

~r~ati!:.

tlOtttgomrry. tltmt.

A 1I0lher of Ihe Cmsadcrs.

mega
pilon Phi; l\fember H.
Physiological ociety; F.
. Dcrcum
~ociety; W. W. Keen Surgical Society.

hapman
eurological

His silvery locl?s do 1I0t go 'i.l'ell wilh his youlhful
1I1O//lter. A IIIOIL of t'i.VelllY-lIille Sl/u/Illers olld Lord
kllO'i.CJS how 11I0llY 'i. illiers.

Jttttt.syluattta
liVe dOIL't /lCed 10 say lIIuch about
aile ilL U '09" 'i. ill ever forget hilll.

ChlLe)ler.

No

1I01P1 1Ddlitt ,Blrl10~lt1Ual11,
tBilUtiltgtolt. N. (fl..
nivcrsity of

orth

arolill'l.

. / f>roiessor ill Ilrc' bellclres.

Phi Chi: Ptolemy and F. X. Dercul11

ocietie.

Il'as a lIIelllber of Ilrc Rickels, Barl/et!, Hamlllcr
cOlllillgell1 of lire !load old days.

i\rtl1ur (fl.l1arlrll

~~ltll~r,

.. i\rti~."
Jl1ilall~lpl1ia.

"jJ e 'wlro is '< 'isc is sitell/."
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Ja.

Ilhmxliutawtt1'Y. l\fa.
igma Alpha Ep ilon; Phi Beta Pi; Penn ylvania
State College;
Iemb r Forbe League; Hare 0ciety; Coplin Pathological Society.
rltc 111011 ,<·lto
'<l'ltcrcve,. lito! is.

lIIade

P""xsula,<'"c}'

/alllous,-

U;u11tt11g110tt. l\fa.
Juniata College.
Persollal fl,f alto: .. Dill\' is
slighted." Olt! lIIercy 110.

1£1'011

~at1tur1 ~tfa. "~a11t."

tirooklytt. N.

W.

Omega Upsilon Phi.
las Book Committee; Member J. C. Wils n
Medical Society; F. X. Dercum Neurological
ciety.
Carries a 1I0Ie-bool? large c/lough 10 cOlllail1 a
liberal medical educalioll.

II('VCI'

100 Irifliug to bc

Natqan

~ilurrlltrhl.

~rralltull.

lila.

Zcta Beta Tau.

Emphysellla of Ihe e~,e-brow; ilverslein's symptom; pathogllomollic of fraclure of Ihe lIasal bone.

il(rnuua. M. lila.
Phi Alpha Sigma; West Virginia University.
Coplin Path logical Society; Dercum Socicty;
Horwitz Society.

wee I, del1lure, retiring.

i~rrltrrt 1!;rllfY IDJIUtltPllUll. "WUll1111Y."
~t.

JanI. fIll{tllllPlluta

Nu Sigma Nu; University of Minne ota.
Member of Dcrcum eur logical Society; Jefferon Academy.

Le meil/eur fils drt "//Ionde.
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IDllomas ~ottfrirll IDllompSOtt, "lakota matt,"

Irll map illS, g,. I.
Phi Chi; S. D. State ollege; Member of IIarc.
Horwitz, Davi and Keen ocietie.
Sho· red M ollly

1(f>

ill aile of his 01

/I

dillies.

1I1ay 111. IDtnltrr, "IDtnh,"
Ipha Kappa Kappa; Keen

moss

it IDrtgg,

ft\l. I., 1I10rt 1IIortll' IDuns

Phi Chi; Fort Worth University; Southern Club.
Ca1l1e 10 us a Ileal' doelol', b1lt has bec01l1e thoroughly polished by '(is slay 01 Jeff.
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ft\lorrisuilb, ]It.
urgical Soci ty.

®. tilt. mtdtrrfiOlt. "mtrlt... tiltt. ]Jrrnolt.
Univers ity of Michiga n;
l\Iedical ociety.

A

III'W

Imber ].

am.

. Wilson

111011 olld a {food 0111'.

QlrrtglltOlt 1!;ooltrr TUrltrr.
l!l\Hllialt1!iport. lila.
Ipha Omega Ipha: Preside nt
Phi Rho igma;
Anatom ical League; Trea urer Horwitz
Forbe
Surgical ociety; Davi Obstetri cal Society; Memommitte e.
ber Executi ve
A borll Il'oder, bill

C{/II

gel 110 foI/07l1l'r s.

m. 1!;. 1Barttltr 1Il1mrr.

tiltoorrfitolUlt. N.lI.

lpha; Local Editor of J efferson Ipha Omega
natomic al Lague; H. A. Hare 0ian; Forb
iety.
ciety; Horwitz urgical
Hydroce phalic brighl boy.

7°

1Jampl1 1l8nt. ]Jrrttnlt.

1!htl1by JJ1nrli. _ . 01.

Omega pilon Phi; vVake Forest College; VicePre ident Academy ociety.

A dj1ed-ill-llle-1l'001 ladies' 111011. wllo expecls, after
COllllllellce111elll. 10 IIIl'lId 01 leasl 0111' of Ille 111(11)'
IIcorls lie lias broltl'lI.

i~l'nttalt ~Pltry 11llIalltl'r.

"mnc:'
iGinrl1uHlr.

Trea.lIrer llare
ciety: ~lembcr Ptolemy
cicty; Chairman Exccllti\'c ommittee.

'a.
0-

A II cosy-go ill,!! cllap. '<dlo belic'<'es ill elljoyillg Ii;..:
alld '<l'1I0 gol as III1ICIl 0111 of J I' ffe rso II as allY of
tIS.

ilhtl1l1pll

m. 11llIali. "1!tUl1ty:'

Phi Chi; Wyoming eminary; Prcsident DaviObst -trical Society; Member F rbcs Leaguc; Businc s Manager of Clas Book.
UDrill/~ 110 10llger waleI', bill use a lillie wille for
Illy slolllacll's sa/~c'" Melllbcr of Ille Y. 111. C. A.
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'irnjamin

~.

matltins, "mat,"
1Jl'fOml', 'a.

Alpha Kappa Kappa; Member Clas
mittee.

Book Com-

TVal's lallgh is Ihl' 1/l'aresl Ihillg 10 Ihe paroxysm
of "<phoopillg cOl/gh tl/I' 1111"</1' ever heard.

1Jamrs ij. milson, "1Jimmir," mampUUt, 'a.
Phi Chi; Western Univer ity of Penn ylvania;
] efferson Academy Society.
rhe Chss Chaplaill.

1Jaml's 1J. mUl}l'fS, ..1Jim,"

mauillSon, N. or.

Phi Chi; North Carolina Medical olleg; W. W.
Keen urgical ociety' outhern lub.
Presidelll of "Celli a WOl'd" CIlIb.
GlIil'r, Davidsall alld Glasgow.)
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(lIIellldl's

lIirrb. BoqlU1rttb,

~rrat

lSdt,

'a.

Phi Beta Pi; We tern University of Pennsylvania;
Dercum Neurological Society; Secretary Hare Medical Society.

Sltffercd for a 10llg time with an illfected antrulII.
These obstet'ridalls become very careless, alld 'II
thei,' ellthusiasm at times, get a little too close.

1Jantra Ijloyb Boobrutf,

~a1t

Jjaltt. lltall

P. and S., Baltimore; Vice-Pre ident
Society.

Research

Motto: "Work, 1 'ait alld Ilever say die." Favorite
drillk, 3-6-1 mixtllre.
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lairqarll la. QIrattmrr, f8llittttrapolis. f8llitttt.
(@laf Ie l.Eggrtt, f8llittttrapolis, f8llitttt.
11111.

ili. ID.

~OOlli~Olt,

"1Sill," illarimorr, N. i.

JJoqttl.E.·i;rtqrrittgtolt, "JJark:' illarimorr.N. i.
Wm. l.Erltrst l(ramrr, "JoP," JiUsburg. Ja.
jfrrbrrt jfrttry 1£ribolll, Nrw 1Il1m, f8llitttt.
William f8llyrrsott. 'llilallrlpqia. Ja.
JJas. W. Jrtiigrrw. ··JrUi." Jllilallrlpqia. Ja.
JJuttius it @lurlrs, "Jap," iutttt. N. QI.
IDom 1Srtttly IDqrorkmortott. QIqaritott. JJowa
QIqarlrs 1Srrrttlla Writtbrrg. "t;tnttry"
~rorgr
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1£rwis Williams. Jqilallrlpqia. Ja.

CLASS OFFICERS

~

(tCommittee~
(/fxecutiue
H. H. Walker, Chairman.
S. B. Gray
N. H. Koplin
W. D. Herbert
G. H. Robinson
F. M. Schilling
C. H. Turner
H. J. Huber
W. S. Carter
M. E. Foster

A. B. Davidson
H. W. McCain
J. C. Miller
H. D. Irvan

J.

~utop.a!,

c. Lyons, Chair·man.

B. F. Watkins, Society Editor.
R. T. Wall, Bttsiness 11-1al1agrr.
A. V. Orr, Artist.
L. M. EIsinger, Artist.
I. A. Bednarkiewicz
R. V. McConkey

G. P. Pennington, Editor-in-Chief.
H. L. Foss. Personal Ed-ito?'.
M. H. Kudlich, Fraternih' Editor.
R. C. Bull
L. M. Jacobs
J. A. Betts
L. S. Sica

R. H. Lyon
F. B. Throckmorton.
J. W. Gordner
C. Butcher

jflowers
J. E. Hetherington, Chairman.
A. B. Landry
'f. A. Cheatham
R. J. Frady
W. E. Kramer

C. L. McCullough
H. E. Briody
W. J. Doherty

3Jnbitations
P. E. Fagan, Chairman.
D. W. Lewis

Foy Roberson

119ecorations
W. J. Coleman
D. F. Glasgow

G. F. Lull, Chairman.

J.

G. L. Orton
G. F. Thompson
W. Vernon

m:beatre '~rrangemrnts
D. H. B. Ulmer, Chairman.
H. L. H. Dick

((ap anb

J.

H. Shaw

~ob.1n

G. T. Faries, Chair·man.
H. H. Liebold

T. H. Cates
~eating

C. H. Grimes, Chairman.

C. C. Turner

W. D. Barry
A. C. Sender
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jl}u ~igma j1}u
~bapttr

l\oll

ALPHA. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
BETA. Detroit College of Medicine, Detroit, Mich.
DELTA. University of Pittsburg, Pittsburg, Pa.
EpSILON. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
ZETA. Northwestern University, Chicago, Ill.
ETA. University of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.
THETA. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.
lOrA. Columbia University, New York City.
KAPPA. Rush (affiliated with Chicago University), Chicago, Ill.
LAMBDA.. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mu. University of Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Nu. University of Southern California, Los Angeles, Cal.
XI. New York University & Bellevue, New York City.
OMICRON. Union University, Albany, N. Y.
ALPHA KAPPA PHI. Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
RHO. Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
. SIGMA. Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O.
TAU. Cornell University, New York City.
UPSILON. Cooper Medical College, San Francisco, Cal.
PHI. University of California, San Francisco, Cal.
CHI. University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
PI Mu. University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
BETA ALPHA. University of Maryland, Baltimore, Md.
BETA BET.... Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
I. C. I. University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y:
BETA DELTA: University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.
BETA EpSILON. 'University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
DELTA EpSILON IOTA. Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
BETA ETA. Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.
HETA THETA. University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.
New York Alumni Ass'n., 9 E. Thirty-ninth St., N. Y. City.

jfortign lSurtau!S
VIENNA. Cafe Beethoven, University Strasse, opposite General Hospital.
BERLIN. Alexandra Hotel, Mittelstrasse, 16, 17.

.1lu

~igma

jl}u

l\bo ((bapttr
jfratrts in jfacultatt
A. P. BRUBAKER, A.M., M.D.
D. G. METHENEY, M.D., F.R.C.S.
HOWARD DEHONEY, M.D.
]. D. WILSON, M.D.
ERNEST MAIER, M.D.
T. C. STELLWAGON, DD.8., M.D.

R.
H.
F.
C.
].
H.

C. ROSENBERGER, M.D.
E. RADASCH, B.S., M.D.
HURST MAIER, M.D..
H. MUSCHLITZ, M.D.
D. LEI-IMAN, Ph.G., M.D.
M. RIGHTER, DD.8., M.D.

:.:tratrts in l1nibtrsitatt
19u9
H.
F.
G.
G.

L.
S.
P.
S.

FOSS
BAKEWELL
PENNI GTON
FARIS

H. H. THOMPSON, JR.
M. E. FOSTER
]. M. MURPHY

19lU
H. L. MERSCHER
• S. H. RYNKIEWICZ
]. S. C. FIELDEN
]. R. MARTIN
W. G. EBERLE

P. LIVINGSTON
A. MAIERS
C. H. McCONIHAY
W. H. MILEY

19u
H. B..
C. G.
F. A.
W. C.

KERN
BOYER
HENDERSON
BRADY

F. A. MUSCHLITZ
E. D. FUNK
J. C. BRYAN
G. P. WALLER

1g12
]. J. CIGLAR

•

•

•

•

~bi

;Seta

~i

({bapttr 1\01l
ALPHA. Western University of Pennsylvania, Pittsburg.
BETA. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
DELTA. Rush Medical College, Chicago.
EpSILON. McGill University, Montreal.
ZETA. Baltimore College of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore.
ETA. Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia.
THETA. Northwestern University Medical College, Chicago.
IOTA. College of Physicians and Surgeons, University of Illinois, Chicago.
KAPPA. Detroit College of Medicine, Detroit.
LAMBDA. St. Louis University, St. Louis.
Mu. Washingtoll University, St. Louis.
Nu. University Medical College, Kansas City, Missouri.
XI. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
OMICRON. Purdue University, Indianapolis.
PI. University of Iowa, Iowa City.
RHO. Vanderbilt University, Medical Department, Nashville.
SIGMA. University of Alabama, Mobile.
TAU. University of Missouri, Columbia.
UPSILON. Ohio Wesleyan University Medical School, Cleveland.
PHI. University College of Medicine, Rich~nond, Virginia.
CHI. Georgetown University, Washington, D. C.
PSI. Medical College of Virginia, Richmond.
OMEGA. Hamlin University, San Francisco.
ALPHA ALPHA. John A. Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska.
ALPI-IA BETA. Tulane University, New Orleans.
ALPHA GAMMA. Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.
ALPHA DELTA. Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia.
ALPHA EpSILON. Marquette University School, Milwatikee.
ALPH A ZETA. Indiana University School of Medicine, Bloom'ington, Indiana.

•

").

l3bi 1/jeta lei
·efta Cbapter
.:fratus in .:facuItatt
LEIGHTON ,F. APPLEMAN, M.D.
w. ]. ROE, M.D.

jfratrts in 1trbt
CHARLES S. BARNES, M.D.
EDWIN R. KENNEDY, M.D.
ARTHUR DARE, M.D:
WAYNE L. SNYDER, M.D.

PATRICK A. McCARTHY, M.D.
HENRY B. ORTON, M.D.
ARCHIE E. HEWITT, M.D.
JOHN W. HOLMES, M.D.

.:fratrts in (:olltgio
1909
FRED WOHLWEND
MANFRED H. KUDLICH
CHARLES L. McCULLOUGH
P. JENKS SHAFFER
CHARLES V. KEATING
CHARLES C. COLLESTER

FOREST F. HALL
]. FRED McBRIDE
WILBUR H. MINFORD
THOMAS B.THROCKMORTON
CHARLES A. MANAHA

1910
]. EDWARD McDOWELL
HOWARD ]. SIMMONS

F. H.

HU~TEAD

1911
KARL W. ALLISON
G. KELLY ALLISON
WILLIAM C. PERSON
]. F. MARCHAND SNYDER

GEORGE B. DICKSON
JAMES M. KLENK
KENNETH C. RICHMAN
LAWRENCE R. LINHART

1912
WILLIAM COFFIN, JR.
GEORGE L. LAVERTY
ROBERT W. TOMLINSON

HORA~E ]. WILLIAMS
WILLIAM C. YOUNG
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ALPHA.

Richmond College, Richmond, Va.

W. VA. BETA. West Virginia University, Morgantown, W. Va.
PA. BETA. Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
PA. GAMMA. University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ILL. ALPHA. University of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.
COL. AUHA.
PA. DELTA.
VA. DELTA.

University of Colorado, Boulder, Col.
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
College of William & Mary, Williamsburg, Va.

N. C. BETA. North Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, West
Raleigh, N. C.
Ol-IIO ALPHA. Ohio Northern University, Ada, Ohio.
INDIA A ALPHA. Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
N. Y. ALPHA. Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.
VA. EpSILON. Washington & Lee University, Lexington, Va.
VA. ZETA. Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, Va.
GA. ALPHA. Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta, Ga.
DELAWARE ALPHA. Delaware College, Newark, Del.
VA. ETA. University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.
ARKANSAS ALPHA. University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark,
PA. EpSILON. Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa.
VA. THETA. Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Va.
OHIO GAMMA. Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
VERMONT ALPHA. Norwich University, Northfield, Vermont.
ALA. A LPHA. Alabama Polytechnic Institute; Auburn, Ala.

~lumni ((bapttrs
DENVER, COLORADO.
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.
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l}a. JSda <tCbapttr
"onorarp ;Members
1

HOWARD F. HANSELL, M.D.

J. C. KNIPE, M.D:

. G. A. ULRICH, M.D.
• H. D. FRASER, M.D.

M. A. SA,YLOR, B.S.

19n9
F. R.
B. L.
H. L.
R. G.

BURNSIDE
COWAN
H. DICK
FURLONG

H. B. JONES
G. S. HENSYL
C. C. TURNER

191n
H. H. BECK
,
C. B. FORCEY
R. L. JO ES
R. W. JOHNSTON

P. E. KEEFFE
R E. POWELL
C. M. THOMAS

1911
L. M. HOLT

J. L. McCRACKEN

E. A. STRECKER
W. A. TOLAND

1912
A, J. BERTRAM
P. C. DOURESS
C. H. GRONE
W. C. HEWISH

L. G. HOLLENBACK
A. J. KEENAN
R. R. OBERRENDER

VI
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ctbapttt 1'011
ALPHA. Medical Department, Dartmouth College, Hanover, Vt.
BETA. College of Physicians and Surgeons, San Francisco, Cal.
GAMMA. Tufts Medical College, Boston, Mass.
DELTA. Medical Department, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt.
EpSILON. Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa.
ZETA. Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ETA. College of Physicians and Surgeons, Chicago, III.
THETA. Maine Medical School, Bowdoin, Brunswick, Me.
IOTA. Medical Department, University of Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
KAPPA. Milwaukee Medical College, Milwaukee, Wis.
LAMBDA. Medical Department, Cornell University, New York City.
Mu. Medical Department, University Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Nu. Rush Medical College, Chicago, III.
XI. Medical Department, Northwestern University, Chicago, III.
OMICRON. Miami Medical College, Cincinnati, O.
PI. Ohio Medical University, Columbus, O.
RHO. Denver and Gross Medical College, Denver, Col.
SIGMA. Medical Department. University of California, San Francisco, Cal.
TAu. University of South, Sewanee, Tenn.
UPSILON. Medical Department, University of Oregon, Portland, Ore.
PHI. Medical Department, University of Nashville, Nashville, Tenn.
CHI. Medical Department, University of Vanderbilt, Nashville, Tenn.
PST. Medical Department, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
OMEGA.

Medical Department, University of Tennessee, Nashville, Tenn.

ALPHA BETA. Medical Department. University of Tulane, New Orleans, La.
ALPHA GAMMA. Medical Department, University of Georgia. Augusta, Ga.
ALPHA DELTA. Medical Department, University of McGill, Montreal, P. Q.
ALPHA EpSILON.

Medical Department, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

ALPHA ZETA. Medical Department. George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
ALPHA ETA. Medical Department, Yale College, New Haven, Conn.
ALPHA
ALPHA
ALPHA
ALPHA

THETA. Medical Department. Univ~rsity Texas, Galveston, Texas.
IOTA. Medical Department, University Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.
KAPPA. University College of Medicine, RichtrJond, Va.
LAMBDA. University of South Carolina, Charleston, S. C.
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"onotarp jIll'mbl'ts
JAMES c. WILSO ,A.M., M.D.
CLA:RENCE A. VEASEY, A.M., M.D.
JAMES W. HOL 1\ND, M.D.
FREDERICK 1. KA
EYER, M.D.
WM·. JOSEPH HEARN, M.D.
J. TORRA CE RUGH, M.D.
EDGAR P. DAVIS, A.M., M.D.
STRIKER .COLES, M.D.
H. AUGUSTUS WILSON, M.D.
F. M: CLEVELAND, M.D.
FRANCIS X. DERClJM, A.M., M.D., Ph.D.JOSEPH F. NEFF, M.D.
WM. M. SWEET, M.D.
L. H. PRINCE, M.D.
J. CHALMERS DA COSTA, A.B .. M.D.
W. B. EATO ,M.D.
W. W. KEEN, M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.S. (Hon.) FRANCIS T. STEWART, M.D.
WM. L. M. COPLI ,M.D.
A. HEWSON, M.D.
GEORGE McCLELLAN, M.D.
H AM P. LOUX, M.D.
JOHN H. GIBBON, M.D.
C. H. HUNSICKER. M.D.
JOSEPH C. BRICK, M.D.
P. BROOKE 'BLAND, M.D.
E. Q. THORNTON, M.D.
SIR LAUDER BRI TON, M.D., D.Sc.,
JOHN M. FISHER, M.D.
LL.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S.
GEORGE W. SPENCER, M.lD.
DR. OSCAR LIEBRICK, Prof. Ordinances
M. H. BOCHROcH, M.D.
D.C.L. Axon.
S. MAcCUEN SMITH, M. D.
S. A. MU TFORD, M.D.
EDWIN E. GRAHAM, M.D.

1909
WILLIAM DAVID BARRY
CARL GUILLE BROWN
WILLIAM S'm LEY CARTER
PETER EDWARD FAG N
BENJAMIN M:WATKINS

AATHUR BER ARD LAN DRY
FAY WATERS TINKER
HERBERT B. LAMBERT
J. D. MAcGAUGHEY, JR.
O. G. MARSH
C. R. BAKER
)

1910
SAMUEL W. FOX
GUY M. MUSSER .
WALTER SCOTT LUCAS
CLARENCE .AUS1~~N BICKING
ROBERT BOYD PR TT

JOHN JAY LESHER
SAMUEL HALLECK CRAIG
CHARLES BEAVER MACK
JAMES ALFRED MALONEY
LATSHAW LYNN PORCH
EARLE M. BEVIS

1911
H. IRVING 'MITCHELL •
ASA B. CARMICHAEL
DANIEL L. CARMICHAEL
FRANK Me AMARA

....
BERNARD L. SELLMEYER
LLOYD HOWE MOTT
MORRIS LEROY POTtS :.
ROBERT MAFFET PALMER

LORN;E EDWARD HASTINGS
MARTIN H. COLLIER
DAVID B. LUDWIG
GARRETT LEE HYNSON

1912
EDWARD W. LITTLEFIELD
THOMAS FRANCIS MULLEN
HARRY ARTHUR VOSBURG, JR.
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Cbaptrr 1\011
ALPHA. University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y, 1895.
BETA. University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1900.
GAMMA. Union University, Albany, . Y, 1898.
DELTA. University of Denver, Denver, Colo., 1898.
EpSILON. Bellevue Medical College, New York, 1899.
ETA. University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo., 1901.
THETA. Medical Department, University of Cornell, New York City, 1901.
THETA DEUTERON. Cornell niversity, Ithaca, . Y., 1902.
IOTA. Cooper Medical College, San Francisco, CaL, 1901.
KAPPA. Columbia University, New York, 1903.
LAMBDA. Miami Medical College, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1903.
:VTu. Northwestern University, Chicago, IlL, 1904.
N u. Medical College of Virginia, Richmond, Va., 1905.
XI. University College of Medicine, Richmond, Va., 1905.
OMICRON. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C, 1907.
PI. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., 19Q8.
RHO. Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, Pa., 1908.
SIGMA. University of l\{innesota, Minneapolis, Minn .. 1908.
TAU. North Carolina Medical College, Charlotte, N. C, 1908.

~lumni

€baptrr l\oll

Kappa Chapter Alumni Association, New York City.
Lake Kenka Alumni Association, Jew York.
California Alumni Association, San Francisco, Cal.
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jf'rattt5 in jf'acultatt
ALFRED HEI EBERG, M.D.
GEORGE F. DOYLE, M.D.
CLARENCE HOFFMAN, M.D.
WM. P. HEARN, M.D.
CLARENCE D. SMITH, M.D.

JEAN GEORGE BACHMA N, M.D.
GEORGE H. CLAPP, M.D.
PERCY D. MOULTON, M.D.
ARTHUR]. DAVIDSON, M.D.

jfratrt5 in 1!1rbt
<"

ALFRED GORDON, M.D.
CHAS. E. MOORE, M.D.
FRANK W. SWALLOW, ·M.D.
HOWARD BRICKER, M.D.

R. S. REIFF, M.D.

e.

E. CRAMP, M.D.
JOHN BERRY, M.D.
L. H .. KICE, M.D.

jfratrt5 in (:oUtgio
1909
T. CARROLL DAVIS
R. e. BULL
H. W. McCAI
BEN. F. ROYAL
]. CHALMERS LYONS
JAS. W. VER ON

LEO S. SICA
FRA CIS M. SCHILLING
GEO. LEWIS WILLIAMS
C. R. FARMER
PAUL L. LEYDA
M. E. BAXTER

1910
ALFRED L. RHOADS
ALVIN E. SIEGEL
I. ALEXANDER
A. B. HOLMES

CHAS. ]. TURVEY
Lours WEBB
W. H. MOORE

1911
]. ]. DONAHUE
H. D. LEH

HENDERSON IRWIN
BELTON ·DRAFTS CAUGHMAN

D.E.B~RNEY

1912
JAMES G. STRICKLAND
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ALPHA. University of Vermont.
BETA. Kentucky School of Medicine.
GAMMA. University of Louisville.
EpSILON. Kentucky University.
ZETA. University of Texas.
ETA. Medical College of Virginia.
THETA. University College of Medicine, Richmond, Va.
IOTA. University of Alabama.
LAMBDA. Western University of Pennsylvania.
Mu. Medical College of Indiana.
Nu, Birmingham Medical College.
OMICRON. Tulane University.
Xl. University of Fort Worth ..
Pl. Vanderbilt University.
RHO. Chicago University.
SIGM A. Atlanta College of Physicians and Surgeons.
T AU. University of South Carolina.
UPSILO '. Atlanta Medical.
PHI. George \iVashington University.
CHI. Jefferson Medical College.
ALPHA bEL TA. Louisville Hospital and Medical College.
ALPHA THETA. Ohio Wesleyan.
BETA BETA. Baltimore Medical College.
GAMMA GAMMA. Medical College of Maine.
DELTA DELTA. Baltimore College of .Physicians and Surgeons.
THETA THETA. Maryland Medical College.
KAPPA ALPHA KAPPA. Georgetown University.
PI SIGMA. University of Maryland.
SIGMA THETA. University of North Carolina.
SIGMA Mu CHI. Chattanooga Medical College.
SIGMA Mu CHI ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. Chaftanooga, Tenn.
PHI SIGMA. Chicago College of Medicine and Surgery.
CHI THETA. Medico-Chirurgical College, Philadelphia.
KAPPA PSI. College of Physicians and Surgeons, St. Louis.
l;PSlLON PI. University of Pennsylvania.
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"onorarp
G. E. PRICE, M.D.
A. A. SARGENT, M.D.
W. R'EBER, M.D.
C. W. LE FEVER, M.D.
T. J. BUCHANAN, M.D.

~embtr~
T. J. d'APE~Y, M.D.
W. J. Mc AUL, M.D.
E. L. KLOPP, M.D.
e. J. FOULKROD, M.D.

1909
E. Z. RUTH.
W. D. HERBERT'
H. J. HUBER •
J. W. GORDNER
F.W.MEDDAUGH
R. J. FRODEY'
R. E. LAU ~
G. W. PHILLIPS
J. H. WILSON
R. T. WALL •

R. B. TRIGG

I. A. BEDN ARKIEWICZ '
T. R. BODENE. J. DRAY ,
L. M. ELSINGER'
M. e. GROWJ. R. McCORD •
G. T. THOMPSON
J. J. WITHERS •
H. C. MILLER,

1910
G. M. BREWER
J. CONROY
H. B. SCHAEFFER
e. F. MACKEL

L. J. KAUFFMA
G. RUNKEL
e. e. WOOD
J. L. ADAMS

1911
E.
H.
B.
H.
E.

C. BOYER
P. FEIGLEY
F. HARRIS
e. OELSCHLEGEL
WISEHART

I. N. KEIM

J. J. KEEGAN
G. E. McGINNIS
J. SOSNOWSKI
E. W. KUECH

1912
H. W. MATTA

w.
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Bellevue University and Medical College, N. Y., N. Y.

ALPHA.

BETA.

Gniversity of Pennsylvania, Phila., Pa.

GAMMA:
DELTA.

EpSILON.

Medical Department, Cornell University, New York,
Jefferson Medical College, Phila., Pa.
Gniversity of Texas, Galveston, Texas.
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jDtlta QCbnpttr
Ji)onorarp
HOBART -A. HARE, M.D.
ORVILI:E HORWITZ, M.D.
D. BRADEN KYLE, M.D.

~tmbtrs
THOMAS G. ASHTON, M.D.
J. C. DA COSTA, JR., M.D.
WILMER KRUSEN, M.D.

!\tstbtnt

~tmbtrs
HARRY F. WEBER, M.D.
CHARLES E. G. SHANNON, M.D.
CHARLES E. HEED; M.D.
G. M. FERGUSON, M.D.
HERBERT H. CUSHING, M.D.
CLARENCE E. APPLE, M.D.

B. FRANKLIN ROYER, M.D.
JOHN H: HARKNESS. M.D.
ROSS V. PATTERSON, M.D.
E. J. G. BEARDSLEY, M.D.
FRANCIS W. WHITE, M.D.
J. LESLIE DAVIS, M.D.
D. R. MAcCARROLL, M.D.

~cttbt

,mtmbtrs
1909

C. H. GRIMES
J. C. MILLER
S. H. RINEHART

F. V. McCO KEY
E. P. SMITH

1910
S. R. MAUL
C. A. FOGARTY
W. B. DAVIS
H. E. ORNDOFF
G. H. H. 'SCUDDER

A. POTTER
J. H. FISCUS
H. B. ROWE
JOH HARVEY

1911
G. w., GILMORE
S. FRANKENBERRY
H. P. SHELLEY
W. D. A,NGELL
E. M. PHILLIPS
M. F. MANNING

J. W. E. ELLENBERGER
F.' W. HUNTER
M. M. NOLAN
J. L. ARNOLD
E. S. MOORE
C. J. BOWEN

1912
R. H. JEFFRIES
J. E. V AN GILDER
P. C. BOORD
E. E. COOLEY

E. C. BEAM
D. E. LOWE
R. M. LYTLE
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€bapter, l\oU
ALPHA. Northwestern University
Chicago, Ill.
BETA.
niversity of Illinois
"
Chicago, Ill.
GAMMA. Rush Medical College (University of Chicago)
Chicago, Ill.
DELTA. University of Southern California
Los Angeles, Cal.
EpSILON. Detroit Medical College
Detroit, Mich.
ZETA. University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Mich.
ETA. Creighton Medical College .. ,
"
,
Omaha, reb.
THETA. Hamlin University
Minneapolis, Minn.
IOTA ALPHA. University of Nebraska
"
, . Omaha, Neb.
IOTA BETA. University of Nebraska
:
'. .
Lincoln, Neb.
KAPPA. Western Reserve University
Cleveland, O.
LAMBDA. Medico-Chirurgical College
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mu. University of Iowa
Iowa City, Ia.
Nu. Harvard University
'
Boston, Mass.
OMICRON. Wisconsin College of Physicians and Surgeons
Milwaukee, Wis.
PI ALPHA. Indiana Medical College
Indianapolis, Ind.
PI BETA. University of Indiana
Bloomington, Ind.
RHO. Jefferson Medical College
Philadelphia, Pa.
SIGMA. University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Va.
TAU. University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minn.
UPSILON. University College of Medicine
Richmond, Va.
Pm. University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pa.
SKULL & SCEPTRE. Yale University
:
New Hayen, Conn.
Pittsburg, Pa.
CHI. University of Pittsburg
PSI. University of Colorado
Denver, Colo.
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~bi

l\bo

~igma

l\bo ClCbapter
19U9
T. A. CHEATHAM
W. 1. ROUSE

G. F. LULL
J.' C. FULMER
C. H. TURNER

191U
T. H: ATKI SO
R. A. ELY

J

C. E. GRI 1M

W. L. JACKSON

1911
A. KLEI
G. L. SCHNE"IDER
J. E. QUIGLEY
W. G. 1.0 ES
A. H. COLEMA

G. E. ALLEMAN
E. T. DAVIES
F. A. CRIBBINS
H. W. ALLISON

191~

L. B. HILL
H. M FAR.WELL
J. C. POFFENBERGER

F. B. WILSON
H. B. HENDERSON
M. M. JETTON
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of Illinois

ALPHA

BETA of Illinois
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of Illinois
of Ohio
ALPHA of Pennsylvania,
BETA of Pennsylvania
ALPHA of Missouri
ALPHA of Massachusetts
ALPHA of California
ALPHA of Maryland
ALPHA of Ontario
·

,

GAMMA

,
"

ALPHA

ALPHA
ALPHA
ALPHA

of New york
of Michigan
of Minnesota

•

University of IllinoIs
University of Chicago
Northwestern University
, .. Western Reserve University
'"
Jefferson Medical College
University of Pennsylvama
Washington University
Harvard University
,. ,
, .University of California
Johns Hopkins University
,
University of Toronto
,

,

·

·

,
,

,
'"

,

lIS

,

Columbia University
University of Michigan
" University of Minnesota

·.

~onotat!' ~embet5
PROF.
PR.OF.
PROF.
PROF.
PROF.
PROF.
PROF.
PROF.

WM. W: KEEN
J. C. WILSON
E. E. MONTGOMERY
E. P. DAVIS
W. M. 1:. COPLIN
H. A. HARE
F. X. DERCUM
J. W. HOLLA D.

mdibe jRembtt5
WALDO RICHARDSON, President
FRANK S. BAKEWELL, Secretary
CARL G. BROV{N, Vice-President
DA . F. GLASGOW, Treasurer
CARROLL R. BAKER, Chairman of Committees
A. B. LANDRY
G. F . .LULL

C. BUTCHER
G. T. FARIS

D.. H. B. ULMER
C. LYO S
A. R DAVIDSON
. ,

C. H. TURNER
H. L. FOSS
W. D. HERBERT

J.

Il6

~toltmp ~arcopbagi
1 O. I.
NO.2.

NO.3.

Jefferson Medical College.
Medico-Chirurgical, Philadelphia.
Western University of PenI!sylvania.

JiJonorarp JRtmbtrs
H. A. HARE, M.D.
J. CHALMERS DA COSTA, M.D.
W. J. HEARN, M.D.
W. M. L. COPLIN, M.D.
H. R. LOyX, M.D.
C. H. HUNSICKER, M.D.
E. Q. THORNTON, M.D.
W. J. ROE, M.D;
W. M. SWEET, M.D.
D. G. METHENY, M.D.
R. W. BRACE, M.D.

w. F. SEABOLD, M.D.

D. W. LEWIS, President •.
W. D. ANGELL, Vice-President

G. F. STONEY, Secretary
H. H. WALKER, Treasurer

W. P. HEARN, M.D.
JUSTUS SINEXON. M.D.
F. C. ABBOTT, M.D.
e. S. BARNES, M.D.
A. A. SARGEANT, M.D.
H. M. STEWART, M.D.
D. R MAcCARROLL, M.D.
e. D. FRUH, M.D.
G. J. CALLOM, M.D.

6tnior (:lass
H. L. RANSOM
WALDO RICHARDSON
B. F. ROYAL
H. H. WALKER
G. S. HENSYL

D.
F.
H.
O.

W. LEWIS
M. B. SCHRAMM
W. McCAIN
G. MARSH

.Junior (:lass
S. H. CRAIG
R B. PRATT
. .
C. B. MACK

G. F. STONEY
RC. MORGAN

6opbomort (:lass
W. G. JONES
G. L. SCH JEIDER

w.

D. ANGELL
L. E. HAST! GS
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~octette~

PROF.

J. CHALMERS DA COSTA, A.B., "1\.'I:.D., Honorary President
~cttbt. ;ffMtmbtrs .
HAL. C. MILLER, Ph.B., Secretary
R. e. BULL, A.B., Treasurer

BEN. F. ROYAL, A.B., President

JAS. W. VERNON, B.S., Vice-President

19m1

J. A. BE1;TS, A.B.
R. C. BULL, A.B.
M. R. GLENN, B.S.
H. e. MILLER. Ph.B.
H. W. McCAIN, A.B.

e.

B. F. ROYAL. A.B.
H. H. THOMPSON, B.S.
T. B. THROCKMORTON, B.S.
J. W. VERNON, B.S.
J. H. WILSON, A.B.
L. McCULLOH, A.B.

191U
J. L. ADAMS, B.S.
T. ALEXANDRE, A.B.
W. H.' fURM 1, B.S.
W. R. GRIFFIN, B.S.
H. E. HAPPEL, A.B.
J. B. HILL, JR., B.S.
J. R. HA lEY, B.S.
H. IRWI , B.S.

e. e.

HIGHTOWER, B.S.
D. C. MO TGOMERY, A.B.
H. R. McKELLAR, A.B.
W. M. MILEY, A.B.
A. L. RHOADS, A.B.
N. B. SHEPLER, A.B.
A. E. SIEGEL, A.B.
T. B. MILLER, Ph.B.
]. F. M. SNYDER, A.B.

1911
P. H. SHELLEY, B.S.
B.R. SMITH, B.S.

E. D. FUNKE, A.B.
S. A. QUINN, A.B.
H. D. LEH, A.B.

'.

1~1l2

G. L.•LANERTY, B.S.

W. WORKMAN, A.B.
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PROF. W. W. KEEN, M.D., LL.D., F.R.C.S., President Ex-Officio

<!E>ffiters '
E.
J.
T.
J.

Z. RUTH, President
G. RICKETTS, Vice-President
C. DAVIS, Secretary
H. H: SCUDDER,' Treasurer

"onorar!, members
W. M. L. COPLIN, M.D.
ORVILLE W. HORWITZ, B.S., M.D.
J. CHALMERS DA COSTA, AB.,IM.D.
H. A. HARE, M.D.

. .
E.
T.
C.
O.
E.
F.
T.
D.
H.
D.
G.

Z. RUTH
C. DAVIS
R. FARMER
G. MARSH'
L. DRAY
M. TI KER
J. WITHERS
F. GLASGOW
D. IRVAN
W. LEWIS
L. ORTON

H. A. WILSON, M.D.

I. H.· GIBBON, M.D.
G. B.o McCLELLAN, M.D.

19n9

/

T. G. THOMPSON
J. A BEDNARKIEWICZ
R. G. FURLONG
M. E. BAXTER
T. G. FARIS
J. C. FULMER
W. G. PHILLIPS
C. D. KEATING
F. M. SHILLI G
J. C. JOHNSON

191n
A. E. SMITH
P. E. KEEFER
J. S. CONROY, JR.
W. L. LUCAS
H. L. MERSCHER
W. B. DAVIS
J. L..EVANS
R. L. ELY
J. G. RICKErT.s
J H. H. SCUDDER

W. L. JACKSON
W. H. POTTER
S. C. BRUMBAUGH
JOHN HARVEY
F. A WOLFE
A E. SEIGEL
- S. H. RYNKIEWICZ
H. B. SHAEFFER
R. L. PRATT
R. D. BEW

1911
R. L. LOCKWOOD
G. E. FEDDERMAN
J. E. CROOK

I. A. M. SNYDER
C. E. JAMES
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x. 11\trcum j}turologlcal ~octtt!'
PROF. F. X. DERCUM, M.D.,
, President Ex-Officio

G. E. PRICE', M.D.
E. A. SPITZKA, M.D.

"onorarp -JMtmbtrs
w. J. DUGA
.~ctibt

G. P. PENNINGTON, President
H. B.'KERN, Vice-President
]. M. MURPHY, Recording Secretary

, M.D.

G. H. NOFER, M.D.

..

~tmbtrs

J.

R. McCORD, Treasurer
M. C. GROW, Corresponding Secretary

1909
F.
M.
H.
L.
H.
E.
F.
T.

S. BAKEWILL
H. KubLICK
C. MILLER
S. SICA
H. THOMPSON
Z. RUTH
M.· B. SCHRAMM
B. THROCKMORTO

T. A. CHEATHAM
M.E.FOSTER
C. L. McCULLOUGH
F. WOHLWEND
G. S. HE ISYL
R. G. FURLONG
F. M. SCHILLING

1910
W. G. EBERLE
G. F. STONEY
J. R. MARTIN

s.

N. PITCHARD
H. L. MERSCHER
S. W. FOX

191,1
W. C. BRADY
]. C. BRYAN

G. C. WALLER
S. C. DOWDS
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PROF. JAMES C. WILSON, M.D., Honorary Presi

nt

.onorarp .membtrs
F. w. WHITE, M.D.
S. A. MUNFORD, M.D.

ROSS V. PATTERSON, M.D.
F. J. KALTEYER, M.D.
WARD BRINTON, M.D.

actibt .mtmbtrs
F. V. McCONKEY, President
C. L. McCULLOUGH, Vice-President

G. H. ROBINSON, Treasurer
J. C. LYONS, Secretary

HtU!l
L. S. SICA
H. L. FOSS
M. C. GROW
F. R. BURNSIDE
T. H. CATES
G. P. PENNINGTON
G. L. WILLIAMS
H. E. BRIODY

M.E. BAXTER
J. T. JOHNSON
J. A. BETTS
1. W. GARDNER
C. C. COLLESTER
J. M. MURPHY
H.T. CHILD
O. M. DICKERSON

Hun
A. L. RHOADS
C. B. FORCEY
A. B'. HOLMES
P. E. KEEFER
C. C. WOOD
P. LIVINGSTON
R. B. PRATT

c.

A. MORIARTY
E. C. STUCKE
H. B. ROWE
W. B. RICE
GEORGE BREWER
SIEGFRIED FIGUEN A

)
Htl!

G. L. SCHNEIDER
J. A. QUIGLEY
D. E. BERNEY

J. J. DONAHUE
HENDERSON IRWIN
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~ocittp

PROF. H. A. HARE, M.D., Honorary President

~cttbe
MANFRED KUDLICH, President
P. JENKS SHAFFER, Vice-President

.members
FRED WOHLWEND, Secretary

fr. H. WALKER, Treasurer

19U9
C. H ..GRIMES
O. BUTCHER
P. J. SHAFFER
M.ll KUDLICH
H. fl. WALKER
FRED WOHLWEND
FOY ROBERSOI
O. G. MARSH
W. H. MI FORD
L. M. "ELSINGER

D.
T.
C.
G.

I-I.
G.
C.
L..

B. ULMER
TOMPSON
COLLISTER
ORTON

C. V. KEATING
F. F. HALL
E. J. DRAY
CI-IA& A. MANAHAN, M. D.
B. L. COWA
J. F. McBRIDE

191U
P. E. 'KEEFER
C. A. MORIARTY'
F. H. HUSTEAD
J. E. cDO WELL
H. J. ~IMMONS
W. AYRES
S.
. ADAMS
C. A. W ALTERS
T. I-I. ATKINSON

H. SOUTHWICK
E. M. BEVIS
ELMER BAKER
W. SHEPHERD
1. B. HIGH
C. L. DRIES
So C. BRUMBAUGH
RICHARD BEW

~=-----------
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Qf. ~. 1JBabi~ eb~tttrical ~ocitt!'
PROF. E. P. DA VI~,. M.D., Honorary President

~ctibe
R. T. WALL, President
R. ]. FRODEY, Vi.ce-President

_embers
G. F. LULL, Secretary
L. ]. KAUFFMANN, Trc.asu(er

19U9
C. H. TURNER

H. ]. HUBER
]. C. FULMER
L. M. ELSI1'\GER
1. A. BED ARKIEWICZ
H. E. BRIODY

r.

G. '['HOMPSON
]. W. GARDNER
]. C. MILLER •
R. G. FURLONG
H. H. LEIBOLD

191U
C. B.MACK

G. M. BREWER
]. A. CARNEY
C. E. BRAIN
M. 1. ERNST
H. H.~ SOUTHWICK

]. G. RU KEL
C. E. GRIMM
S. RYNKIEWICZ
R. B. -PRATT
G. G. GILL

1911
]. ]. KEEGAN
E.L. SOWDEN
G. L. ~CHNEIDER

]. E. QUIGLEY
A. KLEIN
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_octetp

PROF. ORVILLE HORWITZ, M.D., Honorary President

~onorar!, .fMtmbtrs
THOMAS C. STELLWAGON, M.D.
HENRY TUCKER, M.D.
A. H. LIPPIN COTT, M.D.

HIRAM R. LOUX, M.D.
CHAS. H. HUNSICKER, M.D.
J. L. BORSCH, M.D.
E. FRANKLIN-ROYER, M.D.'

\!ctibt .fMtmbtrs
P. E. FAGA , President
T. A. CHEATHAM, Vice-President

C. A. FOGERTY, Secretary
C. H. TURNER, Treasurer

19n9
G. F. LULL
D. McGAUGHEY
H. B. LAMBERT
E. P. SMITH
G. S. HENSYL
H. L. DICK
C. BUTCHER
J. C. LYONS
C. C. TURNER

J.

E.
H.
F.
D.
H.
S.
G.

J.

L. HUGHES
D. IRVAN
R. BURNSIDE

H.
L.
H.
T.
R.

ULMER
RA SOM
RINEHARDT
THOMPSON
McCORD

191n
It. ELY
E. GRIMM
C. A. 'BICKING'
W. S. LUCAS
C. A. WALTER
W. L. ]ACKSO
C. B. MACK
E. M. BEVIS

R.
~.

C.
R.
T.
C.
C'.
P.
C.
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D. CASTO
I
W. JOHNSTO
H. ATKINSON
E. BINGAMAN
E. FORCEY
E. KEEFER
E. SWANSO

w. 1M. lL. ctCoplin l}atbological ~Ocitt!'
•

PROF. W. M. L. COPLIN, Honorary President

"onorarp jf(tmbtrs .
PROF. RA lJAL C ROSENBERGER
A. G. ELLIS, M.D.
JNO. FUNKE, M.D.

~ttlbt

G-IAs. B. FORCEY, President
P. E. KEEFER, Vice-President

.ffltmbtrs
S. MORRIS PILCHARD, Secretary
J. L. McCRACKEN, Treasurer

191U
H. H. BECK

CECIL GASTON
CHAS. M. THOMAS
SAMUEL W. FOX
I-JERMAN C GRIM
ROBERT B. PRATT
BENJ. M. HARDT JG
~ O. HARVEY

S. C. BRUMBAUGH
CHAS. E. BRAIN
RICHARD BEW
R. E. BLEY
H. E. ORNDOF~7
GEO. F. STONEY
ED. R. PRIGGER

1911

...

W. ARTHUR TOLAND
LLOYD M. HOLT
J. E. QUIGLEY
L. R. LENHART
W. G. JONES
F. M. WELCH
M. H. COLLIER
RALPH F. LOCKWOOD
ED. A. STRECKER

JAS. E. CROOP
CHAS. E. FEDDEMAN
J. J. DO JOHUE
E. W. KUECH
R.'M. LUKENS
C C WHITTLE
GEO. D. HEIST, JR.
G. L. HYNSON

1912
B.
E.
T.
A.

L. SELLMEYER

W. LITTLEF'IELD
T. MULLEN
J. KEENAN

J. G. STRECKLAND
CHAS. GRONE
W. E. HEWJST

=------------------------~~-

--

~. ~. ~pit?k~ ~natomical JLragur
E. A. SPITZKA, M.D.,
~ctibe

T. A. SHALLOW, President
K. 'c. RICHMAN, Vice-President

R.

F. LOCKWOOD
L. E. HASTINGS
G. E. ALLEMAN
J. L. McCRACKEN
W. G. JONES
C. G. BOYER
R M. LUKENS
S. ~ .. DOWDS
N. RIGGS
F. A. MUSCHLITZ
E. W. KUECH
A. H. COLEMAN
F:' A. CRIBBINS

I-Tonor~ry

President

,fflembers
F. W. HUNTER, Secretary
E. J. FLANNIGAN, Treasurer

1911
s. B.
C. J.

THOMAS
BOWEN
D. E. CARY
J. P. DOUGHERTY
G. P. WALLER, JR.
J. M. KLE K
E. M. PHILLIPS
D. B. LUDWIG
W. O. DOUGHERTY
W. H. AN ESLEY.
D. L. CARMICHAEL
F. T. ELLIOT
G. C. WAR OCK

1912
L. B.
,.HILL ,
F. B. WILSON

J. C. P-OFFENBERGER
. W. Y-OUNG
E. BRANT
1
W. COFFIN
M. M. JETTON

E.
H.
H.
H.

MORGAN
C. HUGHES
R. VAN NESS
J. WILLIAMS
n. L. SELLMEYER
B. A. BRANDE

.
~outbtrn
~dibt
THOMAS A. CHENrHAM, President
CECIL D. GASTON, Vice-President

((lub

1t1fmbtrs
]. ROBERT McCORD, Secretary
HAL C. MLLLER, Treasurer

19n9
M. R. GLENN
T. A. CHEATHAM
E. R. PARK
H. C. MILLER
FOY ROBERSON·
H. D. IRVA
J. J. WITHERS
J. W. VERNON
C. S. BARKER
T. H. CATES

M.
W.
W.
W.
R.
H.

E. FOSTER
F. JORDAN
J. COLEMAN
G. PHILLIPS
TRIGG
JOHNSON
. J. A. LEA
J. R. McCORD
E. P. SMITH

19W
C. D. GASTON
D. D. MONTGOMERY
H. E. HAPPLE
J. L. ADAMS
A. E. SIEGp:L
..
W. G. EBERLE

A. B. HOLMES
H. IRVI
J. B. HILL
W. R. GRIFFIN
S. S. MO TAGUE
H. R. McKELLAR

1911
C. E. Ii'EDDERMAN
E. L. MOORE

W. N. NOLAN

1912 .
F. B. WILSON

E. MORGAN
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PROF.

~octtt!'

'N. M. L. COPLIN, Honorary President

"onorarp jMembers
RANDLE C. ROSENBERGER, 1I.D.
ALLER G.- ELLIS, M.D.
H. E. RADASCH, M.D.

JOHN FU KE, M.D.
JOH WILSON, M.D.

l!E)fficers
GEORGE T. FARIS, JR., President
J LLOYD WOODRUFF, Vice-President
WALDO RICHARDSON, Secretary & Treas.

JEFFERSON RESEARCH SOCIETY

_rtbtt)tination
vVhat a queer conglomeration is a Student's education,
When its attributes you stop to contemplate;
And you cannot help but wonder, or perhaps exclaim "by thunder!
Is it possible so many things are crammed into one pate?"
An effort to enumerate would be too much like work---At least to-night I'll pass the matter byFor it's hustle ,to the tussle, in which none would dare to shirk,
Every man must lend a hand'to wallop Chi.
But we're told by men of wisdom, arrd w.e'H take it as they say,
(Just t9 savt< ourselves the dread fatigue of thought)
That nothing goes by accident, that everything to-day
Exists as from the first the plan was wrought.
.So the lesson that it teaches is a timely one perhaps,
Lest to-morrow, while the score is piling high,
We grow proud of our endeavor knowing not that Jeff forever
Has been booked to lick the stuffing out of Chi.
You may talk about a scuffle 'tween the Freshmen and the Sophs,
With the Juniors and the Seniors on the side;.
And you might conceive a wrangling in the higher rank of Profs.,
Tho' it's hard to think them else. but dignified.
Yet to-morrow on the battlefield we'll form a single line,
With a single purpose gleaming from our eye,
And with heart and hand united, we will every hope combine
Just to lick the very hades out of Chi.

145

~tblttit5
S we review the record of our 1908 team, we cannot help but
notice the mistakes which were those of an undeveloped team.
No matter how goood the material for a football team may be,
no one can develop that material into a winning team without
time, and though it be a painful thought to those of us who
love the game, it is none the less true that the Jefferson student
has little or no time for football.
However, we accomplished
our supreme desire, namely. to beat Chi, and that we did in grand

..

style.
It would be unjust and odious to point to any particular man as the hero in
this great game, but too much credit cannot be given to Captain Jack Miller,
whose one ambition as captain of the Jefferson football team had been to put out
a team that would beat Old Chi from one end of the field to the other. To those
who saw the game it is needless to say that Captain Miller fully realized his ambition. Besides being captain of the team, Miller was Jefferson's tower of
strength in advancing the ball, he struck the Chi line from end to end and pierced
it at will. Steadily as the game wore on he gained in power and more and more
irresistible became his attacks.
At the same time, all honor and praise is due the whole team, save one man.
Defeated at times by stronger teams, weakened by unavoidable surroundings,
backed by a loyal body of students, not once did they ever relax their determination to win this final supreme contest-and win they did-won fairly-won
squarely-won gloriously. At the end of seventy minutes of terrific line smashing and impregnable stands by the Jefferson eleven, the score, momentous in its
meaning, historic in its importance, joy-inspiring to the Jeffersonians by its very
one-sidedness, stood Jefferson 39-Chi o.
The student body also deserves abundant praise for their great work on that
memorable day. Never did more inspiring surroundings urge contesting teams
to victory. On every side of the white-ruled field stood masses of cheering students both Chi and Jeff, while at the feet of the grand stand and bleachers the
vast crowd overflowed upon the grounds and from side to side and end to end
elbowed and struggled for room, all the while each man urging his favorite team
to win or die. On the left"occupied by the ranks of the J eff<:rson students swelled
J:>y the influx of fair maidens until they even outnumbered' the supporters of the
Red and Green team, the Black and Blue colors waved in 'riotous confusion, and
the staccato "Hulla Baloo Baloos" and the far-carrying "Ray Rays" played havoc
with the chill November air. On the right, loyal while confident at first, loyal
though disheartened at the last, sat the Chi rooters, and no matter how great .
. their disappointment at -the undoubted outclassing of their team by that from
the rival college, never did a brilliant Chi play fail to produce its share of appreciative applause.
The first few minutes of play sounded the knell of Old Chi's hopes. Two
facts were certain: Jefferson could hold Chi; Chi could riot hold Jefferson.
Again and again the Red and Green team charged the Jefferson line. They found
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there Gilmore, Frankenberry, Dennison, Young and Ciglar. They tried our ends
and found at one the ever-ready Thompson, at the other a stone wall in the figure
of Fielding. Again and again they fell back helpless before the terrific onslaughts
of the Jefferson backs, Simpson, Miller' and McKnight. Outclas~ed both in defense and offense, defeat for Chi was inevitable. But to the last second the game
was hard and pluckily.fought until the autopsy showed that the proud and farfamed eleven of the Medico-Chi, outclassed at every point but fighting to the last
had gone down in defeat before the irresistible onslaught of the prouder and more
famed eleven of the Jefferson Medical College. Eleven football players,' wearing
the Black and Blue of Old Jeff, sworn to uphold the prestige of their Alma Mater
bearing as a sacred trust the honor of Dear Old Jefferson, with the scent of battle
in their nostrils went in to win and won fro,m gallant foes. Right steadfast was
their determination. Right nobly did they fight. Right gloriously did they win.
With the great game played and won, football at Jefferson probably became
a thing of the past, for, as before stated, the Jefferson student has little or no time
for footba,lI. And this game which wrote the last page of Jefferson's football
history shows one great fact; that no matter what a Jefferson man undertakes,
he is not willing to give it up until he has accomplished it and accomplished it
well. In conclusion we wish to extend to Profs. Rosenberger and Sweet and Dr.
Hirsch our sincerest appreciation for their untiring efforts in making the football
history of Jefferson a success, and to those members of the Faculty who have
helped us financially and otherwise, we are indeed very grateful.
FOY ROBERSO. r, '09, President A. A.
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TANDING on the threshold of an illimitable and uncertain future, our minds take flight on the great pinioned a'vis of Retrospection and soar into the land which we have so recently explored.
.
The year 1905 bears an especial weight of historical significance to the men whose long and perilous journey of exploration
-through a vast and unknown country-ends to-day. It was in
September of that year that a mighty caravan train started by
way of The Jefferson Route to explore the land of Preliminary Medical Knowledge.
.
It was an expedition constituted by men of divers minds and capacities, who
were not all sufficiently equipped to withstand the many dangers and vicissitudes
of fortune, attendant upon an undertaking so essential1y hazardous in nature.
For four years we have marched through a wide domain, led by men who had
run the course before and who were eminently capable to guide us over the
rugged way which we had elected to travel. For four years we have visited alike
the barren desert, and Pomona's verdant gardens and fruitful groves; ascended
the apparently insurmountable mountain, and wended our way through the thick
sage brush of the prairie. Often our frail barks were launched on tempestuous
seas, driven whither the violent winds and prodigious waves of ill-fortune would
have us go; but the inspiring words and other impellents of our guides were sufficient to overcome all impediments.
Many of our original party showed lack of endurance and evidences of deficent training, and were forced to drop from the ranks of the advancing column.
It was with sorrowful hearts that we parted company with these unfortunate
comrades, but the words of Ovid-"You will with difficulty conquer, but conquer
you must"-rang out in clear enunciation, and bade us leave them in order that
we might resume our march to the coveted goal. Their places have been filled
by other men, and now the goal is reached, with our line unbroken.
The occasion of our valediction has at last arrived, and now that we are permitted an introspective glance into the dark and uncertain future, our hearts are
filled to overflowing with an ineffable intensity of sad emotions. It seems a premature termination of these many college friendships and endearing associations
which we have formed, and which cling to our heart of hearts as the clasping ivy
clings to its supportive trellis. Love! love for our-fellow compeers and teachers,
has been the ruling and dominant principle of our lives, in this protracted struggle to gain a working knowledge of the Arts and Sciences of Medicine. Love!
pure and uncontaminated by the vices of malevolent men, but that sort which
emanated from the heart and possessed the capability of animating the love of
others. This affectionate regard, co-existing with a continual desire to abet our
brother in any possible way, has acted as our Hesperus in the night, and our effulgent Sun in the day, in consequence of which, the parting bears in its wake a
kind of grief which seems to permit of no satiety.
Before we bid the last farewell, and are engulfed in the implacable maelstrom
of wide separations, may the words of Richter, "Remembrance is the only para!!'Y!!!l'IIII"

dise out of which we cannot be driven away," make an indelible imprint upon
the imperishable tablatures of our hearts, and thereby keep us perpetually bound
together by chains of filial affection.
.
Life is a transient pilgrimage; joys and sorrows, prosperity and misfortune,
all entering into the quota of days allotted to each man in his march to the "Great
Beyond." The life of every man, whether his course be a mere peregrination, or
one well planned and sequentially executed, is marked, at various periods, by
epochs. To-day is an epoch in our lives, a stepping from the nursery-where our
minds have been fed upon wholesome foods so essential to their future existenceinto the vast school of life, in which we must act in part as our own teachers, as
well as, appropriate principles derived from the experiences of others, principles
so-requisite to the unimpeded growth of our full mental statures. Our preliminary
instruction has been strengthening and supportive, serving to develop characters
of ideal propensities.
We have been intrusted with a great commission; not responsibilities commensurate with our capacities, but each man sharing equally in the distribution.
Our vocation is a noble one, but one replete with responsibilities. It shall be our
lifelong duty to minister to the sick and afflicted, and in order that we be faithful and diligent" our minds must be free from mercenary and all other improper
actuations. We must observe the laws of Kindness, Suavity and Punctuality,
and expend our time and energy indefatiga:bly in olJr efforts to alleviate the sufferings of the distressed, and in our min(strations to the wants of those in .need.
We should always be too modest to acquire fame by heralding our names and the
great deeds we have accomplished to the whole world, but with an ardent and sincere earnestness, strive to execute the duties devolved upon our office with dignity
and magnanimity, a spirit characterized by its disdain for meanness and injustice,
and one causing us to delight in acts of benevolence.
To-day a new world of innumerable and varied possibilities opens its portals
to us. The great lock guarding the Future has yielded to the magic key of knowledge, and now that we have filed through the open gate and the portcullis let down"
we find ourselves inhabitants of this New Country. Nations and peoples of all
ages have had their guiding star. And just as the golden cross, scintillating its
emblazoned brilliancy, led the crusauers to their hope, the Sacred Temple; so
may our better natures lead us to a Ii fe of great usefulness, the Elysium of Earth,
the delectable heritage of serving those maimed in body and mind.
To our teachers and instructors ;-you who have evoked from your storehouses of Erudition and Practical Experience those signal principles of medical
knowledge, and inculcated the same into our minds; you who have evinced a
heart-felt interest in us during our pilgrimage, we would express the debt of
gratitude we owe by offering our sincerest appreciation.
To our mothers, fathers, sweethearts and friends ;-you whose images have
hovered over us t1)rough the weary vigils of the night; you whose irrefragable
and constant interest in our success has acted as a mighty stimulus in our moments
of ennui, driving us on to higher ideals and loftier ambitions, we find our vocabularies inadequate to meet the demands of thank!".1l expression, but in our simple
way of giving, accept the love offering of our hearts.
..
JEFFERSON! Thou pre-eminent seat of Medical Instruction in America,
wherein we have been so proficiently schooled to war against the mighty Army
of Disease, upon thy head we can place no laurel of eulogy too magnificent, nor
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offer thee a panegyric too sweeping in its meaning. Weare thy sons, and may
we ever prove worthy of the distinguished name we bear, honoring thee continually by our spotless, magnanimous, self-sacrificing lives.
As we now pass from the College Stage into the Arena of Life and with the
great field glasses of Introspection view the unexplored future, our minds' eyes
are blinded for a time by the formidable obstacles which 100m up in our field of
vision. But with a spirit of grim determination may we strive to bring into subjection all opposing forces, and bear this insignia, "Jefferson 1909", on to .higher
heights than Excelsior was ever able to reach.

G. S.

HENSYL.

"~PiI HETHER the day of its birth was clear or cloudy, warm or cold,

I do not recall nor does it matter greatly, but that it was an
eventful day and one long to be remembered is certain, for like
all great days it had its beginning and ending and, in the course
of its twenty-four hours, had given birth to a new class at
Jefferson College which, in its infancy, gave evidence of being
a creditable child to its ancestors.
From the various States, like pilgrims on a voyage to Mecca or like medical
students flocking to a Da Costa lecture, there was an influx of young men tall
and short, broad and narrow, fat and lean, all bending their young energies toward a common goal, the opening exercises of the Jefferson :Medical College,
which took place on September 24, 1905.
On entering the main hall, flanked on either side by the names of the illu5trious departed whose genius had been preserved in the stony foundation of this
temple of Aesculapius, these young men wended their uncertain way looking
askance at each individual whom they met; uncertain as to whether he may be
friend or foe. Inquiring the way to the Dean's office he was informed that he
must enter the first door to his right, where he encountered a portly individual of
prosperous appearance. With a small, tremulous voice he asked if he might speak
with the Dean, but soon learned that this august personage was at the present
moment invisible. However, the portly individual in short, snappy tones directed
him to the place, where he could part with one hundred and eighty dollars of
his cash on hand, the payment of which enrolled him as a full-fledged student.
He was also required to make a deposit of twenty dollars which gave him the
privilege of smashing things, whenever, in his exuberance of spirits, they seemed
to require smashing.
The toll gate having been passed he ascended to the second story of this
temple and peeped carefully within, when upon seeing some individuals looking
as green as himself, he ventured in cautiously on tiptoes and in a subdued whisper
asked, "Is this the place?" Upon being informed that it was, he selected the topmost seat in the amphitheatre and looked with awe at the privileged Seniors who
occupied the front rows, wondering if ever the time would come when he might
be seated in those same sacred seats.
At this moment, he was initiated into the "ups" of the medical student, for
some misguided Freshie having been knowingly misdirected by a prank-playing
upper classman, walks in on the main floor, is promptly seized by willing hands
and transmitted, by the manual air line, to the topmost seat, where dazed and
pale, he was energetically deposited saying, when he had recovered his equilibrium, that, "By heck, I didn't want to walk up anyhow."
Then the eighty-first session of the College was ushered in by Bon. William
Potter, president of the Board of Trustees, who, followed by a procession of
gown-clad gentlemen, now made his appearance and gave the assembled host a
word of welcome and an abundance of advice, followed by a bunch of well wishes,
whereupon the student body expressed its appreciation by long and loud applause,
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in which we, on the back row joined, not because we knew what it was about, but
because it seemed the proper thing to do. All being over we filed out of the building and thus ended our first day of school.
The class was divided into three sections, each of which was assigned to its
especial laboratory. The feline and canine population was materially diminished
within the next few days, their-lives and bodies being offered to the advancement
of the anatomical knowledge of the embryo medicos, who, upon using the material
assigned them, found that some evidence of life was still extant and continued
.
to scratch for several successive days.
While we were wonderingly finding the various structures of the human
cadaver, our brother classmates were distilling dubious decoctions in the chemical
laboratory, the pungent odor of which sought out each individual corner of the
building and assailed our sensitive' noses, preparing us for the things still to
come. If, perchance, the weather was not conducive to study and research,
quizzes brought out the cherished knowledge which some few had managed to
store away in their brains, which by this time were well nigh clogged and entirely
bewildered.
But what do I hear, snores? Yea, verily, for 'tis in the dark room, and
some weary brother, taking advantage of one 'of the sleep-producing lectures,
abetted by the fact that he had remained out the previous night until the wee,
small hours, was noisily slumbering and evidently having visions of dancing skeletons, and embryos surrounded by a perfume of balsams and creosote, and the lingering, dry taste' in his mouth must have reminded him of the various mixtures
and emulsions which he had manufactured, and which he was now.tasting, for
he groaned in agony and suddenly awoke only to hear, that the tongue was covered
by a mucous membrane.
And nOw a most important duty evolved upon us in the way of electing the
officers. Politicians, whose talents had slumbered for many years unrecognized,
came to the fore and after many conferences the ticket was announced and duly
elected as follows: W. R. Gardiner, president; G. P. Pennington, vice-president;
M. H. Kudlich, secretary, and J. A. Maloney, treasurer.
The class was honored by being guests at a reception given by the members
of the Faculty, who, this year, inaugurated a custom which has done much in
bringing the teacher and student in closer relationship, and which makes the student feel as though some interest was being taken in his welfare and career.
Handshaking, music, speeches, and a delicious spread of edibles, calculated to
tickle the boarding house palate of the student, made a most enjoyable evening.
A matter of historic interest was the discovery of the mulberry mass, which one
of our geniuses found on looking through his microscope one day. His doings of
the previous night were not investigated.
During the year our joys were tinged with sorrow by the ,death of Prof.
William S. Forbes, who passed away during our Christmas holidays. Our short
acquaintance had marked him as a real friend and helper. Shortly afterward he
was joined in the Deep Sleep by Dr. Joseph P. Bolton, than whom, no more courteous gentleman ever lived.
Typhoid fever seemed to take a particular liking to our class during this
year and twelve men were in the hospital suffering from the malady, but happily
all recovered.
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Mr. M. A. Saylor, who was appointed Demonstrator of Chemistry, not being used to the peculiar privileges of the medical student, found himself involved
in a strike called by members of Section "e." Dean Holland in his diplomatic
and gentlemanly way, acted the role of arbitrator and the strike was ended without loss of Ii fe or property.
On turning to the foot ball page in the history it was found to be blank, but
the words "next ye~r" loomed up in large type and further inquiry was deemed
unnecessary.
Drawn and haggard faces and anxious expressions accompanied by certain
signs of nervousness indicated the approach of the final reckoning. After examinations various greetings met each one as he emerged from the room and inquiries as to how did you make out, and how did you answer this question, led
each one to depart for home firmly convinced that he had flunked, and that he
was better fitted to follmv the plow or delve into mother earth with a pick and
shovel, than to administer to the needs of the suffering race.

&tconb ,!}tat
Once more there gathered together a group of men who were the survival of
the fittest from the previous year. At least 'twas so stated and has never been
denied. Numerous faces accustomed to being seen amongst us were wofully missed, and it was supposed that they had yielded to the Call of the Wild, or had departed to other institutions of medical learning for reasons best known to themselves. Many strange faces were seen on the rows which we occupied and which
were one-third lower down than those of the previous year. Like all good men
we were forging to the front.
After the 82d session had been successfully launched by the Hon. William
Potter, as in last year, we ·proceeded to instruct the freshmen in the manner in
which they should act and walk, and formulated a set of rules for their guidance.
From the West several new men came in, shaken fro\101 their foundation by
the earthquake in California and propelled eastward by their desire to see what
the best college was really like. From the North, East and South came more men,
attracted by the fame which former graduates of Old Jeff had spread throughout-the country.
After receiving these neophytes within our bosom and making them feel at
home, we settled down to the daily grind of the medical student's life. Several
new teachers greeted us. Prof. Anthony Spitzka was on deck with a new plan by
which he hoped to aid us in our study of anatomy. Right well did he labor to
make us all specialists in that branch.
Prof. John H. Gibbon greeted us as his first class in surgery, and in the
quizzes which he held before the lectures, so many original and brilliant ideas
emanated from our fertile brains, that a new edition of surgery was immediately
gotten out. Chief among these ideas was a cure for hydrophobia advanced by a
genius who recommended that the dog be chained up and his head cut off.
Our class was considered to be so bright that the physiological course heretofore requiring two years to complete, was crammed into one year, with the result
that-well, time alone can tell. We also learned why the north pole has not yet
been discovered and when it was advisable to become a homeopath.
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We were initiated into the various reasons why disease invades the human
economy and the various stunts it performs when it gets rampant and takes liberties with our sacred makeup.
All good taxpayers in the class once more assembled to exercise their right
to vote and Carl G. Brown was elected President, Geo. F. Lull, Vice-President, F.
S. Bakewell', Secretary, and P. E. Fagan, Treasurer.
The approach of the annual football game was proclaimed several weeks
ahead of time, by the nightly practice of compositions by the talentea musical
members, setting forth the things which were in store for the inhabitants of the
17th and Cherry Street district. And just to prove that prophecies come true,
our representatives on the gridiron handed out an assortment of surprises which
enabled us to land 11 points on the right side of the ledger, while Chi made just
I I less.
A petition, wj1ich originated in our class, was presented to the Faculty by the
student body requesting an extension in time of the holiday vacation, and much to
our joy this was granted, enabling some who lived at a distance to enjoy their
Christmas at home.
The Ladies' Auxiliary of Jefferson College entertained the classes in the
college library during the winter and we thoroughly enjoyed the treat given by
them. The evening was all too short and we departed feeling much better for
having spent a most profitable evening and believing that more events of this. kind
would be greatly beneficial to the student and make a pleasant departure in his
humdrum life.
The year drawing to a close, we each expressed our wish to return by a somewhat strenuous registration, during which our breakage was materially depleted.
And wishing each other good luck we departed to await in suspense the forwarding of our examination report.
~bitb ~tar

As in previous years we once more returned to the fold, at least most of us
did, for some there were who failed to respond to roll call. But the gaps made
in our ranks were' filled in with new blood and so we proceeded merrily on our
way, this time sitting comfortably three-fourths towards the front. We. profited
by our wisdom gained in previous years and after the opening of the session by
Prof. H. F. Hansell, we settled down to work in our accustomed rut. Many new
faces led to many new acquaintances and many new characters, chiefly from the
sunny South.
The year's annual election resulted in the choice of the following officers:
J. C. Miller, President; W. D. Herbert, Vice-President; M. H. Kudlich, Secretary,
and C. S. Gracey, Treasurer.
.
This important duty finished, sections now took up their various duties.
Cooking lessons were had in Rosey's laboratory, followed by much learning in
regard to the different bugs which we have the privilege of drinking and inhaling,
and which contribute materially to the amount of our income.
Our first real clinic work was also begun and before the end of the year
we were able to recognize, even at a distance, the posterior aspects of the various
operators, assistants, nurses, orderlies and visitors, but we were sure to see the
patient wheeled in and out, although he was totally unconscious of the fact.
r

In order that we might get our accustomed exercise a weekly trip to Blockley
was required, where we viewed the remains or part of the remains, and added to
our clinical and pathological knowledge.
"
Therapeutical treatment as applied to the higher walks of life, fat, juicy,
culture media and little, thin, dried, prune-like individuals was swallowed with
the savory trimmings.
Surgery and anatomy were sandwiched in between times and, in connection
with much knowledge of these subjects, we had the advantage of art, politics and
vagaries of human nature added to the course, which contributed much to its instructiveness and value.
Again we met the foe upon the gridiron and this year the game was hotly
contested. Both Jeff and Chi pushed and dragged each other up the field and
down again, while we, of the benches, aided our team in its efforts by choicest
verse set to the latest and most popular music. But all to no purpose, for when
the final whistle blew it was found that Chi had made nothing and Jeff had made
just as much. But we had fought a good fight and were happy.
We were so far advanced now that registration was not required before taking our departure, and after the most strenuous examinations, those kind that
leave a sour taste in the mouth after taking, we quietly packed our well worn books
and silently stole away.

jfourtf) !lear
At last we have reached the final lap in our race, and the reward for our efforts is in sight. Seated on those same sacred front seats of which we have
dreamed for three years, we were beginning to feel the responsibility of being
seni'ors. About one-third of the original class gathered together, for the casualties of the previous year had been heavy, and depleted the already sadly diminished
faithful few who had worked their way thus far, while many of those who returned, were" crippled from injuries received in the last examinations.
But, again, our ranks were filled with recruits from other colleges and we
presented quite a sedate and respectable front. .
When real work commenced we were presented with a chart which, after
several days of study and thought, we found assigned us to certain duties, at certain places, at certain hours, none of which we were ever quite sure, but the fulfillment of which was required, ere we could be numbered amongst those who,
upon the great day, would receive the priceless piece of parchment paper permitting us to roam at will and practice our arts upon the long suffering public.
Determined to start in the manner befitting dignified seniors, we early elected
those ,whom we thought would best represent us and pilot us safely over the
shoals, and, after several weeks of electioneering, we conferred this honor upon
Geo. S. Hensyl, President; F. S. Bakewell, Vice-President; F. R. Burnside, Secretary, and J. C. Fulmer, Treasurer.
The students club of spitters gained the goodwill of the city fire department
by carrying out the time-honored custom of keeping the floors of the college and
clinic continually soaked with a saturated solution of nicotine, thus preventing
all dangers of a conflagration. But we were not so fortunate with the law, for
some of our members were tenderly gathered in one evening for being in too close
association with the bellicose sophomores and freshmen, and upon r telling the
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absolut e truth to the powers that be, were fined the usual amoun
t for their audacity.
We have been singula rly fortuna te, in that none of our class has
been taken
from our midst by the hand of the Grim Reaper , but whethe r
this is due to an
unnatu rally increas ed resistan ce against disease or to the fact
that only the good
die young, 'tis not within my provinc e to state.
Novem ber 21st is a day surroun ded by a crown of glory in our
history , for
on that day all the vengea nce which had accumu lated for years
was wiped out in
a few hours, when the footbal l heroes captain ed by Jack Miller
squelch ed the audacious Chians under an avalanc he of scores. So easily were
the 39 points made
that the Chi team who made 0, was so surpris ed and dismay
ed, that it crawle d
into the and pulled the rim in after it, at least 'twas so surmis
ed as nothing has
since been heard of it.
And now, having assiduo usly sought out and attende d each clinic
until our
system s have become saturat ed with medical and surgica l lore,
there remain s for
us to receive on the morrow , the emblem of reward . Day by
day,
have unfolde d to us the marvel s of the human machin e, its powersyear by year,
ations and we are remind ed of the words of the poet, who says, and its limit'~what a piece
of work~ is man." Variou s clinics have reveale d to us the ills
that flesh is heir
to, and we hope that we have absorbe d enough knowle dge and
have gained sufficient wisdom to accomplish that which we set out to do, to relieve
and cure those
diseases which are curable and to give comfor t to those whose
afflictions have already marked them for anothe r world. If we have not learned
it is our own
fault, for right diligen tly have we been instruc ted how to make
the lame to walk,
the blind to see, the deaf to hear and the dumb to speak.
Thus the class of 1909 passes into history , and we feel sure that
each one will
be true to his teachin g, so that mankin d will rise up and call him
blessed.

°
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The first of parting times has come to us,
We've reached the forking of the morning road.
The sun has risen and in its cheering beams
Each Senior sees his field of life-work sowed.
The dawn of learning brightens into day
The doubts that kept it dark have sought the past,
Into the world of worthy work we fare,
By human need our footsteps urged more fast.
Clear comes the call to soften stinging pain,
Clear comes the call to ward off needless death,
To rescue tho~e whom suffering would claim
And bravely fight the silent thief of breath.
Here at the fountain-head we've sought the strength
To do our duty well; to keep the way
, Open for those who, guided by our skill,
Desire to reach the heights of health's fair day.
Here at the mother's knee, together bound
By common pl;lrpose and by common aim,
We've scanned the field. and now we scatter forth,
Each to his work, his rightful place to claim.
Some
Some
Each,
Each,

to gain laur·els at the hands of Fame,
to tread humble pathways to the grave;
let us hope, to good and mercy true,
let us pray, through all things manly, brave.

For fame is hollow, save the faith be kept,
And honor gives no mo;e than what
, we gain.
And work is the last measure of success,
With it the cup of usefulness we drain.
So let us work that when the future fil~ds
Our last survivor breathing his' last breath,
The sum of our good deeds shall bring a smile
To the cold countenance of dauntless 'Death!
So let us live that when our last mate stands
Face to face with his setting sun,
A voice which speaks for all of us may sound,
Saying, Live on, in faithful work well done!
ROBERT GRANT FURr.ONG
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Long I sat and vainly wond ered,
Introspectly gazed· and pondered,
Striving all the while to guess,
What within the wilderness
Of days to come for us lies hid.
'Twas no use; for human mind,
To the present task assigned,
Cannot hope to pierce the veil
For whose mysteries we Quail,
Our passing pleasures still amid.
Ah! Could I some mighty power
Intercept; for but an hour
In its course would I delay,
That as tribute it might pay
Some precious words of augury.
Yet, let the secrets of the past
Undisturbed rest to the last.
The present, be that as it may,
Its mysteries end with dying day
And on the morrow are forgot.
But from what source might we then gain
The links of deeds that form the chain
'Pon which we hope some day to climb
And reach the dreamed-of heights sublime?
Each one before the world-a man-!
No one there is upon this earth
Who dares to judge his fellow's worth,
Attempt his future to foretell.
Ascribe an ending, ill or well;
So, to Immortals we must turn.
Who, but the Deity of old,
Who rise and fall of Kings foretold
Can give the knowledge that we ask?
And so, I find a pleasant task
My voice to Her in prayer to raise.
"Oh! Goddess of days unborn, within whose bosom hidden lies
The secret of the destinies of men, whether they shall rise
To heights undreamed of, or if they shall fall in noble strife,
Each one pursuing, as thou will'st, his course for'dained thru life,
I pray Thou would'st me with a prophecy of truth endow.
Scan well the pages of Thy book and seek to find in turn
For each a future. Let each one rejoice at length to learn
From thy fair lips the truth-that work well done shall bring reward,
That hours of toil are seed from which Fame springs and none ignored,
That dauntless strife precedes the end, and victors each shall be."
And having prayed, before my eyes
The veil was gone and in this wise
As now I write, disclosed lay
The paths along whose various way
The members of our class shall go.
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OOKI NG beyond the eil drawn aside by.the Deity of the unborn
to-mor row, I see in the distant future, emblazoned as it were
upon the dawn of a new medical and surgica l era, hopes and aspiratio ns as yet unreali zed and unclaim ed; but which are aiting to be touche d into life and a stern reality by thos 0 whom
they justly belong.
Arthur B. Landry came to Jeffers on from Connec ticut o:verng medical student
flowing with the highest ambitio ns to which the ever-pe rseveri
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ing from the lack of anything else to ~o an? any ?ther way of disposing o~ their
hypertrophied bank accounts. Orton IS chIef assIstant. Royal and McCam .are
canvassing the state in search of victims. They have, to say the least, a flourIshing enterprise and large dividends are expected. I take this opportunity of announcing that they have formed a stock co pany and shares may be purchased
of Barker, Barry, Baxter and Company, Manufacturers of Jersey Lightning Hair
Restorer and Corn Plasters-Brokers of Hospital and Sanitarium stocks as a
side line.
"Make haste slowly" was the motto of O. G. Marsh, "the California Philosopher," who feared nothing but did a great deal of philosophizing as to how
he was to pass the California State Board. This he soon overcame and after
completing his interneship in the French Hospital at Frisco, made leaps and
bounds in his specialty of removing the thoracic viscera in pulmonary tuberculosis.
Every man has his hobby and it is sure to crop out sooner or later. This besetting sin made itself manifest in Duvall, "the Ozone Kid," a, few years after
locating at Charleroi, Pennsylvania, where he found the tariffs imposed ul'>on his
victims were insufficient to afford the luxuries of life and also give his wife a
prominent position among the Four Hundred.
The following sign now catches the gaze of the unsuspecting searchers for
the elixir of life or the fountain of youth:
"DR. FRANK C. DUVALL,
MANUFACTURER AND SOLE DISPENSER OF THE NEW AND FAMOUS ROAD TO
HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.

Liquid Ozone-Five Dollars per Bottle.
Consultation Free."

J. M. Murphy, a man of high stature ~ho can trace his ancestry to the
grandfather of Julius Caesar, is one of the true and faithful Abe Linl:oln Type.
He never split rails nor· is he to become President of the United States, but a
bright future is before him. We find "Murph" after several years of hard strug.lSle master of his profession in a thriving little village in Minnesota.
Pete Fagan always said little, but thought a great deal. He did say that
Hazelton was the only place that a real live doctor should go; so he went. Took
Carter with him, which, of course, was a natural thing for him to do. They have
monopolized the Medical and Surgical practice of Hazelton and have risen to the
positions of ·chief in their respective specialties in the hospital of that place.
Somewhere from out the dusky halls of oblivion to tl;e Edifice of Medical
Learning came the illustrious Phineas Jenks Shaffer. He always said that he
would rather be a big toad in a small puddle than a little toad in a big puddle.
This led to his present position in Ii fe. He has established a very lucrative practice in Punxsutawney, removing superfluous hair and curing baldness by a psychological influence, the principle of which he refuses to divulge.
.
A leader in politics, an indefatigable worker, highly esteemed by his classmates and profoundly respected by a host of friends are qualifications which
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should spell success to their fortunate possessor. George S. Hensyl, the embodiment of the above, has had his name heralded throughout the universe by his recent discovery of a permanent cure for Carcinoma. His recently published treatise on this subject is well worth the careful perusal of all who are interested in
the subject.
Ohio, the state which has produced so many famous statesmen, has sent forth
no less great a man to the medical profession-one who while in college was a
profound thinker, and loved his work, had the respect and close friendship of the
entire class, and had the reputation of having carried an adornment upon his
upper lip throughout his college course. O. G. Brown, the member of the class
to whom I refer, now holds the chair of Surgery in one of our leading medical
schools.
Out of the clouds of the far distant West, "here appeared to us upon a September morning in the year 1906 a ray of sunshine in the form of .Waldo Richardson. After his graduation, he left almost as suddenly as he came and upon his
departure a cloud of gloom fell upon his classmates.
Richardson took up his work in Seattle, Washington, where he soon made
a host of friends and acquired a large practice. Some years later, he launched
upon the sea of politics and has recently been sent to the Hawaiian Islands by the
United States Government to make a thorough study of and discover a treatment for leprosy.
Things least expected occur most frequently. Of this fact- we find an example in Lambert and Watkins. Lambert always had a tendency for doing something heroic. In fact, when a youth and in the prime of health, he was awarded
a Carnegie Medal for his heroism and bravery. He and Watkins, now mature and
sober minded men, together with Walker, Tinker, Shaw, Foster and Betts, all of
whom had acquired great skill in prescribing Wampole's Codliver Oil and Mellin's
Baby Food, manned an airship, loaded it with Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, Pink Pills for Pale People, and Candy Cathartic Cascarets and started on
a tour to the North Pole to alleviate the suffering of the natives in the ice-bound
regions where doctors do not frequent. We have not heard as to their success,
but a wireless just received calls for more Vegetable Compound. We take it
that someone is receiving medication.
A masterpiece of Medical oratory on the treatment of perforation in Gastric Ulcer by use of automatically adjusted plugs was recently delivered before the
American Medical Association by Dr. E. Z. Ruth, Professor of Medicine in a
prominent New York College.
To lead the life of a po'et and be isolated from the gayeties of life amid the'
quietude of the somber forest was not the life designed by the Creator for R. G.
Furlong. While performing experiments upon the brains of the higher apes,
Robert discovered that it was possible to replace diseased brains by healthy ones
from other animals. This operation was lately performed upon human beings
with great success and is being employed throughout the civilized world. However, scientists claim that this will finally lead to a retrogression of the human intellect to the type of our four footed, hairy ancestors.
We find the State of New Jersey well represented in the class of 1909. This
State is noted not only for its fine variety of sweet potatoes, but also for its
mosquitoes which have given the medical profession no end of amusement and a
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continuous source of income. These mosquitoes infest New Jersey somewhat
similar to the manner in which the seven plagues were visited upon the children of
Israel in the Land of Egypt. Briody, Ulmer, Butcher, Sica, Pennington and
Doherty, the representatives to whom I refer, were not satisfied with the ignorance of the profession regarding the cause of rheumatism. After many weary
days and sleepless nights they succeeded in isolating the Bacillus Rheumaticus
from t~e body of the mos"quito. Not only have they received due credit for their
brilliant discovery, but also for exterminating the pest, as they exhausted tlle mosquito supply of the state in their untiring search.
J. c. Lyons, a young ntan of great ability, who early in life evinced a strong
disposition to unearth unsolved mysteries and educate the medical profession along
lines of which they were as yet in ignorance, has distinguished himself by proclaiming to the world a cure for the Great White Plague. The fifty thousand dollars offered by the ...G overnment and unclaimed for so many years is now in the
hands of our classmate and friend.
We are all familiar with the old adage that fat people are jolly; conversely,
lean people should be unhappy. Fortunately, there are exceptions to all rules, of
which we find an example in our Class Presenter, Rinehart, who through a prank
of Fate was named "Stacy" instead of "Happy." While in college, he took the
prize for being the leanest and happiest man in the class. He has now upon the
market a remedy guaranteed to make fat people lean and cure the blues.
Just a few words in regard to Wilbur H. Minford.
"Minnie" hails from the hard coal region and mine engineering was his favorite" topic when he could corner an audience. At a tender age, he decided"that peddling pills would be a pleasant diversion from his former vocation. This happy
conclusion led to the fame and fortune of this now noted Physician and Surgeon,
whose specialty is lLe cure of broken hearts without the use of knife or splints.
He has recently written a much discussed paper on the "Bloodless Amputation of
Wooden Legs."
Again the veil was drawri aside, darkness spread o'er the future, the Goddess
of Prophecy vanished as a mist before the morning sun, and I was unable to foresee more. The future of many of our classmates must, therefore, remain untold
and be left in the hands of Providence.

So now 'tis writ that each may see
The future; and that there may be
No doubts to cloud the days to come,
No preying fear to drive us from
The rest that waits us, gladly found.
Oh ! Would that even better things
Had come to us, borne-on the wings
Of inspiration from the Muse!
Alas! 'tis not for us to choose,
But boldly tread the paths decreed.
FRED. WOHLWltND.

(!Class
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PP!!=! ill'l!!!R OOD-A FTERN OON! How do you think we look
after our four
years' battle brough t to one grand climax by a two weeks' celebration ? You unders tand.
Fellow -citizen s and the so-called fair sex, after you have
listened to the tiresom e rot of our macro- cephali c Preside nt, the
Dutch orator, the wise and most learned Histori an and the
other two Ptomai nes, kindly lend an ear to our modern Shakespeare.
Who doubts this day brings gladne ss and yet it brings her sadness
, for it is
my purpos e, this afterno on, to criticise, demora lize and emphas ize,
yet
justly,
that
class ignora nt of the fundam ental princip les of commo n sensecreed, sarcasm
and offense not conside red. May old memor y play no tricks
and may the gods
help me if I fail.
As I glance upon that class, the name of Jackso n rivets my gaze,
with Bednarkiew eiz close second. Come forwar d, gents, and let the public
have a look.
Jackso n says, "avoid baths," and from all appear ances during
our entire
curricu lum he certain ly has. Jack, as a most practic al gift, take
this cake of soap
and by special request of Richar dson, this scrub-b rush and anothe
r cake of soap,
and with due respect to hygien e, go isolate yourse lf in the Delawa
re River.
Could we eve; forget our dear old "goosie " friend, the notesel
ler, the devil's
pest and the playthi ng for the class? Reflect a momen t and
remem ber Bed,
going up and some one admini stering digital pressur e, how he
would squirm and
jump. Did he object? Well, I guess yes.. These we give willing
ly, namely, a
goose and a cork in memor y of the last "goose " he receive d
from his dear and
beloved colleagues.
As it is getting late we will have the baby show so they may retire.
George Robins on, Charlie McCul lough, "Raym e" Frodey and
"Little " Landry. Results of a 3. 6. I. mixtur e. One, two, three, four. I have
forgott en some
one. Well, if I didn't forget "Jenky " Shaffer . Come on, "Jenky
." Aren't they
just too sweet for anythin g. You cute little rascals . What's
that? Oh yes!
dentitio n was normal . For your good behavio r, childre n, we will
give a memen to
to each, and alsp, in behalf of the Faculty , we wish to confer the
B.S. degree upon
:::lhaffer. Run along now and show mamm a and papa what the
man gave you. Be
careful , don't fall!
J.
Lyons, Burnsi de, Colema n and H. H. Thomp son cannot be passed
by
unnotic ed.
Althou gh appare ntly healthy , they are sufferi ng from an incurab
le disease,
scientifically known as "purpu ra nicotin i" or slop hemorr hage.
All known styptics
have been tried with unfavo rable results, so we must resort to palliati
ve treatme nt
to save the lives of their associa tes who cannot swim.
Gents, accept these capsule s for use P. R. N.

c.
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May the assembled multitude have the pleasure of those distinguished looking gentlemen: C. H. Grimes and James Might. The glass of fashion and the
mold of form. Watch yourselves, girls, they are heart smashers, for they always
look the same.
MacAlister's four hundred and Lehr's monkey dinner will stand" forever as
enduring monuments to their fame, but these social lions must pale into insignificance, when compared to our own dukes and instructors to the male beauty
column. They, too, shall have monuments, which will be placed upon Chestnut
Street before many hours.
~acb
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Now for the representatives of the chosen People.-Moss, Koplin, Brown,
Silverstein and Sender.
.
These direct lineal descendants of Father Abraham, being wanderers, came
here to seek refuge, and it is but natural that some should gain entrance to our
school.
Gentlemen, business will not always be good and so, like the foolish virgins,
you will be caught napping. We present you with the emblem of a vocation,
which comes to you as a second nature. Take then this sign of the three balls.
Will Douglass and Dick meander forward? This is Douglass-is it any
wonder he looks like a mere nothing, when this was his diet for at least four
years?

6tring of
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Dick, the professional jockey, having lost all his money on the horses and
being despondent, chose medicine as the last resource. This is the horse he rode:

I realize the embarrassment in bringing our "Hen-medics" to the front, but
woman like, they always wish to be seen, so here goesMisses Fulmer, Woodruff and Shaw. True it is that they do not resemble
the girl of to-day, as to dress, but their talk, actions, and ways are enough to
convince me that they are of such a type. And our Dorcas Club will each receive
a sewing basket.
There are some brave spirits among us who, not contented with the ills they
already bear, have plunged boldly into the sea 9f matrimony, to flounder about
with the ebb and flow of an ever-changing tide.
Will my esteemed colleagues-Richardson, Kramer and Grow-please come
forward. As yet not one has experienced the real joy of their Blessed State.
BEWARE! lest the wrathful venom of our Ex-President shall be turned loose
upon the defenseless heads of you; the seeming advocates of race suicide. Repent, I beg of you, e'er it is too late and do your duty by your country.
Now, anticipating your good intentions to follow our advice and that you may
l-e prepared for the blessings to come-and may they be many-we give to each
. of you, a baby-coach.
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McCain, Irvan, Baxter and Kudlich come forward.
Well, you know Carrie Nation has wrecked saloons, disposed of liquor, lectured on temperance and made herself popular, but these four gentlemen, that
stand before us to-day, have put down more of the cursed stuff than Carrie has,
or ever shall, and for their good and noble work we will reward each.
To McCain, this string of pretzels.
To Baxter, this bottle of Trainer's best.
To Kudlich, this stein of beer, and
To Irvan, this wallet, minus the thirty-five ($35) dollars he lost one night,
after much liquor had been destroyed.
Will Gray.and Orr please step forward. "
These two beauties have been bound together for a few years by some mystic
tie-we" know not what; for surely they are both of the masculine type. We think
these will aid in their separation:

itntft anb &atu
May we have a look at Mr. Throgmorton? This is the man that cannot be
trusted from his father's sight. Yes, compelled to be chaperoned by his father.
Shame on yOll! After reading a: most excellent paper on January 5th, composed
by his father, he was heard to say: "Dr. Montgomery, I take this opportunity of
introducing myself-coming just this year, it has not been my pleasure to meet
many of the faculty."
Dr. Montgomery told me confidentially that he was on the verge of slapping
him.
.
In case you get lost, sir, this will help your father find you. COW-BELL.
I speak with halting tongue, knowing full well the English language is
entirely inadequate to express our appreciation of the mighty efforts of the gridiron "warriors." Let me call Captain Miller. He it is to whom the greatest credit
must be given for our .many victories. Yet he was ably assisted by Roberson and
Thompson, whose masterly interference made possible the onslaughts of our
plunging half-back. These three were the big guns, but the man behind the gun
was Manager Frank V. McConkey. He it was that furnished such material.
To Capt., as a slig-ht token of the esteem which is so justly his due, we give
this golden football. To Roberson, who trained at Child's restaurant, this emblem
and this one to Thompson. He received one similar, during the holidays, from a
Jefferson nurse; and to McConkey. the same, provided he doesn't give it to his
Balto. lady friend. Will you, Frank? I knew he didn't love you.
~ e(fttson ~ofa

l}tuotus

Let us behold the master-minds of the class:
D. H. B. Ulmer and Mr. Liebold. Rather intelligent looking-don't you
think? Ulmer hails from New Jersey with the rest of the mosquitoes. Liebold
came to us this year. Honestly, when they speak we stand with drooping chins
and staring eyes held spellbound by their matchless display of wisdom.
Why, Liebold actually said that he never made less than 98 per cent. That
sounds like a delusion, systematized at that. This places us upon the horns of a
dilemma. Either he is a prevaricator or the honor system was in. vogue at his

former school. Now we know that at his school they wisely refrained from
trusting to the honor of their students; therefore the conclusion is forced upon
us that he belongs to that already overcrowded organization which Roosevelt was
wont to call the Ananias Club.
This bowl, I give to Liebold-now old wiseacre take Ulmer and some other
equally brilliant germs, as fellow passengers, so that like the three wise men of
Gotham, you can embark from this port of "Old Jefferson" into the boundless sea
of the unexplored.
Will Schoenwald, Faris, Barker and Betts beat it forward, please?- I must
say it comes natural for these gentlemen to be in front. They were in school,
why not now? Listen boys!
Vice is a monster of such fearful mien
That to be hated needs only to be seen.
But seen too oft, familiar with its face
,
We first pity, then endure, then embrace.

That you may not injure your gray matter by plunging into things to get
there first the class has asked me to give you these padded caps.
Have I done my duty? I answer: No! not until you know who is the thief..
who is the gambler, who is the vagabond and who is the drunkard? That piece
of humanity now stands before you in all his glory.
'
Before my grand finale-if there is anyone who cares to extend to me an
invitation for dinner this evening,-kindly give it to the usher, as it will be highly
appreciated.
Fellow Classmates, four long years have we struggled toget4er to reach this
goal of our ambition. One by one, the obstacles placed in our way by those frightful ogres, that we term collectively the faculty, have been removed.
Histology we overcame on the first lap, at the end of the second mile post we
~aw anatomy safely pass, as we left the back stretch, there began a sickening struggle with the big black horse of pathology, but as we turned into the homestretch,
the black horse "broke,"-down the straight way we came in one confused, struggling mass, until, frantically using the whip, have passed under the wire, winners
by a neck, and it is with the greatest regret that I must say that the swift pace told
011 many of the entries and they were forced to fall by the wayside. Ah! it was
a grand race and a glorious victory.
Tuesday you will receive your reward which I am sure you will hold more
dear than the Greeks of old held their Crowns of laurel leaves. In our struggle
we have, come to know each other and to appreciate our faults and our virtues.
Colleagues, when you go forth into your fields of duty, do not forget that
you are graduates of "Old Jefferson," and you owe it to yourselves and to her
that no stain nor stigma shall ever besmirch one of her sons. "There must be no
'blot on the scutcheon, no stain on the shield."
In token of the many friendships we have formed, while striving for our
coveted diplomas, let me give you one last toast, a toast to the four pillows of
friendship:
Lying-swearing-stealing and drinking.
When you lie, lie for a pretty woman,
When you swear, swear by your country,
When you steal, steal away from bad company,
-And when you drink, drink with me.

S. HERMA
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take Time by the forelock" was the first allegory known to
Greek Art, as if it had been the dawning idea of a new civilization. It was the work of the scupltor Lysiphus, a contemporary
of Alexander the Great. The bronze itself has not come down
to us, but it has been described by Callistratus, as the people of
that time saw it.
Opportuni.ty was a boy in the flower of youth; handsome in
mien; his. hair fluttered at the caprice of the wind, . leaving his locks dishevelled.
. His forehead shone with grace, and his cheeks shone with youthful splendor. With
winged feet to indicate swiftness, he stood upon a sphere, resting upon the tips
of toes, as if ready for flight. His hair fell in thick curls from his brow, easy to
lay hold upon; but upon the back of his head were oniy the beginnings of hairy
growths; to indicate that when he once passed, it was not possible to seize him.
"Man," says Mathews, "is to a great extent the child of opportunity." Estimate as we may the power of the individual and his achievements of success, there
is yet another factor in the product, the power of circumstances, which we cannot
wholly ignore.
We, the class of 1909, after four years of hard work, and pleasant memories
at College, are now standing on the threshold, and about to enter the portals of
our professional duties; while remembering the past with its share of success,
forgetting its failures save to profit by them, we can look forward to the coming
years as opportunities placed before us to be embraced as seems best to each
of us, and by means of which we may add our quota to the advancement of one
of the noblest of professions.
There will be opportunities offered and many will be grasped by eager hands.
Others will perhaps pass them by and will wonder what has stopped the scientific
car from passing. their doorway. Success means earnest effort backed by determination. It is not mere chance. As Oliver Wendell Holmes has well said"Be firm, the only element in luck
Is sturdy, honest, old Teutonic pluck.
See yonder shaft, it felt the earthquake's thrill.
Held firm its base, and greets the sunlight stil1."

Our success as practitioners of medicine will depend upon ourselves. The
secret of success lies within us. Opportunity is the doorway whereby those who
enter are prepared for do success ful career.' Opportunity will not waft us on wings
of ease to some .exalted station in life, nor does she call upon the indifferent and
unprepared. Opportunity is composed of sterling qualities, developed only in
connection with self-effort, and in exact ratio of such achievement.
It vanishes in the presence of him who lacks abiding zeal, like the morning
dew when kisse<;l by the searching beam of sunlight.

It is essential for us to realize that Ii fe is what we make it, that opportunity
does not float in the air; is not a gift from the intellectual nor political school,
but a preparation of self, a busy life. a noble character, a grand sublimity.
Lives of great men all remind us,
We can make our lives sublime,
And departing leave behind us
Footprints on the· sands of time.

Is it wise for us to wait for our opportunity? No! we must make it, as
Linc91n made his in the log cabin in the wilderness. Make, it, as Napoleon made
his in a hundred important situations. Make it, as the deaf and blind Helen
Keller is making hers. Make it, as every man must who would accomplish anything worth the effort. Golden opportunities are nothing to indifference, and the
greatest advantage will make us ridiculous if we are not prepared for it. When
a man i~ appointed to a good position, it is because he has been prepared for that
work for years, and not merely because he takes advantage of circumstances.
"The whole period of life," says Ruskin, "is one essentially of formation, edification, instruction." There is not an hour of it but is trembling with destinies,not a moment of it when, once passed, the appointed work can ever happen again,
or the neglected blow struck on the cold iron.
Self-training is another essential factor. " othing," says St. Bernard, "can
work me damage except myself; the harm I sustain I carry about with me .and
never am a real sufferer but by my own faults."
"Capacity never lacks opportunity," it can hardly remain undiscovered because
it is sought for by too many who are anxious to utilize it daily. If the possessor
of capacity thought to hide himself he would be discovered and induced to employ
his .ability for the benefit of those who need it. To be successful, then, we must
qualify ourselves thoroughly; 'we must develop our training into effective ability,
and this with well directed effort on our part can very readily be accomplished.
Time occ.upied in worrying about opportunities, openings and starts is time
wasted; because to every capable man a start and opportunity are always furnished by the necessities of other men. Opportunity is latent in the very foundation of human society. Opportunity is everywhere about us. But the preparation
to seize upon the opportunity, and to make the most of it, is to be made by every
one for himself, and for himself he will be made· self-made or never made.
"Occasion," said President Garfield, "may be the bugle call that summons an
army to battle, but the blast of the bugle can can never make soldiers nor win
battles." What is life but a training school? And what is the training but self~ci~
.
Every lesson during our school life was an opportunity, every examination a
chance in life. To the medical man every patient is an opportunity, to the lawyer
every client is an opportunity, and even every issue of the newspaper is an
opportunity.
It is not impossible to call every business transaction an opportunity-perchance an opportlJnity to be polite, to be manly, to be honest, and last, but not
least, add honor and glory to the profession.
In the story of the ancient statue you win remember what was said in regard
to seizing opportunity by the forelock. If there are few who have the faculty of
vision, who can see what is a good thing, when others see nothing, there are
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perhaps stil1 fewer who know how to seize upon an opportunity when they see it,
very few who have what we call the executive quality, which makes the difference
between success and failure in any enterprise.
When Alexander the Great consulted the Pythian Priestess, she refused to go
to the temple, because it was not an auspicious day. He compel1ed her to go.
"My son," she said, "thou art invincible." This was oracle enough for him, he
was indeed invincible.
Presuming that all of us have chosen our life work, let us concentrate our
efforts 'in that particular channel. It is not a matter of doing many things indi ff8rently, but of doing one thing supremely, which is the demand of the hour. He
who scatters his efforts in this intense concentrated age cannot hope to succeed.
M.ental shiftlessness is the cause of many a failure; the wavering aim, the
faltering purpose, has no place in the twentieth century. Men may be busy, yet
neveJ: advance in their course. They may puff or whistle like a locomotive, but
they never move further. A purposeless, a thoughtless, and unintel1igent management of life's work,-what is al1 this but to invite failure.
The great difference between those who fail and those who succeed in life
does not absolutely consist in the amount of work done by each, but in the amount
of intel1igent work. The one-talent man who concentrates his powers upon one
unwavering aim, accomplishes more than the ten-talent man who scatters his
energies and never knows what to do next. Nothing wil1 take the place of an allabsorbing purpose. Education will not, genius wil1 not, talent will not, and industry will not. The purposeless life must ever be a failure.
"He failed. to grasp his opportunities" may be said of many a professional
man as to the main outcome of his life. What is opportunity at its highest but
unselfish devotion to that which is best- in life? Is not the opportunity to be a
man the chief boon of life? What is life but the opportunity to broaden, deepen,
heighten the God-given faculty within; to round out one's whole being into
symmetry, harmony, and beauty. To us the highest opportunity of life should be
the opportunity of service. Presuming that our calling is the medical profession,
let us strive and endeavor, like the Board of Trustees, and, above al1, like our
capable faculty, both individually and collectively, to be upright. honorable, and
just. We have chosen a profession that has expansiveness in it; a profession
with ample room for development, elevation, a chance for self-improvement; and
one which should make us more of a man. "Thy life," says Carlyle, "is all that
thou hast to comfort eternity with."
Does not every man need the inspiration of things permanent, of interests
enduring as the soul itself, if he will make the most of life's opportunity? The
true dignity and significance of life, that which quickens the blood and fires the
soul, is something more than ordinary bread earning. It is that which stands in
high relation to society around us, and to the ultimate needs of our spiritual
powers. To rise in the world is therefore not merely to make money. Victor
Hugo uses this figure,-"Heaven on occasion half opens its arms to us; and that
is the great moment." This indeed is the golden moment, when our hearts and
minds should be open, and quick with germinant forces. We should feel the
exhilaration of moral expansion. Have we no purpose, no power to grow, no life
energy, as if the angel within us were struggling to come forth to exult in a
nobler career?

Undoubt~dly we have a purpose and will with eager and willing hands grasp
the magnificent opportunities that await us to-day; and how important for us to'
know that they must r \lsed for the good of the profession, the community, and
the individual.
Each of us can witho the slightest hesitation recall an opportunity that once
was ours, if seized, but allowed to pass, has never appeared again, at least not at
so seasonable a time., The little classic written by the late Senator Ingalls expresses the entire thing.

$pportunitp
"Master of human destinies am I!
Fame, love, and fortune on my footsteps wait;
Cities and fields I walk; I penetrate
Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart· and palace, soon or late
I knock unbidden at every gate.
If sleeping, wake; if fasting, rise before
..
I turn away. It is the hour of fate
And they who follow me reach every state
Mortals desire, and conquer every foe
Save death, but those who doubt or h~sitate,
Condemned to fai[ure, penury, ,!nd woe,
Seek me in vain and uselessly implore
I answer not, and r'return no more."

Sightless and paralyzed is he who can see not and act not in this supreme
hour of all ages, see and act according to the opportunity that knocks at his door;
that looks in at his window; that suggests to him new chances for useful life in
his profession. What is this but the golden moment that awaits manly decision to
seize upon the many possibilities of li fe in the opening century, a diadem of
opportunity that an angel must envy.
Let us hope that the memory of these four years at College may remain with
us as bright spots upon the horizon of recollections, and permit us to work together for the good of <!ll; with malice toward none, and may each of us seize some
opportunity to aid his profession, and his fellowman, and then
"Tho' roads be rough, and feet may sometimes bleed,
Tho' friends deride, and angry zealots plead,
Who knows but truth herself, in some near day
May drop with folded wing, along your way,
•
And in your hand the golden key of knowledge lay."
EDWIN
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PROF. W. M. L. COPLIN-I am strongly inclined to agree with Nicholls, who
is almost persuaded that Jear-em's-coff's elaboration of Von Sock-it-to-em'ssky's hypothesis based on Ehrlich's pipe dream, conforming to the findings of
Cecca and Zappi, who followed the teachings of eill and Pehm that the condition
is bacterial in origin but of absolutely no practical importance.
PROF. H. C. CHAPMAN-If the man that lives in Manayunk should die, gentlemen, God help Philadelphia.
Atsu-Marvelous results, gentlemen! My soap suppositury was greeted with
an explosive burst of colonic enthusiasm.
PROF. H. A. HARE-If the gentleman in the rear seat entertains the idea that
he is attending Dr. Davis' lecture, his posture is apropos, being a perfect bree'ch
presentation. (Hcnsyl,pttt your feet down.)
-Gentlemen, from the inarticulate, imbecilic hooting and clamor on my
entrance, one would think he were entering the portals of the Philadelphia Home
for Feeble-minded Children.
.
-Everything has fallen from the second story to the basement.
,DR. T.
PROF.

J. BUCHANAN-Seeing is believing, but feeling
J. C. WILSoN-Ah-ah-ah-ah enteric fevah.

is the naked trl!th.

PROF. F. E. MONTGOMERy-Don't flick it on the floor.
-Be quiet, child.
PROF. E. P. DAVIs-Our journey through this vale of tears.
.
-Don't talk like a medical dude. I am an old grandmother.
:.-You don't want high rigid protection of the perineum, neither do you want
so little as to appear to countenance free trade, but just that happy medium where
the child industry will flourish.
PROF. D. B. KYLE-A, local manifestation of a constitutional
( - - - ) meaning-silent profanity.

~isease

PROF. S. M. SMITH-YOU will get a qu~stion on otitis media.
-Wherever there is pus leave it out.
-(Vlith emphasis.) I expect every man to know something of this, for, by
thunder, it is your duty.
PROF. A. P. BRUBAKER-Gentlemen, leave your hats and coats in your lockers.
-We will now give our mental processes a ten-minute recess.
PROF. S. S. COHEN-Yes, go on!
-Stop!
PROF GEORGE MCCLELLAN-Well do I remember dear old Joe Pancoast.
-These confounded little points.
DR. E. R. STITT-And all that sort
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thing, don't you know.

PROF. E. A. SPITZK A-Gen tlemen , I did not realize .my lectures
to be somniferous before.
.
DR. J. M. FISHE R-Rem ember, gentlem en, no ladies should wear
(---? ).
DR. R. V. PATTE RsoN-C ome down closer!
PROF. F. X. DERCU M-The breedin g period of life is the early
years, not the
last few flickering hours.
-You mayor may not have (---? ).
PROF. H. F. HENSE LL-Lie quiet or I'll cut your head off!!!
PROF. W. J. HEAR N-The tubercu l bacillus, like sand burrs, won't
grow
good soil.
PROF.

H.

PROF.

J.
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W. STELWAGON-What cases did I show in the last clinic?
PROF. E. E. GRAH AM-Di stinctly .
W. HOLLAND-Moo 100 Lules.
PROF. ORVILLE HORw ITz-Yo u've heard of the milk of kindne
ss? Well, I
am the cream.
-Don 't kick, you got a receipt in full.
-Let's see what you've got.
-That 's all right, son.
. PROF. J. c. DACO STA-T he innate cussedn ess of inanim ate objects
.
-The pug, that cretono id, canine, degene rate of the boudoi r.
-To fill the enormo us hyatus of our giganti c ignoran ce.
- The natural obstina cy of things in genera l and women in particu
lar.
-Ther e are times, gentlem en, when mendac ity is a virtue.
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qcbitor's j}ote: £lnb still br talks.

I.

1!}pperatbe~ia

(fCoccpgti }Brotberboob

MOTTo--Retire far to the rear and assume a sitting posture.
OBJECT-To discuss and adopt ways and means of efficient and rapid protection
in times of danger.
WORD:
Challenge-Wie fiihlst du?
Answer-Goosey.

PASS

SIGN OF DISTRESS:

REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERSHIP-Ability to wiggle like Saloma-yell like Foster
-cuss like Hetherington--·shift like lightning.

Hyper-hyperasthesia
Hyperasthesia
Hypo-hyperasthesia
Little Tender Spot
Chief High Flyer
Saloma
One It Makes Smile

Bednarkiewicz
H ensyl
McCord
Childs
Schramm
Collister
Rttssel

','
"

jIltmbtts
Barry
Herbert
Irvan
Carter

Cates
Huber
Thompson (handsome)
Moss

jIltmbtts on &uspition
Turner (Chauncy)

Burnside

As this brotherhood is strictly private, we are prohibited from publishing
any further details.
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Dt 1monbtt
\Vhy Frodey don't marry the girl.
Why Butcher is down on the police force.
Why Hal Miller takes forty-five minutes to comb his hair.
Why Moss changed his name.
Why Bed don't wear armor.
Why Burnside don't shave it off.
Why Carter don't live instead o'f sing "Over on the Jersey Side."
Why Cates can't stop talking when once started.
Why Cheatham danced with the Parody on Woman at the ball.
Why Dick don't change his topic of conversatio·n.
Why Foss wears stove lids for glasses.
\Vhy Gooclison don't swear.
Why Huber don't present something on Ruth for the Autopsy.
Why Hughes don't smoke, drink, chew nor stay out all night any more.
Why Lambert brushes his hair plush.
Why Lyon don't get a hair cut.
Why McCord leaves the poor hospital any soap.
Why Marsh and Glasgow don't let someone in on their good times.
Why Minford don't make a good get away.
Why Russell hasn't sense enough to come in out of the rain.
Why Glasgow never expectorates.
Why Goodison, Ransom, Lyons and Cheatham don't use hair restorers.
Why Prof. Montgomery smiled once this year.
Who nicknamed Withers "The Beef Trust."
When we all will meet again.

•

~bt 1fri~b

ctClub

Morro-May the "auld od" for ever be the only home- wet-home for me.
REQUIREME T :
(a) The ability to simultaneously overcome any two "Dutchmen," irre p ctive
. of ize.
(b) The ability to differentiate a "real" harp and a jew harp by ear.
B]ECT-To make the hamrock the national flower of the
To ub titute the harp for the hand organ in our wandering di ciples of habin
mins~relsy.

<l&fficers
First • nake Exterminator
Second Snake Exterminator
Honored Guardian of the Shamrock
*Spotter in Extraordinary

"

Murphy
McCaughey
McBride
Fagan

.:flllembers
Barry
Briodey
Burn ide
Dougherty

Farie
Keating
Manshau
Riley.
McCullough

*Whose duty it is to spot unsuspecting Dutchmen and ummon brother members to annihilate them.
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J. R. McCoRD--"God bless the man who invented sleep."
Yes, Bert, and you worship that hero in an appropriate manner on every
available occasion, lectures included.
W. E. KRAMER-Be as honest as you can with everybody.
Well, Pop, we never thought you in the class with the old Quaker who told
.
his son to "Make money, honestly if y<:>u can, but make money."
T. H. CATES-Doubt is the father oi invention.
Frost, we would suggest a slight alteration in your motto. Invention is the
father of doubt~for did not invention create and concoct various colored liquids
which if ingested in sufficient amounts make red lights look blue?
M. C. GRow-Marriage is a good thing, for the other fellow.
Curses; Mack, and so soon, too.

l. O.

JACKSON-Do it now.
So say we all, particularly along the lines of hydrotherapy.

W. l. Coleman
H. J. Huber
R. E. Lau
J. F. McBride
F. M. Schilling

.

1

J

Do others before they do you.

And they all selected the same motto. We have nothing to say, but will just"
quote Shakespeare:
Life is a thing we all hold dear,
Death is a thing we all do fear;
If life were a thing that money could·buy,
The Jews would live and the rest would die.
F. M. B. SCHRAMM-Never do to·-day what you can put off till to-morrow.
O. K.-We have no comments to offer.
J. W. Gardner
}
If you can't be good be careful.
B. F. Royal
F.. F. Hall
Evidently experience is a great teacher.
D. F. GLASGOw-Sleep late.
Where?
F. WOHLWEND-Be good and you'll be lonely.
After searching inquiry we are ready to state that Fred. is never lonely.
L. M. ELSINGER-SOar high and go slow.
Go to it kid, and remember Buckey.
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get it.
H. T. CHILD -When you desire to obtain anythin g get busy and
on some
for
motto,
your
to
can
you
if
words
It would be well to suffix the
grow.
beards
ic
faces only sporad
long.
R. G. FURLO G-I want but little here below, but want that little
Will thirty- four days do?
P. J. SHAFF ER-Be wiser to-day than you were yesterd ay.
We all are after spendi ng an evenin g in Bohem ia with you.
L. J. GINER -What' s the use?
Anyon e would know he was married .
e~
H. V. JOHNS ON-It is much easier to be a warnin g than an exampl
n.
situiltio
the
Eviden tly you are conver sant with
E. L. HUGH ES-Pat ience and perseve rance lead to success.
"Lizzie " did you ever try it with a good bun as your goal?
T. G. THOM PsON- He who lingers , waits.
long-w inded
Except ionally good advice to the man listenin g to one of your
stories.
J. C. MILLE R-Live so each day that you can look any man in the face and
tell him to go to Hell.
Faculty excepte d, we trust.
G. S. HENSY L-Kno w thyself .
seems famGeorge , George , what book have you been readin g-your motto
-iliar as a title.
H. H. WALK ER-En joy life as much as possible.
to and flirting
This motto deserve s explan ation. Enjoy life refers to talking
,nerve and
your
to
refers
e
possibl
as
much
as
ation
with the nurses. The qualific
above.
the
obtain
to
ons
operati
stand
to
h
strengt
F. C. DUvA LL-La bor overco mes all things.
Particu larly in conjun ction with tinctur e of cocculus indicus.
can.
H. W. MCCA IN-Do the best you can on as little work as you
part.
the
look
you
Yes, Mac, and
F. J. RUSsE LL-We ll begun is half done.
.
True too; too true; but you would be asleep before it was finished
F. S. BAKEw ELL-B e sure you are right, then go ahead.
why not add
Bake, the being in right and going ahead part is excelle nt but
the caution leave nothing behind.
n of asM. E. FOSTE R-Slee p as much as possible in this life as the positio
sistant fireman is a sleepless one.
Bill you qualify in both counts.
well.
GEO. A. ANDEERSO. -That which is worth doing is worth doing
•
He is a Mormo n.

F. V. MCCONKy-In God we trust.
How will "Robby" do?

C. S. BARKER-Be good, if you can't be pretty.
If you live up. to your motto we have an undiscovered angel in the class.
H. D. lRvAN-Afraid to Go Home in the Dark.
At last, Joe, we can assign'a cause for your daylight returns.

J.

W. VERNON- ever give up the ship.
We are informed that you have never been known to, "Kid, "when that ship
was a schooner.
.
E. R. PARK-To Hell with worry! .
Personal exceptions 'when "Cope" is around.

M. E. BAXTER-Leave six for me.
Bill, we would have been pleased to have printed the balance of this motto.
H. L. RANsoM-Hurry.
Why try to kid us?

J.

E. HETHERINGTON-From possibility to reality.
He got it.
C. C. COLLISTER-Do it now.
Suppose there is nothing doing?
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jDOUgI1155
With lock unkempl, and cap askew,
With reverence this man we vi w.
The ever-pre ent toothpick here,
A nd elf-complacent look we fear
May some day prove hi ruin.
Tho' vegetarian he may be
From "lignum" no reviving tea
an he ab tract, nor can he thrive
And hope to keep himself alive
By at that toothpick ch win'.

The phantom cap, that o'er his head
o long protective p wer has shed.
l\Iay hield his ver e from harmful draught,
May guard his hair fr m barber' craft,
But can't conceal his face.
On it the mile of elf-content
Ha made an e'er enduring dent,
Our hope go with this perfect youth
That with ucce s h may, forsooth,
Forever well keep pace,

~riplet5
Great mind of the world have all agreed
That this world lacks friendship and is in n d.
Of examples to illu trate God's greate t boon,
A perfect example I thought of this noon,
On seeing our Barker and urles; you know
How they beat it to get in the very front row
And patiently wait the man who' in louch
That Jeff teaches nothing-own an ingrowing grouch?*
He joins them; all chatter in innocent glee
For they're thick a hairs 'bout our yellow pup Aee.
*EOITOR'S TOTE.-Fir t correct solution of th e abo\'e que tion will be properly r warded at
some future date.
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~ermania
MOTTo-"Alte Thaler, junge Weibel'
ind die be ten Zeitvertreiber."
WAR CRy-"On to Dublin !"
OBJE T-The fixation of ti lie in alcohol to in lire the pre ervation of our bodie .
REQUIREMENTS:
A working knowledge of German ufficient to order inteIligently, inteIligibly
and frequently .
.An ability to differentiat Hofbrall, Coburger, Pschorrbrall, and Pil nero
n undying hatred for the ons of Erin.

Daz Fasz
Del' Liter
Del' Seidel
*Office awarded with regard to merit of capacity.

"Easy» Ruth
H ells'yl
Eisinger

Ruth
Huber
Eisinger
Schaffer
Lau
Kraemer
Reinhart
**Hensyl

Kildlick
Schramm
Schatz
Lull
Ronse
Schoenwald
***Wohlwend

**Admitted under protest.

Question of nationality still in doubt.

***Can thank distant racial consanguinity for his admission.
"Swede," you know.

tEbust of tbt _bitt
"Oberst"
Kellner
. Keqting

He is a

~pron

Dougherty
1brphy
Barry·

Special Dispensation-Moss has been allowed to wriggle between the members·
during sessions, with his tray of collar buttons, scarfpins, etc. No sales guaranteed.
J
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SCENE-West Lecture Room.
TIME-Nine to ten A. M. an;.v Monday, from September twenty-si:l:th, Nineteen
Hundred and Eight, to Ma'Jl twelfth, Nineteen Hundred and nine.
PERSoNAE-Dr. George W. Spencer and one hundred and lifty odd
students of the Senior Class.

DRAMATIS

Just preceding Dr. Spencer's entrance Richardson comes down the aisle exhibiting a dainty feline distaste for puddles and finally landing in a dry spot after
doing acrobatic feats over a few benches and fellows.
Anderson is in his usual place, down front, with his Bible open, pen in hand
and intent look on his face, ready to take a fall out of any new facts that may
chance to blow his way.
Schneyer has a complacent look for he is in front of one of the pillars, out of
range of any stray' knotted towels, paper, cigarette boxes, etc., that always
have a disposition to float, none too gently, in the direction of the class bull's eye.
Douglass, as usual, is masticating a toothpick and looking like the wise old
owl he is (not). Later, after putting his teeth through the proper course of
sprouts, he will produce his mirror and comb and spend the balance of the hour
arranging his Marcel.
Dr. Spencer arrives seven minutes late amid sporadic applause, shifts his
chew, and announces, in his dreamy, silvery tenor voice, "Gentlemen, last week
we finished carcinoma of the pylorus and to-day we will take up," etc. During these preliminary remarks everyone listens intently until Dr. Spencer calls
on Heatherington. Instantly there is a sigh of relief from all except Heatherington, who says, "Here" aloud an,d other things not aloud.
Foster, on finding that Dr. Spencer is not quizzing near him, tells Bakewell
to 'wake him if he is called on, stretches out his legs, pillows his head on his arm
and seeks the arms of his god, Somnus.
The other students now settle themselves, for the rest of the hour, to indulge
in their pet diversions.
Bert McCord, while counting his change, gives Cheatham a full account of
how Cates, Vernon, Lau and himself got into an argument on Saturday night as
to whether the light was blue or red. Cates, to settle the dispute appropriated the
lantern in order that the fellows at the house could make a differential diagnosis.
Foss and Hensyl proceed to interview their morning mail. Ever notice the difference between their letters? Harold's envelope resplendent with its man and
dog, business-like type written address-eontents principally fool specifications
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of auto and motor boat pipe dreams, while Geprge's envelope is small and fat, addressed in a feminine hand-and the contents! Oh, well; what's the use of saying. George after reading the particular letter can't wait but must answer at
once. He says it makes a decided hit to give up your valuable time in class to
write particular letters in that it is a delicate compliment to her when she feels
she supersedes your life's work.
Frodey is busy,on the back row arranging his much-beloved notes.
Ruth discovers, after a searching palpation of his pockets, that his plug is
missing. Word of this catastrophe is passed around until Jimmie Lyons saves
the situation by producing his "Star."
Wilson is so deeply engrossed, in "]-lints to Sunday School Teachers", that
he does not hear even Carter's tenor telling Joe Fulmer that his new girl is as
fine as hair (we take it, for the girl's sake, that he don't refer to his own).
Seifrig arrives two minutes late and explains his tardiness to Moss. It 'seems
lhat his new alarm didn't qualify and he overslept 'steen minutes. Due to the delay in getting started he had to run and his wheelbarrow (in which he carries his
note book), got a hot box. In spite of even this delay our enthusiastic student
would have made it on time but the clerk was slow opening the safe and he had
to wait to see his green sky piece safely stowed.
Fulmer and Turner have joined Foster in his worship of Somnus, while
Barry Fagan and Furlong seem threatened.
Gordner now takes his seat, behind the pillar, doing the gum shoe act nearly
as well as Rouse, who runs him a close race for second late to class.
Burnside, who has been as busy taking notes as a pup with a gum shoe, calls
time out; changes pencils, takes a chew, feels his ectopic eyebrow, winks at Turner
and gets busy again.
Ben. Watkins now arrives wearing the smile that Snow Boy is supposed to
produce in the laundries. These Sunday ocean voyages to Camden are great
smile producers.
Colhasus Orton is next on the late list. He takes a seat behind Robinson
and Heatherington, who suspend matching pennies long enough to relieve his
mind by telling him he has not been called on as yet.
•
Landry is getting nervous. The combination of Marsh dropping paper and
match sticks down his neck, Dr.' Spencer only two away from him, and trying to
listen to Brown's curtain lecture on symptoms would make any man nervous.
Hensyl, having finished his particular letter, is making preparations to, and
Royal has joined the Somnus worshipers.
Dick is the next late. Did you ever notice his studied entry?-overcoat over
arm-bunch of books in same arm-eap in other hand-eoat and sweater unbuttoned and rushes as though he were afraid to lose a precious gem dropped from
the lips of King Solomon (meaning Dr. Spencer). Reminds us of the Western0.

er's description of a cyclone in that it is nothing in particular, caine from ~owhere
in p~Tticular; going nowhere in particular but in a Hell of a hur~y to get there.
About a quarter of ten Bob McConkey blows in as big as life, but looking
slightly the worse for wear-and he was supposed to get data for this writing,
too.
Dr. Spencer murmurs history as gently as the first breath of an evening
breeze and awakes the worshipers. Their change of posture, on awakening starts
the under-current of unrest ~hich marks the beginning of the end of the first hour
of Blue Monday.
Baxter feels he is, about' due, and gracefully makes his exit while Dr. Spencer
is displaying his artistic abilities at the board.

.

Schaffer borrows, the mak'in's and a' match f;om Bull, who rolls one also.
....
Charles Grimes wants to let some rainbow exhibit, on Chestnut,Street, admire
his new tie (one of those kind that would make a charneleon dizzy), while he
shoots',her over the live wire gaze. So he follows.Baxter's ex,!mple.
SpencF ends the hour amid pounding of feet, scratching of matches and
many yawns.
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MOTT(}-Dream on to a rude awakening.
OBJECTS:

(a) To inveigle the unsophisticated into furnishing one of the female persua-

sion with a life's meal ticket.

(b) To nobly assist the perpetuation of the distinctly late Dr. Graham's absolute science of pediatrics.
(c) To further the development of the faculty of telling, and a memory, with

which to keep straight, ingenious explanations.
REQUIREMENTS:

(a) Be able to carry home a delightfully large package; find your house, then

your key, then the keyhole; open the door; take off shoes; crawl upstairs; find your door; enter your room; undress amid whirling furniture; wait for bed to come around; grab it; and get aboard without
making the "slightest disturbance.
(b) Be able to appear at breakfast the following morning without an ice

bag nor excessive thirst and tell an interesting story of how John simply
had to be bailed out and you were the kind Samaritan.

(c) Be able to grasp the mysteries of hooking empire gowns and lingerie waists
and not appear as clumsy as a bull in a china shop while so doing.
(d) Be an authority on every subject, cooking, washing, ironing, houseclean-

ing, styles, baby and neighbors included.

C!!)ffictrs
3. 6.

Richardson
***Doherty
Glenn
**Grow

1.

Little Housewife
Floor Walker
Little Nipple

;
"

.fflembers
*Guier
Reilly
W. E. Kramer
*Was afraid she would get away, so had the knot tied twice.
**Keeps five cents worth of "God help us" in his pocket.
***The cachetic, anemic, cretonoid, euthenastic exponents of married life.

Anderson
***Woodruff
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Applications for member hip have been received from:
****Lyon
'arter
Kudlick

Frodey
Fo ter
Ic onkey

****Will be black balled, a he countenance affinities.
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Our jock, Hugh Lenox Hodge Dick,
Small of stature but there with the trick-Of hugging the rail, while, others go wide
And dr<ive to the finish; as he wins in a ride.
They give him a mount-what care he what one
As a gentleman rider-he's up for the fun
Of seeing the others start out by his side,
And drive to the finish; as he wins in a ride.
His nerve we agree is superb in extreme,
At Trenton, Mount Holly he there reigned supreme,
As with teeth tightly clinched and knees in the side
Of his Sandy-Flash; he would win in a ride.
But at Belmont they gave him top-weight to carry
Sandy-Flash, the starting-post tried to marry
But at last he was off and for shame nearly died
For he drove to the finish as others won in a ride.

EDITOR'S NOTE.-This story is the truth. To anyone not believing the same, I suggest
that you give DiCK half a chance to talk and he will tell you this along with the history of
his life.

·

J)ebicateb to l'apmonb J. jfrobep
They stood on the bridge at midnight,
In a park not far from town;
They stood on the bridge at midnight,
Because they couldn't sit down.
The moon rose o'er the city,
Behind the dark church spire;
The moon rose o'er the city,
And kept on rising higher.
How often, oh, how often!
They whispered words so soft;
How often, oh, how often;
How often, oh, how oft!

He came to us pure as a lily white
And during his first year things went all right. '
Temptations beset him, but he proved strong,
For nothing would tempt grand Freshman Furlong.
Then came the next year as all next years do,
Temptations still there-he resisted a few.
One evening he left us, on his lips was a song,
Inquiry informed us, HIt won't be fur'long."
We wondered and wondered and wondered some more,
The days that we missed him were thirty and four
We now knew the answer, counting days that had.gone,
Just how long a time means-HIt won't be fur'long."
And then he returned, looked the same as before,
When asked where he'd been he got pretty sore.
By our questions we saw we were getting in wrong
As he wouldn't be kidded 'bout-HIt won't be fur-long."
We have waited two years without knowing why,
Robert Grant shook us, so on the sly-But the fact he is now to write the class song,
Gives a key to the mystery 0' hanging Furlong.
For a poetic nature, such as great Robert Burns,
Was poet and lover each by turns.
Thirty days for a poem is going strong;
Was it poet or lover? Robert Grant Furlong.
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3fu~t a jfem of tbe ~est of its
PROF. COPLIN-Don't you take physiology?
BANEs-Only when necessary.
DR. BUCHANAx-Mac, where does the internal carotid enter the skull?
McCoRD--Foramen Magnum.
DR. STELWAGON-What is the abortive treatment of urethritis?
FARIs-Er-er-er-wantme to give it to you, doctor?
DR: STELWAGON-Hardly, thank God I don't need it.
DR. KALTEYER-What is the cause of blushing?
CARTER-Modesty.
DR. ApPLEMAN-How would you differentiate the stools of arsenic and antimony poisoning?
SCHATZ-By the metallic taste, doctor.
DR. STELWAGON-SUppose I should come to your office with suspected specific
infection, why would you put me- on hydrog. at once?
.
DRAy-Because I would know you needed it.
PROF. COHEN-Were the stools formed?
WALL-I don't know, doctor, they were all mixed up.
DR. ULRICH-What should you feed a child during the first twenty-four
hours?
ORTON-Modified milk.
PROF. COHEN-Are there present any further ocular symptoms?
HOLCoMB-The Argyrol-Robinson pupil is present.
DR. ROSENBERGER-Keating, give an example of an anarobic orgamsmsatta voce-bacillus malignant oedema.
KEATING-Bacillus Nicodemus.
DR. WHITE-How is the appetite?
TINKER-Constipated.
DR. PATTERSON-YOU can write up your own history.
CHEATHAM-Do I have to tell all I know?
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DR. RADAscH-What is the longest appendix you ever saw?
FRODEY-Thirty-six inches.
Douglass was going through the hospital with his hat on.
PROF. COPLIN-Well, how much of the hospital do you own?
DR. WELLS-(after showing a case of malnutrition four days old)-What is
the treatment of this case?
McCoRD-Place in best hygienic sur..roundings as to light, air and sunshine
on a full diet and plenty of exercise.
PROF. DAVIs-Mr. Meyerson, describe Parro's operation?
MEYERSON-YOU oben da abdomen in da middle line un bour in some zaltvater. Den you gut oben do uterus un dake out da babies. Den you zo da uterus
shut again un bour in again more zalt-vater. Den you zo up da belly. As for
me, I "o,uldn't do it.
~
DR. ULRICK-What is the mortality in embryotomy?
or chil.d, doctor,?

RANsoM~For mother

1!I:bt

~tnior

VaubtbiUt

HE precise and exact reason why this colossal parody on medical
education has been inflicted upon us, by an otherwise most discerning board of governors and highly appreciated faculty, we
have been at a loss to explain. At last we have laid our hands
on the brim of The Fountain of Truth and drunk deep of its
waters. This is in nowise an affliction, but rather a highly
specialized vaudeville devised and maintained as an amusement
and diversion. The board and faculty, appr~ciating the fact that the average senior spends over fifty hours a week on the benches, vainly- trying to be convicted
a specialist on thirteen different counts in June, have attempted to lighten our
burden with these two entirely humorous and irresistibly laughable hours per
week. We suspect they have often wondered why they have never been
the recipients of a vote of thanks for their thoughtfulness. This seeming neglect •
has not been aue to our lack of courtesy, but rather our lack of appreciation of
humor. For whose appreciation of the ridiculous would not be dulled by the unavoidable waste of inestimably valuable hours used in obtaining, writing, rehearsing and offering of your most essential part to these hours of wit and humor.
We say waste of inestimably 'valuable hours advisedly, for did you not one
morning see a notice, on the board of gentle reminders, that you were to meet
Dr. D'Apery on a certain date?
.
You report at the designated place on time, and after waiting an hour or
more Dr. D'Apery arrives, all apologies for detaining you. You wait another
hour or so, and if perchance you carry a rabbit's foot you may get a case with
instructions to go ahead.
You triumphantly lead your victim into a little room, determined to unravel
what mysteries of the human economy may here be hidden, even though the victim
must suffer the third degree to this end. After two hours of painfully patient
questioning you elicit a discordant, disjointed, disinteresting and disgustingly poor
excuse for a history from your disanimated, disheveled, discomforted, disheartened, discontented, disobliging, disagreeable, disconsolate, disease victim, you
next instruct this long-suffering chip on the sea of humanity to float around to
the Haven of Advice to-morrow loaded with samples of various excreta.
After the customary students' supper of hash, potatoes, bread and butter,
prunes and a decoction called tea-we shouldn't knock the tea, as it is too weak to
strike back-you repair to the congenial and aesthetic surroundings of a fourth- story back armed with your so-called history and a firm conviction to wrest victory from impending defeat. You hold consultations with Hare, Osler, Andrews
and Butler, each consultation obscuring rather than clearing the atmosphere of
your cerebral storm. About two A. M., having become mentally impotent, you
seek the Haven of Blank Inertia-realizing that you have lost two most excellent
lectures .and three invaluable quizzes.
From two to three-thirty the next afternoon your time is spent watching the
flies play tag while awaiting the pleasure of your victim's arrival. He finally
heaves in sight around the head of the stairs, lays to and unloads the samples

which you appropriate-meanwhile suggesting that he return the next afternoon
near enough on time to keep you from calling up the Lost and Found Bureau.
Now, if you are a seventh son of a seventh son and were born on Friday, the
chances are you won't have to wait more than half an hour for keys to the laboratory, but will at once procure reagents, test-tubes, slides, cover glasses, stains,
scope, etc. By the time things are nicely under way you are given warning to
be through in ten minutes, and you realize that the afternoon has been about as
useful to you as a policeman that couldn't arrest attention..
Your evening is spent reviewing the situation from the standpoints of Hare,
Osler, Andrews and Butler. The last faint gleam of consciousness, -before sleep
o'ertakes your befuddled brain, reminds you, that you have sacrificed to this god
of humor three more lectures and two quizzes.
The following afternoon, by dint of perseverance, threats or flattery, you at
last gain access to the laboratory, and by six emerge flushed with victory. At last
you have accomplished one hour's work with a loss of only three, due to red tape,
missing supplies, etc.
The evening is spent composing the first draft of this momentous-but what's
the use of further details; so it goes-quizzes lost, lectures cut and valuable time
wasted until the hour of hours comes which issues you into the Holy of Holies of
this God of Humor.
.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

We say waste of inestimably valuable hours advisedly, for did y-ou not enter
the arena, justly proud of the tangible results of wearisome hours spent in preparing the case, confident that no reasonable arguments could be advanced to
shake the diagnosis that· you had substantiated etiologically, pathologically and
clinically by collateral reading of all accessible recognized authorities?
.
Amid a deafening outburst of vociferous applause you take your seat, and
vainly endeavoring to resuscitate the poor cachectic remnant of your former wit,
remark to one of your fellow sufferers, "How like Commencement Day this
seems, sitting with the Historian on my right and Prophet on my left!" Alas! his
humor has died from distinctly improper feeding; for, with a vacant stare, his
eyes travel past you, find the exit and remain there, like Micawber, "waiting for
something to turn up."
It does.' .
Amid another even more enthusiastic outburst, Prof. Cohen enters, smiling
benevolently at the patient, the sterilizers, the empty benches, your associates and
yourself.
After the reverberating echoes have ceased, the Historian is called upon for
his contribution to' the hour's entertainment, and he makes his doleful way through
a shower of doubts, contradictions, interruptions and fitful rays of approval and
encouragement to the close of his paper, and it is now your turn to prove your
mettle under fire.
You begin:"It has been concluded that the larg-e mass extending into the left hypochondriac, left lumbar, epigastric and umbilical regions is an enlarged liver. The
conditions which may bring about such an enlargement are:"Hypertrophic cirrhosis"-before the sibilant hiss of this dire affliction has
safely passed your lips you are checked by:
"\Vhat is hypertrophic cirrhosis?"
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"A form of biliary cirrhosis."
"For me there is no such thing. There are only two forms, portal and
biliary"-and you wonder how Professor Coplin could ever have made liuch a
frightful blunder as to classify them:
J. Portal.
(a) Atrophic.
(b) Fatty.
2.
Billiary.
(a) Hypertrophic cirrhosis of Hanot.
(b) Obstructive.
"What is the next condition?"
"Hydatid disease."
"Yes, it is within the scope of human imagination to conceive it-go on!"
"Abscess of the liver."
"Hu; what's next?"
"Carcinoma of the stQ~ach!" (pause.)' "Enlargement of the liver due to-"
"Stop! Carcinoma of the stomach? Yes, it is possible-go on!"
"-the heart lesion present."
"What is this heart lesion?"
"Mitral regurgitation."
"Did the student with the history bring this out ?':
"Yes, sir."
.
"Well; go on!"
"Syphilis of the liver."
"Go on."
"That's all."-Voice from benches, "Wilson."
You proceed:
"The diagnosis in this case is difficult. due to the fact that the case has been
under observation only four days. The history of syphilis would indicate the
application of the therapeutic test-"
"What is this test?"
- (ignoring interruption) "of potassium iodide and mercury, which-"
"How would that aid in making a diagnosis?"
"If the lesion were syphilitic it would probably improve under the administration of iodide and mercury."
"Well, I don't know about that. I don't think it would."
-(reading on) "has been impossible due to not having had the ca~e under
observation for a sufficient length of time."
"How long has it been under observation ?"
"Four days, as has been stated." (Reading on.) "Hydatid disease-"
"What is hydatid disease?"
"A condition in which cysts appear in the liver, caused by the echinococcus."
(Turning to Furlong.) "Where is the echinococcus found?"
"In dogs."
"How is it transmitted to man?"
"Bologna."
To this spur the dying humor of the class responds nobly, and with howls of
laughter the hour ends. To the fast receding backs of the men, Prof. Cohen
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announces that "As the hour has expired, we will take up the subject of treatment at the next hour."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A week has elapsed and again all are assembled in the amphitheatre, hungering for the afternoon's dainty morsels of wit arid humor. After the usual uproar
of greeting the presence of a celebrity is wont to provoke from the revering class,
Professor Cohen calls upon the Prophet, with whom it rests whether the victim
shall depart in peace or take his chances with Cohenized' Therapeutics. \i\Thereupon the following dialogue takes place:
"What is the treatment of this man's condition?"
"Fresh air, rest, sunlight-"
"What else?"
.
"Restricted diet-"
"Go on."
"Forced feeding with-"
"What else?"
"Milk, raw eggs, raw beef-"
"And further?"
"Tonics as needed, such as quinine, strychnia, Iron, arsenic, iodides-"
"Yes, and?"
"Codliver oil-"
"Go on."
"Guaiacol cinnanate, eciodoform."
"Most excellent, and-"
"Tri-reductum-hydrochlornated-doublesaachirided-hexa-methai-iodide of meconium."
Wild cheering from the benches, to which both artists make bows.
"Most excellent; go on !"
"Schott Exercises and Nauheim Baths.
"Anything else?"
(Doubtfully.) "No, unless the patient be instructed to stand before an open
window on rising in the morning and do a dumbell exercise with toothpicks."
"There are several things that the Prophet has omitted that might prove of
value in this condition, as, ovoferrin, sayodin, coryfin, iodothysinc, acettheocinsodium, cloftlin, tryposgen, autethermoline, beta-encaine-hydrochloride, ethylenediamine, hexamethylenamine-niethylencitrate, phenolphthalein and for the constipation .dynamite and matchheads. Furthermore, a trip to a warmer climate is
a *part of this treatment; and one must never forget to prescribe freely **B. S.,
as it is infallible in securing good results."
*Evidently a "Iapsus lingui"-rcsuit is a better worcl.
**Brotherly solicitucle.
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The man a'bove you recognize,
As he of the soulful deep brown eyes,
Who pos esses a book with pages few,
Proud po sessor of a green hat, too.
I ts exact size we don't know yet,
But that it's five we're willing to bet.
Though if elf-e teem controls the size
A a large hat it surely take fir t prize.

Fickle Harold has worshiped, on his knees,
From cradle 'till now fair Mercedes,
Her every fancy he well knows,
And ha spent hi summers where she goes.
vVith lover's touch her belt he's tightened.
And held her true when she seemed frightened-Has put on her shoe while urchins stare.
(Would have gone further did he dare).
Alone with nature on moonlight nights,
These two could be found enjoying the sights,
Of the Milky Way and the Man in the Morn;
Destroyed by day, which came all to soon.
And thus he's loved; but doe no more
This maid of gear and mells galore
For in his life comes a new star,
Mercedes has lost to F. I. A. T. car.
Dedicated to Harold L. Foss.
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MOTTo-Get to 'em kid.
OBJECTS:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

The
The
The
The

elevation of- the standard of the national card game.
cultivation and advancement of profanity, bluffing and sleeping late.
moral, intellectual and social retardation of its members.
worship of Bacchus in a creditable manner.

REQUIREMENTS:

(a) Refrain from sleep from one to eight A. M. and be capable of appearing

humanly intelligent the following twelve hours.
(b) Be a first class imitation of the variety of fish commonly classed as a sucker.
(c) Hold four kings, draw one and look like nines up.
(d) Be able to quare up in long green when the last pot i called.

2°3

MEETINGS:

(a) Place :-Anywhere there is a table, chairs, garboons, tobacco, papers,
matches, cards, chips, booze and enough fellows.
(b) Time :-His Satanic Majesty has lost count and so have we.
c9ffittf~
:Mi~s

Deal
Bluffer
Stand Pat
Called
Raise 'Em
Shy

:
,

Jim. Might
Bert McCord
A/ike Murphy
Jinl Lyol1s
Bill Foster
Minfo1'd

.ffltmbtf~

Bakewell
Watkins
Fagan

Pennington
Kudlick
Thompson

Hensyl
Burnside
Miller
Lambert
~fJt ~amt a~ E>Uf

.oidb=bt

&fJakt~ptart. Jtublick. &tt~

To draw, or not to draw-that is the question:Whether 'tis safer in the player to take
'The awful risk of skinning for a straight,
Or, standing pat, to raise 'em aU the limit
And thus, by bluffing, get in. To draw-to skin;
No more-and by that skin to get a fun,
Or two pairs, or the fattest bouncing kings
That luck is heir to-'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished. To draw-to skin;
To skin! perchance to burst-ay, there's the rub!
For in the draw of three what cards may come.
When we have shuffled off th' uncertain pack,
Must give us pause. There's the respect
That makes calamity of a bobtail flush;
For who would bear the overwhelming blind,
The reckless straddle, the wait on the edge,
The insolence of pat hands and the lifts
That patient merit of the bluffer takes,
When he himself might be much better off
By simply passing? Who would trays uphold,
And' go out on a smaU progressive raise
But that the dread of something after can-The undiscovered ace-fun, to whose strength
Such hands must bow, puzzles the wiU,
And m.akes us rather keep the chips we have
Than be curious about the hands we know not of.
Thus bluffing does make cowards of us aU;
And thus the native hue of a four heart flush
Is sicklied with some dark and cussed club,
And speculators in a jack-pot's wealth
:With this regard their interest turn away
And lose the right to open.
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It

Good ships are built with ballast low
That they thru storms may safely go;
And by such rule was Murphy planned,
That windstorms surging overland
,
Might not disturb his station,
For tho' above his fellows here,
By half a head, his curls appear.
His weight is slight for one so tall
And so the question's bound to fall,
Why this converse relation?
The answer comes with one's first look
At this strange leaf from Nature's book,
For all the weight of which he boasts
Is placed like in supporting posts
At no great distance from the base.
Like their's, his lines no curves can show
From tap'ring top to base below;
His feet are marvels in their way
To body weight their tribute. I?ay
And thus the mystery efface.

.

}l;)oUJ 3Jt }l;)appeneb
A darkened hall,
Two figures there;
A silent squeeze,
Noone to stare.
l

A willing maid,
Unpassable chance;
Everything right,
Enter Muse Romance.
A whispered word,
Rapturous kiss;
Bound for life,
Oh, what bliss.
Wedding bells,
Blushing bride;
Ceremony finished,
Knot is tied.
Honeymoon gone,
Baby is near;
"Grow" called papa,
Let's stop here.

2°5

Junk
m~.lIml BSTETRICIAN ORTON is a crank on antisepsis-he even

sterilizes the patient's hands, and in so doing, we trust, InCIdentally his own. Who said he was rattled?
We have heard another story, though, that has the above
backed off the board. Sideburn and Hensyl were out on a case;
which one read Ulrick's quiz notes while the other worked they
won't tell.
Silverstein claims the characteristic symptom of emphysema of the eyebrow
to be spinal chills. This statement is made after an extensive personal experience
with this most dire of affiictions. Silverstein claims to still experiel1-ce these spinal
chills at the mere mention of a certain e'vent. We are convinced that this condition is purely neurotic in origin, but the explanation of the chills being located in
the lumbar region instead of the pedal extremities, we refer to Prof. Cohen.
It is said that McCord never buys soap, which statement is substantiated by
ward class G, but that is nothing compared to Schaffer, who was never known to
buy anything that he could graft.
.It is rumored about college that Herbert and Dr. Stout are fifty-second
COUSInS.

Just why Huber wears a smile that is in the same class with Ben Watkins
on Blue Monday has been a deep-dyed mystery to the class. Possibly some light
can be thrown on the subject from the questiQn Huber is credited with asking a
certain party .on a Ridge Avenue car late one Sunday night, viz.: "Would you
secure a D.D.S. if you were me ?'"
The hypothetical question,,-What is the difference in pitch between the
voices 0 f Jackson and Carter?
*Cates looked worried, and on being asked the cause said he was afraid he
wouldn't graduate. It seems he is a great believer in dreams, and the other night
he saw himself digging, with pick and shovel, a new subway for Philadelp1:lia.
Society Note.-It is reported, among those in the know, that Mr. T. A.
Cheatham and Mr. J. Robert McCord will spend the latter days of May in Atlantic
City fishing for merm~ids.
We regret to state that Barry has a severe attack of nurse-itis, which,
although not confining him to bed, keeps him within close radius of a hospita1.
What did Hensyl have under the book in Dr. Cole's quiz?
Heatherington-"Are there any tomatoes in this soup, Miss K-~"
Miss K-"Yes, Mr. Heatherington."
Heatherington-"Take it away."
**Cates, Foss, Watkins, Kudlick, Lyons, Fagan, Carter, Thompson and Robinson have all taken a great interest in art since they had their pictures taken.
• Editor's Note.-Lemonade and lady fingers are great dream producers.
•• Editor's N ote.-Joe. Fulmer threatened to clean up the committee if his name appeared
in this connection.
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That rumor about R. H. Lyon missing Dr. White's quiz is a rank outrage
and gigantic lie. Richard has forty-seven pages of notes and three drawings from
that quiz.
The College clock is not-but the combination of Bull, McCain, Trainer's
and eight bells is-infallible.
Baxter, Irvan, Robinson, Heatherington, Lambert, McConkey and Russell
are taking a course in sewing, dancing and other things at Darlington Seminary.
They are all progressing nicely with the exception of Russell, whom. the ladies
short suited the first evening, and he hasn't been back since.
Quotation fi·om a slip :-"1 suggest that all unpleasant or off-color personalities be cut out of this year's class book. It should not be a scrap book of odious
ridicule and derision, but a life long remind"er of-earnest labor and happy College
days." Here is an example far outshining the proverbial feminine inconsistency.
Imagine Woodruff, the writer of the above idealistic words, never permitting a
week to pass without enjoying the aesthetically elevating, intellectual and highly
cultured productions of the Casino from a front seat with his satellite Anderson.
For a -senior to display exuberance of spirits is bad enough, but to be pulled
in a class fight and called a sophomore in the papers is disgraceful.
Bill Baxter expects to continue his studies in anatomy abroad. Having obtained such an excellent groundwork along this line at the National A. c., we
expect him to do Old Jeff. credit.
Did you ever see Bull, McCain and Royal get together in Dr. White's quiz
and compare pleasure balloons?
.
_
Our auto enthusiast Henderlite tells an interesting story of tuning his car
for a race. How he took her entirely down; packed the spark and advanced the
pump; timed the transmission and packed the cylinders; oiled the spark plugs and
cleaned the cut-out; oiled the brake surface and polished the port light; lined up
the floor boards and took out the cylinders; and attended to other minor details.
He would have won the race, according to his story, had he not punctured his
carburetor and had to stop to adjust,his necktie.
Glasgow and Marsh are reported to have been in the Rathskeller the night
of the Chi. game-Baker must have been there before them.
With uttermost reverence and deep regret that we have to announce Heatherington and Goodison are showing some of· the first symptoms of neurasthenia,
particularly that of coprolalia.
Just who accompanies Frodey to and ·from quizzes is known only to a select
few.
We are all agreed with Seifriz that a soft pat is more appropriate thanet stiff
o~e for his head.
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J dreamed that I dwelt on an isle of cracked ice,
In the mid t of a lake of champagne,
Where bloomed the mint julep in meadows green,
Amid showers of lithia rain.
I reclined on a ofa of lager beer foam,
With a pillow of froth for my head
While the spray from fountains of sparkling gin fizz
De cended like dew on my head.
From far away mountains of cry talline ice
zephyr, refreshing and cool,
Came wafting the incense of sweet mu catel,
That parkled in many a pool.
My senses were soothed
Of a brooklet of pous
That rippled along over
To a river of absinthe

by the soft purling ong
e cafe,
pebbles f snow
frappe.
Then lulled by the mu ic of tinkling glasses
(For the lake in my stomach wa de~p)
I dreamily sipped a high ball or two.
And languidly floated to leep.
And then I awoke on a bed of rocks,
With a bol ter as hard as a brick
A wrench in my head, a rack in my n ck
A stomach dete tably sick.
With sand in my eye and grit in my throat
Where the taste of la t evening still clung,
And felt a bath towel stuffed into my mouth
(Which I afterward found was my tongue).
I groped for the thr ad of the evening before
In the mystified maze of my brain,
Until a great light bur t upon me at last
/'11/ off Ihe ~ 'agol! aga;ll.

lEo Jiill Jiaxter,

l.i~?ie ~uge5,

.Jimmie jIfligbt,

~cboen\tJalb,

"lEbe qcbinatotun JSuncb"

Jiarher anb l.pon5 of

~rt

(!Club

10TTo--Worry Richard on' ae thetic temperament.
On] ECT-To a i t the merely human mind to rise above the contemplation of
ordid, commonplace "ologies" and 'i m " to thc arti tic height of
Mural rt.
REQUIREME T :
(a) Five cents or an obliging friend.
(b) Excellent inci or or good knife.
(c) Highly developed buccinator, temporal and rna eter mu de .
(d) Hypertrophied alivary gland.
(e) Ea ily protruded obiculari .
R

LE

AND RECULATIO

S:

(a) Be ever ready to stake any meritus or lay brother for a chew at any timc.

(b) For an active member to leave a d po it of Ie than 1000 C.C. in any das
room is diagno tic of impotency and punishable by cxpul ion.
(c) Inaccuracy of distance or direction i a misdemeanor not befitting a brother
and puni hable by one wcek's u pen ion.

efftcers
G. W. Spellce/', M.D.
N[. E. Baxter
** D. F. Glas<Tow
H. D. Irvan Jr.
.J. C. L'\,olls
H. H. Thompson
Easy Ruth
G. S. Hells)'l

Grand Ma ticator Ex- ffic:o
Grand Ma ticator
on-Expectorator
Profuse Expectorator
Dribbler
icariou Expectorator
eneral Di tributer
ine Habet

JIlembers

J. J.

Wither
*F. . Bakewell
\V. 1. Rou e
F. R. Burnside
. H. Reinhart
IV1. E. F 0 ter
C. C. Turner
T. R. Boden
G. H. Robin on
\V. S. arter
~'**M.

p. E. Fagan
W. G. Phillip
F. W. IcConkey
C. R. Farmer
J. T. John on
D. W. Lewi
G. C. Pennington
W. D. Herbert
. B. Landry
*H. J. Huber
C. Grow

*Reformed ..
**The only member exempt from rule (b).
***Lo t his plug at home, but lives in hope of recovering hi property.
oTE.-The following faculty members have been accepted on u pieion:
. H. Hunsicker, M.D., G. F. Doyle, M.D., H. R. Loux M.D., Orville Horwitz.
!.I.D.
P.S.-On going to pre we are notified that R. J. Frody ha,: again failed to
qualify a a member.

~o ~aI

s. ~iIItr*

*~s
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our artist pictures bim after exams.

~bbante

6f.Jttt from "Ul:f.Jt Autobtograpf.Jp of
NAP 2,367,943,861.

jRtlt~

€btrttt

.:to~ttr"

DREAM I.

I sat before a table green,
So started out my little dream.
Held four aces-bet the limit,
Cornered three raises-was right in it.
With morning's light the chips were mine,
We all cashed in-made college in time.
THIRTY-l<"rVE .DOLLARS my winnings did se~m,
And thus was ended my first httle dream.
SAME NAP. DREAM II.
Faculty in session, my name the theme,
Their remarks were disturbing in this troubled dream,
Monty thought me inefficient to the last degreeFrom his caustic remarks a flunk I could see.
"Gyney;" said Orville, "Is of no account,
Foster, has G. U. through the ropes for the countWe'll pass him and make life to him seem,
Like another short but swe;t, sweet dream."
STILL SAME NAP. DREAM III.
I lay on the bapk of a beautiful stream,
So started out my next little dream.
The 'so'und of a footstep startled me;
Holland stood there with my M. D. degree.
I listened respectfully while he made the talk,
Of all the prizes I'd won in a walk.
And thus while I lay on the bank of that sj:.ream,
Here ended abruptly my third little dream.
NAP 2,367,943,862.

DREAM

1.

In the saddle we were-horses walked as a team,
"Hearts and Flowers"-Green Lights for my last little dream.
She was tired and leaned from her saddle toward me-Closer I drew-(just the moon could see)
Home we were going this wonderful night,
I popped the question, she answered, "All right"
Was I happy? No I-strange as it may seem
For I knew 'twas only another damn dream.
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&pstemati?eb 11\dusions

jfInrt Junk
Bake is the boy who's got the trick,
Of making the girls just to him stick.
To look in his fa<;e any girl would know,
He has parlor amusements galore to show.
Andie comes from Fountain Green,
This Casino wonder we have all seen,
Tear his hair and try to look wise
While slinging the ink in his book of some size.
Joe Fulmer, the *corner-sewer of our class,
In whose eyes any girl must efficiently pass
An exam; whose requirements are going some,
That art work at G--fs passed ,on a run,'
Joe Irvan, the man whose fists quickly doubleOur original red rag to the bull of trouble,
Came home with two shiners the qther night;
Gave Jimmie a check, payabfe, on liis next fight.
James Chalmers Lyons with a . added M. D.
Don't that title look big to .you and me?
But that M. D. and a bald head too
Will·imp-ress his patients more than me and you.
Doherty, he of the long explanation.
Provoking.in teachers one word-"Damnation."
H ere the diagnosis, so long sought;
Diarrhoea ~f words, constipation of thought,
T. A. Cheatham we are sure will pass
for the most obliging man in the class.
For didn't he go with Bert to the show
After Bert vainly waited an hour in the snow?
Have you ever heard our Carter talk?
Or seen a comb at his hair balk?
Or heard him tell of a trolley ride?
Or sing about, Over on the Jersey Sjde?

•

Briody hails from the Holy City,
It's inconsistent and seems a pity,
For a citizen of a respectable place
To chew tobacco and go the pace.
Baxter lives down in Chinatown,
And as a student has won renown,
A student of what? I know you'll ask,
Why the contents of every unemptied flask.
W. D. Barry says he chews the rag
But is not at his best when the party is stag,
With a girl, no light, at that game without rule,
He takes like the mumps in a boarding school.
*Pun.

fh f,.'''IONUJ HI.,n iH JI"IilII'l"."; IN"
A ._.', ANf..tLK.,FAi,""'''1.

""",''fit''

H. H. Thompson, "A .darling," 0 I've I een told
By the sweet one, hi arms so oft hav enfold.
Like Orpheus and Eurydice these two seemed to me,
'Til she caught him with another, girl, you see.
" nfaithful." she cried ;-he looked down at his toes,
elf-c nsci us, like a wart on a great poet' nose.

lIl:!Jarles 4i}rimes

Have you een Grimes on Che tnut Street
With a dolly in tow? It's urely a treat!
He laughs and chatters and how lots of knowledge
That we're not taught at Jefferson ollege.
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Most popular man-J. C. Miller.

•

_.

'"1"1""".:
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Best dressed man-Co H. Grimes.

.. !II

'"I

"l

Biggest feet-J. M. Murphy, (W. D. Herbert honorable mention).
Chief "butter in"-So Moss.
Bright boy-D. H. B. Ulmer (unanimous).
Laziest-J. C. Fulmer (even voted f01: selO.
Best natured-Eo Z. Ruth.
Sleepiest-M. E. Foster (not a dissenting vote).
Ladies' desire-R. G. Furlong.
Swelled head-A. Seifriz.

G.
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Craziest man-So H. Rinehart.

Greatest talker-To

._: e ••

e..__.
•-. ••••
...
-.-.. -~

et,. "..
""

Handsomest man-J. F. Might.

.-

•

Thompson.

Grouch-J. De Witt Schomvald.
Smiler-F. W. Meddaugh.
Cutest-G. H. Robinson.
Baldest-J. Schneyer, (J. C. Lyons three hairs ahead).

.

.

Fattest-H. W. McCain, (J. R. McCord lost by two votes).
Tallest-G. L. Orton.
Sweetest-H. C. Miller.
Happiest-M. C. Grow (just married).
Artistic cusser-J. Hetherington (only had fou~ votes and won).
Hot air merchant-J. R. McCord.
Best bluffer-Co V. Keating.
Tightest-P. J. Schaffer.
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Because we sell for cash only, we can afford to sell
for lower prices than our competitors.

OUR MOTTO

OUR OOODS

HONEST OOODS

ONE GRADE ONLY

AT

.. THE BEST"

HONEST PRICES

The Physicians' Supply Co. o( Philadelphia
IMPORTERS, MAKERS AND DEALERS IN

SUROICAL INSTRUMENTS, HOSPITAL AND
INVALID SUPPLIES
X-RAY COILS, STATIC MACHINES AND
ELECTRICAL BATTERI ES
TRUSSES,

E~ASTIC

BELTS AND DEFORMITY

APPARATUS
EXPERT FITTER AND LADY ATTENDANT IN TRUSS DEPARTMENT

1118=1120

Chestnut Street

Philadelphia

Fifth Floor of the Estey Building.

(Take Elevator)

GET OUR 300 PAGE CATALOG-FREE

2[8

JLl

BERNSTEIN MFG. COMPANY
Makers of high.grade

Aseptic Hospital "Furniture
Steri~izing a~d Disinfecting Apparatus

M,etallic

~ed-ste~ds

and Bedding

IInstit~tion 'Supplies
3rd Street and Alle'gheny Avenu~ ".

Philadelphia. Pa.

Haridsonle New Colorings in Spring and Summer
Woolens for Young Men's Wear.
Correct Price
Snappy Styles

'
Best of Workmanship

Suits, $18 to' '$ 35

Overcoats, $2

° to $4

F. CASIERI
MERCHANT' TAILOR 2

14 South Eleventh Street
21 9

0

Beat of Coffee

Remember-_..-......
,...lJhe Old Reliable Headquarters
for Internes' White Duck Suits.
Oper~ting, Dissecting
and Visiting Gowns

Everything Neat and Clean

BELVIEW'
STATTON
CHARLES H. STATTON. Proprietor

Light Lunch Cafe
and

Apartments

219-223 SOUTH TENTH STREET-

C. D. WILLIAMS CO. ' .
246 S. 11th St.
Philadelphia

N. B. Don't f~il 10..., the only NEGLIGEE SHIRT that

PHILADELPHIA

withalaods the grinding .train of the HOIpital Laundry.

TRAINER'S

X~'RAY

Thirst Palace

MACHIN,ES
\

lOr

SOUTH TENTH STREET
ROENTGEN
loth below Chestnut St.

MFG.

CO.

MARINER &. MERCHANT BLDG.
PHILADELPHIA
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::&ell '1l~ol\e. Wall\uI28-12

:Ker,loue. mal" 43-94 :<\.

ESTABLISHED 1339

'1J~1!sicians'Signs

! William
g

~

~..!!.

Sli.,

(;

H. Richter
Suceeuor to

1. H. GERMIG

&

SON

Manufacturers of

~ Surgical, Veterinary and Orthopaedical

l

~

Instruments
TRUSSES, BANDAGES, ETC.

~

(LADY IN AlTENDANCEl
~ 109 S. EIGHTH ST.
PHILADELPHIA
"

(Below Chestnut)

'11ass~lb~rg ~ros.
It

Discount to Physlclons

HOTEL WALTON
BROAD AND

LOCUST STREETS

Philadelphia

mit congratulatt tbt QClass '09

imb wisb tbtm SUCCtSS.

'gIr, 3Juurs & iarbirri
500 rooms. European Plan. Absolutely fireproof.
Most centrally located Close to everything. Rooms
without bath, $2 per day and upwards, rooms with bath
$2.50 and upwards. furnishings and equipment ~
very best.

((ollege
1115 1IlIIaluut &t.

LUKES &. ZAHN

221

~ai(Or5

Bell Phone

KIRSHBAUM

Keystone Phone

JOHN WOLFE
:fIflen'~

..1'ine ..1'urni~bing~
at t)opu{ar

r

Provision Dealer

~riCt5

/

926

241 and 243 S. Tenth St.

CHESTNUT ST.

Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA

[ilycoThymoline

fjJ

If you simply desire style in your
clothes, almost any clothing store can
please you. The same is true if you
consider only the fit, or a certain color,
etc.

fjJ

But if you are wisely particular
about style and fit and wear and tailoring and linings and trimmings and allwool cloths and patterns and colorings;
and if you are at all interested in getting good value for your moneythere are no two ways about it - you
must buy at this store.

CAmRDAL

(ONDIIIONS

:N~S:l\L ~ T"RO~T

fjJ

_INTESTINJ\L

Price range for specially built
Young Men's Clothing, ready-towear, $10.00 to $25.00.

STOMACH~ RECTAL
.~~UTERO-VAGINf\L

&. OWEN COMPAM-:
fulton St.,~ewYork

W m. H. Wanamaker

KRESS
210

~f.Je ~ome

of .:fine aUotf.Jes

12th & Market Sts. :. Philadelphia

We ohaU be p1eued to forward, free of all cool, a ~beral supply
of GLYCO.THYMOUNE to any member of the Cia.. of '09.
WriteuI:

222

KENDEG. OLIVER

&

BOYD

mailots
N. W. COR. 18TH AND CHESTNUT STS.
PHILADELPHJA

~xdu~ibe &tple~

for ((ollegr _en

RATHSKELLER

PETE MONTONE

FOR

. JEFFERSON

Fraternity Smokers

LADIES' AND GENT'S

Bootblack Parlor

MENUS ARRANGED AT

(

SHORT NOTICE

201 S. lOth St.

STERNS
·922 ARCH ST.

PHILADELPHIA

TICKET, GOOD FOR 6 SHINES, :J5C.
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ALL JEFFERSON EMBLEMS

Diamonds and Watches
STARVING TO DEATH
The two pictures of Emery Ray Evans
tell at a glance what

Eskay's Food
did for him.
His mother says: .. Three doctors said he
could not live, and his case was known for ten
miles around Plain City. We tried nearly all of
the prepared foods, but they did not hell' him.
Finally, a founh doctor recommended Eskay's
Food when he was so low that we could scarcely
tell he breathed."
The pictures show the result.
I f J'our baby, or J'our friend's baby,
needs better nourishment, we shall be
ilIad to send a generous free sample
of J:;skay's Food attd our helpful book,
"How to Care for the Baby."

SMITH. KlINr & fRrNCH CO.,

Arch Street, Philadelphia

IRA D. GARMAN
JEWELER

101 South Eleventh Street
Philadelphia
"MAIL ORDERS"

COTHEll & LEON RD
41'2 BI~O 'DWAV
ALI3~NY,

N. Y.

CAPS, GOWNS,
HOODS
500 land Titl

BuildinG

PHIL DELPHI

Hy James Montg'omery Flag'g'

Attractive
Quality
Prints
FOR

COLLE'GE
ROOMS
Copyright, Judge Company
"AWAITING YOUR FAVORABLE REPLY"
Photogravure. '.~ x 20, ONE DOLLAR
1t

x ", FIFTY CENTS

GOOD Pictures are a necessary
adjunct to every student's room,

By H, Hirschaeur

showing the individuality of its
occupant.
JUDGE Prints express taste, rennement and culture.
NEW 1909 CATALOG
SENT ON RECEIPT OF 10c.

JUDGE CO.
Copyrlg'ht,

I9OQ.

2'25 Fifth Ave.)

by Judg'e Co .

.. HER BUOY"

In Photogravure, '5 x ,8,

ONE

DOLLAR

225

ew York

tEbt 3Jnbibtbual~ anb tbt ~roup~

~botograpbtb

~

in tbis 1Sook.
were mabe at tbe

\.Oilbert

$tu~iQ

926 ((bt~tnut ~trttt
/

~bilabtlpbia

~tnn~!,lbania

.
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CAN WE NOT INTEREST YOU IN

" -WRIGHT QUALITY"
WEDDING INVITATIONS. WEDDING ANNOUNCEME!'!.'fS
WEDDING ANNIVF.RSARY INVITATlOt,S
CALLING CARDS
MENU CARDS. GUEST CARDS, RECEPTION AND TEA C'-.ROS

PARTY ANn DANCE INVITATIONS
DANCE PROGRAMS
ARMS. CRESTS.

MONOGRAMS, INITIALS

SOCIAL STATIONERY. FRATERNITY STATIONERY
BANOUET MENUS
MASONiC AND ,MILITARY INVITATIONS AND EXCHANGE C,l,RDS

MASONIC MONTHLY NOTICES
COLLEGE COMMENCEMFNT INVITATIONS, CLASS DAY PROGRAMS
COLLEGE PINS AND -EMBLEMS

DIPLOMAS
CERTIFICATES Of MEMBERSHIP

BOOK PLATES
MEMORIALS AND RESOLUTIONS ENGROSSED
PROfESSIONAL CARDS
COMMERCIAL STEEL ENGRAVING

.

MODERN ADVERTISING

NOVELTIES, STEEL-ENGRAVED

1:ART CALENDARS

LITHOGMAPHING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING AND HALF·ToNE WORK
IN ONE OR MORE COLORS

80NDS. STOCK CERTIFICATES AND SECU RITI ES
ENGRAVED ACCORDING TO THE IlEQUIRfMENTS OF
THE gTOCK EXCH'\NG£

SPECIAL DESIGNS SUBMITTED FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
SAMPLES

FOR~,\RDE.D ON

E. A.

RE.OUEST

EXCELLED BY NONE

ESTABLISHED 1872

-

WRIGHT

ENGRAVING AND PRINTING IN ALL KNOWN ARTS

1108 CHESTNUT ST.,

PHILADELPHIA

